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Abstract of Dissertation Presented to the Graduate Council
of the University of Florida in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements

for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

A GENERATIVE PHONOLOGY OF AZERBAIJANI

By

Hosseingholi Sa 1 i mi

December, 1976

Chairman: Professor Bohdan Saciuk
Major Department: Linguistics

This study, consisting of five chapters and a summary, presents a

generative phonology of the Tabriz dialect of Azerbaijani. The first

chapter sketches Azerbaijani among Turkic languages, and briefly refers

to the literary dialect of the Northern Azerbaijan, styles of speech,

and the Tabriz dialect. The second chapter examines six previous works

on Azerbaijani phonology and finds a reanalysis of the [+ high] stops

and affricates necessary. The third chapter presents an argument for

positing a pair of velar stops and deriving the palatal stops from

them by rule. This chapter also briefly argues for one underlying seg-

ment inventory for all Azerbaijani dialects. Consequently, it argues

that despite phonetic difference the dental affricates and alveopalatal

retroflex affricates in some dialects of Azerbaijani (as in the Tabriz

dialect), and the alveopalatal affricates and palatal stops in some

other dialects (as in the Baku dialect) come from the same underlying

segments, i.e., from the alveopalatal affricates and velar stops. The

fourth chapter contains the majority of the phonological rules in this

study. Chapters two, three and five, too, contain some of the rules.
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Some of the rules are apparently formulated for the first time, and

those that appear also in traditional analyses, are formulated with re-

gard to the general principles of generative phonology. The fifth

chapter viewing nativization as the inconspicuous occurrence of a loan-

word in a speech style of a borrowing language, sketches nativization in

Azerbaijani. Here it is suggested that, in nativization, in addition to

the general rules of Azerbaijani phonology and the rules of nativization,

which like the general rules apply to the underlying representations,

there are also the rules that replace the unfamiliar foreign segments

with native approximations in the lexical entries. It is observed that

there is almost always a direct relationship between the number of the

rules and the degree of nativization. Finally, it is suggested that

nativization affects also the borrowing language.
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CHAPTER I

THE POSITION OF AZERBAIJANI AMONG TURKIC LANGUAGES

Introduction

1.1. Azerbaijan is a geographical area occupying a province of

Persia to the south and a republic of the Soviet Union to the north of

the Aras river. In this dissertation we are concerned with the language

of Azerbaijan, specifically its phonology.

1.2. Azerbaijani is a new name for the Turkic language spoken in

Azerbaijan and nearby lands^ since centuries ago. In Southern Azerbaijan

it is largely a spoken language and occasionally the language of poetry,

whereas in Northern Azerbaijan it is the official language of the repub-

lic. Despite the fact that for centuries it has been called TLirki in

Persia and Azerbaijan, the name Azerbaijani, particularly in linguistic

discussions is preferable because Turki , formally referring to the

Eastern Turkic, is ambiguous. Another ambiguous name used for Azerbai-

jani is Azeri which is the name of an Iranian language replaced by our

Turkic Azerbaijani. Other names used for Azerbaijani have been Turk dili

'the Turkic language 1

, Turkcha 'Turkic', Azerbaijan Turkchasi 'Azerbai-

jani Turkish', Azeri Turkchasi 'Azeri Turkish', and even 'the Caucasian

Tatar Language' (Dami rchizada 1972:3).

1.3. In this study we shall use the name Azerbaijani, for however

else it is named 'for centuries this language has been the language of

the heart and the mould of the thought and feeling of [the people of

Azerbaijan]' (Farzana 1965:2), and it remains 'the language of the heart,

1
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street, and home for the people of Azerbaijan 1 (Karang 1961: Introduc-

tion). 2

1.4. Azerbaijani is spoken by more than seven million people in

Southern and Northern Azerbaijan. Smaller groups, too, in the Middle

and Near East speak dialects of Azerbaijani. As for its distribution in

Persia, outside Azerbaijan, 'Turkic minorities speaking an Azarb dialect

[are] found practically in all major cities' (Menges 1951:278).

1.5. An attempt to properly locate Azerbaijani in time and place

among the Turkic languages would require an independent study. But in

a brief introduction of the kind presented here it may be said that when

Bulgar-Chuvash and Yakut, the Turkic languages of the Northwestern and

Northeastern extremities of the Turkic world, respectively , are excluded

(because they have early branched out and stayed away from the general

confluence shared by the rest of the Turkic languages), we may start

with the assumption that prior to about the ninth century the Turkic

world shared an almost common Turkic of which the Yenisei and Orkhon

inscriptions of the seventh to the eighth centuries (Jensen 1969:422)

are later records. We may call this Old Turkic.

1.6. The period of the ninth to the thirteenth centuries is the

time when within the common Old Turkic there developed characteristics

which justify major subdivisions, i.e., we find divisions like South-

eastern or Karluk, Northwestern or Kipchak, and Central or Oghuz. The

Oghuz group has a really central position because it contains character-

istics from both the Southeastern and the Northwestern, i.e., the Kar-

luk group and the Kipchak Turkic.

1.7. Comprehensive systems of classifications of Turkic languages

have been worked out by renowned Turkologists. In two of the broadest



of these classifications Azerbaijani can be seen as (1) an Eastern Tur-

kic, or (2) a Southwestern Turkic dialect.

1.8. (1) Azerbaijani is an Eastern Turkic dialect if Turkic lan-

grages are divided into a Western group comprising ancient Volga Bui gar

and modern Chuvash, and anEastern group embracing all other Turkic lan-

guages. This classification proposed by Samoylovich and amended by

Rasanen (Krader 1966:33) is based on a few simple sound features.

1.9. Whereas Western Turkic languages have final -r (e.g., Bulgar

[taxar] 'nine'). Eastern Turkic languages have final -z_ (e.g., Oghuz

[toguz] 'nine'). The -z group is further divided on the basis of having

intervocalic d_ (e.g., medieval Kirgiz and medieval Uygur [adak] 'foot')

or (e.g., medieval Kipchak, Oghuz [ajak] 'foot'). And the lan-

guages are divided into those with prevocalic £- (e.g., Kazan Tatar,

Kazakh [Kalgan] 'remaining') and those without this prevocalic £- (e.g.,

Oghuz [Kalan] 'remaining') (Krader 1966:33).

1.10. (2) Azerbaijani is a Southwestern Turkic language if classi-

fication is based on geographical location and the genetic ties which

relate each modern Turkic language to a corresponding classical Turkic

language. According to this classification, as already hinted (when two

minor categories of Bulgar and Chuvash at the extreme West, and Yakut at

the extreme Northeast of the Turkic world are excluded because of their

more archaic characteristics), most of the Turkic languages fall into

four major categories: (a) Southwestern or Oghuz, (b) Southeastern or

Chagatay (medieval Uygur), (c) Northwestern (medieval Kipchak), (d)

Northeastern (Krader 1966:35-49; Dilacar 1964:28-117; Halasi-Kun 1962:

13-18).

1.11. Southwestern Oghuz Turkic, which came to the Near and
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Middle East during the eleventh and twelfth centuries, itself can be

viewed in two groups: the western and the eastern. The western dialect

of the Southwestern Oghuz Turkic was spoken in Osmanli territory, i.e.,

west Anatolia, and the eastern dialect of the Southwestern Oghuz Turkic

was spoken in east Anatolia and Azerbaijan. It is the latter dialect

which, exposed to the influence of non-Oghuz Turkic dialects, particu-

larly Northern and Eastern Turkic languages, and especially the Kipchak

Turkic and some Mongolian elements, can be considered the earliest

stage of Azerbaijani (Ergin 1958; Berengian 1 965 : V 1 1 1 -IX ) . And it is

on the basis of this mixed origin that Azerbaijani has acquired a central

position among modern Turkic languages.

1.12. Apart from the heritage of Old Turkic literature which

Azerbaijani shares with other Turkic languages, and in addition to its

classics 'Azerbaijani possesses one of the richest among the greatest

folkloric literatures whose influence can clearly be seen among the

neighboring peoples' (Farzana 1965:2) 3
.

1.13. In this study we are concerned with the pronunciation of

one Azerbaijani dialect, i.e., the Tabriz dialect, to be more specific

the pronunciation of the present writer. Tabriz is the largest city in

Southern Azerbaijan with a population about 465,000. In the process of

describing Tabriz speech there may be references to other dialects of

Azerbaijani, especially the literary dialect of Azerbaijani in Northern

Azerbaijan. There may also be references to the styles of pronunciation,

such as 'formal', 'informal' and'normal'.

1.14. The literary pronunciation of Azerbaijani in Northern Azer-

baijan is derived from four main sources discussed in the paragraphs

(a) through (d):
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(a) One of the sources determining the literary pronunciation is

the pronunciation of Azerbaijani in different region centers, such as

Nakhchivan, Shusha, Ganja, Shaki, Shamakhi, Baku, Lankaran.

(b) Another source employed in the formation of the literary pro-

nunciation is the pronunciation developed in the capital, i.e., Baku as

a result of the interaction among different dialects of Azerbaijani.

(c) A third source influencing the formation of the literary pro-

nunciation is the contemporary written Azerbaijani which, except for the

changes of pronunciation predictable by rules, is taken as a model for

the literary pronunciation of Azerbaijani. E.g., the written form of

the suffixes, the great majority of the monosyllabic words, and the

early nativized loans are pronounced as they are written. It seems pos-

sible to infer from Damirchizada's (1972:180-4) observation that in the

literary pronunciation the word is pronounced as written except when a

segment or some segments have a different realization owing to the rules

governing the literary pronunciation, e.g., whereas the words al_ [ael]

'hand', soz [soz] 'word', gayda [gajda] </qa?ida /< Arabic ga<pda 'rule'

etc. are pronounced as written, the words otag [otax] 'room', murad [murat]

</murad/< Arabic murad 'aim', etc., are pronounced with their final

segment having undergone the rule of devoicing ([murat]), and spi rantization

and devoicing ([otax]) which operate in many Azerbaijani dialects including

the literary pronunciation.

(d) The fourth source of the derivation of the literary pronuncia-

tion is the pronunciation of the nonnativized or less nativized loan-

words, e.g., the initial unstressed o^ in the words sovet [savet] 'coun-

cil' and kolxoz [kalxoz] 'collective farm' occur in the literary pronun-

ciation of Northern Azerbaijan as [a] as in Russian; and the k in a

series of loans is realized in the literary pronunciation as a velar [k],

as it is in the source language, here Russian, e.g., leksika [leksika]



’vocabulary 1

, fonetika [fanetika: phonetics', etc. Besides, the

written form of some loans found in Azerbaijani have a partially nativ-

ized spelling pronunciation, e.g., miiasir [ mu?asir]</mu?asir/ Arabic

muTasi

r

' contemporary
' , avam ‘illiterate 1

(also avam [avam] ) /ae vam/

^Arabic 'fawam.

1.15. As for the different styles of pronunciation, it is conve-

nient to adopt R. I. Avanesov's (Damirchizada 1972:174-5) classification

for the literary pronunciation of Russian. According to this classifi-

cation, pronunciation can be in

(a) The Book style: comprising poetic, academic, and oratorial

styles.

(b) The Conversational style: comprising serious and free styles.

(c) The Popular Speech style: consisting mainly of 'careless

speech '

.

1.16. Damirchizada himself speaks of two styles, the 'full style',

and the 'free style'. By the 'full style' he intends 'the serious, for-

mal, correct, exact, persuasive, and effective style' (Damirchizada 1972:

177), and by the 'free style' he seems to mean a style with the charac-

teristics of both the 'conversational style' and the 'popular speech

style' of Avanesov's classification. Damirchizada, however, clarifies

that no conversation consists solely of one style (Damirchizada 1972:

175-80),

1.17. While on the whole we agree with Damirchizada, it seems

that with regard to the number of the rules involved in their derivation,

some words (in whose derivation fewer rules have operated) belong to

the 'conversational style' and some words (in whose derivation more

rules have operated) belong to the 'Popular Speech style'. (See the
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illustrative examples in 1.18 below.) Consequently it appears that a

reinterpretation of Avanesov's classification can offer a more suitable

classification of the styles of pronunciation for all Azerbaijani dia-

lects, including the Tabriz dialect. Accordingly, the pronunciation of

Azerbaijani dialects may roughly be classified into

(a) The formal style, where the phonetic form is identical with or

minimally different from the underlying representation, e.g., [jogurt]

</jogurd/ yogurd 'yogurt 1

, [sa?az t] </sa?ae t/< Arabic sac at4 'time,

timepiece', [rahaet]</rahaet/<Arabic rahat 'comfortable'.

(b) The informal style, where the phonetic form is almost always

maximally different from the underlying representation , e.g., [jout]<C

/jogurd/ yogurd 'yogurt', [sahat] 5<^/sa?aet/<Arabic sac at 'time, time-

piece', [raat] /rahaet/<jArabic rahat 'comfortable'.

(c) The normal style, where the difference between the phonetic

form and the underlying representation is neither minimal nor maximal,

e.g., [jourt] </jogurd/ yogurd 'yogurt', [saat] <7sa?ae t/<^Arabic sarat

'time, timepiece', [rahat] <7rahae t/ Arabic rafrat 'comfortable'.

1.18. As already mentioned (see 1.17 above), a triple classifi-

cation is justified for the convenience it affords to the description of

a pronunciation style in terms of the number of the phonological rules

involved in a particular derivation. E.g., the pronunciation of yogurd

'yogurt' in the three styles of pronunciation may have the following

deri vati ons

:

9+ §/ v-

g^ 0/v-v
d+ t/-#
r> 0/-d

/jogurd/ /jogurd/ /jogurd/

§

0 0

t t t

0

[jout][jogurt] [jourt]
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Often all the three styles have the same pronunciation, e.g., [Liz]

<C/uz/ iiz_ 'face', [g&? laem]<^ /gaelaem/-^ Arabic gal am 'pen', etc. Or the

pronunciation is identical at least for two of the three styles, e.g.,

while the word for 'heart' iirak is [u'raefs] <(/uraz k/ in formal style, it

is [ura^ x] in both the normal and informal styles.

1.19. As for the Tabriz dialect, it is 'understood all over Per-

sian Azerbaijan and in most of Soviet Azerbaijan' (Fraenkel 1961:6).

The Tabriz dialect is regarded as the literary dialect of Southern

Azerbaijan. According to Dilagar (1950:76) in Persian Azerbaijan ‘the

main literary dialect is the dialect of Tabriz .

1 Concerning Azerbaijani

Dilapar (1964:114) also observes that in Persian Azerbaijan 'the main

written dialect is that of Tabriz.'

1.20. Tabriz speech, however, has some peculiarities which render

it somewhat different from the literary dialect of Northern Azerbaijan

with its eclectic regularities. One readily noticeable difference be-

tween the pronunciation of the Tabriz dialect and that of the Northern

literary dialect is in the realization of the alveopalatal affricates

/

2

j/ and the palatal stops [k g] (derived from the velar stops /k g/

by the rule of the realization of the velar stops (RVS) (3.2.11)).

Whereas in the Northern literary dialect the underlying alveopalatal

affricates and the palatal stops appear at the phonetic level, i.e., as

[<t j] and [k g], in the Tabriz dialect the /c j/ and [k g] surface as

the dental affricates [c 3 ] and the alveopalatal retroflex affricates
/> 0

With regard to the peculiarities of Tabriz speech, Dilagar (1964:

114-5) observes: 'In many localities especially in Maragha, Azerbaijani

can be found with neat and old features.' The important point under-



lying this observation is the fact that in Tabriz speech there are in-

stances of the partial observance or the nonobservance of vowel harmony^,

e.g., the final vowel of a word need not harmonize with the vowels of the

preceding syllables in backness or roundness, e.g., [jazdi] 'wrote 1

,

[suri] 'flock', [aeliin] 'thy hand' which are [jazdi], [surii], and [atflin]

in literary style; similarly the infinitive suffix [max], the first per-

son plural marker of the imperative mood [ax], the future marker [ a cax],

and the comparative marker [rax] will have back vowels even if the stems

have front vowels. The rule of synharmony, too, which requires the use

of back vowels with the velar consonants is not always observed, e.g.,
A -

[ £ or ] 'blind', [ti^'an] 'thorn', etc. With regard to the degree of

adherence to the rule of vowel harmony, Shiraliyev (1967:58) places

Tabriz speech at the end of a list of Azerbaijani dialects (including

the Baku dialect) with frequent breaches of the rule of harmony.

1.21. A glance at the rarely published Southern Azerbaijani lit-

erature of any value suffices to indicate that despite the claim to the

contrary the Tabriz dialect is not the literary dialect of Southern Azer-

baijan. This fact is evident from the absence of the already mentioned

harmony breaches characteristic of the Tabriz dialect in the literary

language. In other words, in Southern Azerbaijan, too, for serious lit-

erature there is a literary dialect much similar to or identical with

the literary dialect employed in Northern Azerbaijan. In this dialect

all the vowel harmony breaches are avoided.

1.22. In the following chapters we are concerned with the phonol-

ogy of the spoken urban Tabriz dialect of Azerbaijani. Chapter two dis-

cusses the previous words on Azerbaijani phonology examined by the author;

chapter three posits the underlying segments of Azerbaijani; chapter four



presents the phonological rules involved in the derivation of the pro-

nunciation of Tabriz speech; and chapter five gives an account of na-

tivization of loan words in Azerbaijani.

Notes

^

_

The fact that the Azerbaijani language has not been limited to
Azerbaijan can be seen through many centuries since its formation as a
literary dialect in the fourteenth century. Between the fourteenth and
sixteenth centuries Azerbaijani was one of the three major literary
languages of the Turkic world, the two others being Osman! i (first only
negligibly different from Azerbaijani) and Chaghatay (see Berengian 1965:
3-5). * •

Concerning its currency outside Azerbaijan we may note that the
status of Azerbaijani as a lingua franca in Central Asia and Caucasia
repeatedly has been mentioned by men like Lermontov, Mariinsky, Abovyan,
Lazarev, and Budagov. Lermontov has even compared the convenience af-
forded by Azerbaijani to people traveling in the Caucasus and Central
Asia to that of French to the travelers in Europe. And as an example of
its popularity among different peoples, it may be pointed out that accord-
ing to recent research, between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries
thirty-five Armenian fork poet-musicians composed and performed in Azer-
baijani (See Damirchizada 1972:6).

2 The implication is that in Southern Azerbaijan today Azerbai-
jani is largely a spoken language, though once it was also a language of
publications. 'Eight Turkic [i.e., Azerbaijani H. S.] newspapers were
published during the first stage of Constitutional Period [1906-1911] in
Tabriz and Urumiyya' (Berengian 1965:38).

3
Professor Tibor Halasi-Kun (1962:18) of Columbia University says

'Even today the Azeri [i.e., Azerbaijani H. S.] Akhondzade is considered
the greatest playwright both of the Turkic world and of the Near and
Middle East.

'

^ The spelling forms for almost all the Arabic and Persian loans,
in Southern Azerbaijan, are identical with that in the source language.

^ The informal [sahat] has not undergone the maximum number of the
rules in comparison with normal [saat] (See p.l6lfor their derivation).

r

The partial observance or nonobservance of vowel harmony in
Tabriz speech seems to have historical reasons. E.g., the word for 'rice
is [diiji] in Tabriz speech, and [tuki] in early Turkic (Emre 1949:38).
The difference between the Tabriz [diiji] and the literary Azerbaijani
[diiju] (Azizbakov 1965:142), thus, seems to be in the further development
of vowel harmony in the literary style and the lingering of archaism in
Tabriz speech.
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Similarly, the harmony in the Tabriz [aelu'n] 'thy hand' (corre-
sponding to the literary pronunciation [ a<? 1 i n ] ) may not be considered
as broken because this form has kept more of the earlier [aeliin] (Ergin
1963:126). Using standard Turkish orthography, Ergin transl i terates the
word for 'thy hand's^

I

(

Kitab-i Dadam Gorgud. .

.

Dresden Copy p. 84) as
elun where the e is in fact [ae] in Azerbaijani (see Ergin 1958:402).
There are Turkish dialects, e.g., Anatolian dialects, where the ortho-
graphic e represents both the mid fromt [e] and the lower mid from [£]
(which corresponds to Azerbaijani [ae]). In these dialects [e] and [f]

contrast, e.g., el_[el] (Azerbaijani [ael] ail) 'hand' and eQjel] 'coun-
try'. (See DilScar 1950:60-61 and 1964:107)1'.



CHAPTER II

A REVIEW OF THE EXISTING TREATMENTS OF
AZERBAIJANI PHONOLOGY

2.1. Chapter two presents a brief review of six works on Azerbaijani

phonology. In each work we have been concerned mainly with what is related

to Azerbaijani phonological segments. This means that we have not reviewed

each work in its entirety. Consequently, the narrow scope of our interest

has made it impossible for us to refer to all the valuable contributions

of each work to Azerbaijani linguistics.

Except for one linguist {Shi raliyev) who views the sound system of

the majority of Azerbaijani dialects, and hence is not expected to focus on

a particular dialect, five out of the six linguists whose treatment of

Azerbaijani sound systems we examined are concerned with particular

dialects.

2.1.1. One linguist (Assaturian) seems to describe the Northern

literary dialect, with valuable references to Tabriz speech. Two linguists

(Dami rchi zada and Akhundov) describe the sound system of the Northern

literary dialect of Azerbaijani. Two linguists (Fraenkel and Farzana)

describe the Tabriz dialect.

2.1.2. Assaturian 1958 . This is a phonemic analysis presenting

the phonemes, their allophones, and distribution in consecutive sections

for Turkish followed by Azerbaijani. Turkish receives fuller treatment,

and the shorter treatment of Azerbaijani includes references to the Turkish

norms

.

12
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2.1.3. Assaturian's description of Azerbaijani phonemes generally

accounts for Tabriz speech, as well, although his description of one seg-

ment does not correspond with that in Tabriz speech. He speaks of a voice-

less postvelar stop in Azerbaijani. If 'postvelar' is to mean a point

of articulation beyond the articulatory point for velar stop, i.e., a

uvular stop, this does not seem to belong to the Tabriz dialect nor

probably to other Azerbaijani dialects. We are not informed to which

Azerbaijani speech area his informant belongs, though from note 9, page

36 it seems inferable that Assaturian's Azerbaijani informant comes from

Southern Azerbaijan. It seems possible that what Assaturian describes

as a voiceless postvelar stop is the same voiceless velar stop which,

reportedly, is encountered in some Northern and Western dialects and

speeches of Northern Azerbaijan. E.g., in Zagatal a-Gakh speech, in the

/

north, the voiceless palatal stop [k] is often replaced by the voiceless

velar stop [k], e.g., [komak]</ komae k/ 'help 1

, [i nak]</i na? k/ 'cow', etc.;

and in Western dialects, the voiceless velar stop has been found before

[4] and [u] in a few words, e.g., [k45]</g4£/ 'winter', [ku<5]</guS/ 'bird'

(Shiraliyev, 1967:75).

2.1.4. In view of the phonetic difference between the Tabriz dental

and retroflex affricates [cj/Mjand other Azerbaijani alveopalatal affri-

cates and palatal stops [Cj kg] , Assaturian's choice of /djk’g/ is quite

significant from our point of view. Concerning [$<$] he observes:

The two phonemes /g-7/ and /kV

/

are so strongly
palatalized and fronted with some speakers,
especially in Tabriz, Ardabil and other areas
in Iranian Azerbaijan, that they sound almost
like /dj/ and /t t/ respectively (p. 36).

And concerning C

c

3] he says:

Those Azeri speakers who articulate the / k-V/ and
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/9y/ phonemes as (t£) and (dj), instead of (£y)
and (jy) would use (c) and (dz) (p. 40).

2.1.5. In the section 'Distribution of phonemes' Assaturian gives

the useful explanation that in a word with a vowel sequence, there appears

an internal open juncture between the two vowels when the second is stressed,

as in [saat] 'time, timepiece.' Assaturian (1958:43) also observes that

'when two vowels occur together unstressed they are pronounced in close

juncture. Example, / tea 1 i / 'elevation', where the first vowel forms a

syllable with the preceding consonant, while the second vowel on the other

hand forms a syllable by itself.' Here, too, what interests us is that

vowel sequences in Azerbaijani constitute two syllable sequences in contra-

distinction to a diphthong in whose underlying structure in Azerbaijani

the segments involved are a vowel and a nonsyllable segment, not two

vowels (see 2.3.6; 2.4.2; 2. 4. 4. 2; 2. 5. 3.1; 2. 6. 3. 5-6). Furthermore,

if our analysis is correct, the orthographic form teal

i

(also in Moran,

1945:1233), which in formal style of pronunciation consists even phoneti-

cally of a cvcvcv sequence, does not contain a vowel sequence. The word

tsal

i

in phonetic form consists of a cvcvcv whose first intervocalic c

is a glottal stop which replaces the Arabic voiced pharyngeal fricative

in the Arabic word taT al

i

. The presence of the glottal stop in the

partially nativized form [tae?ali] rises from a physiological need for a

connecting nonsyllabic segment between two vowels differing in backness

or height. Another instance of a replacement motivated by such necessity

can be seen in [duwa] Arabic dui

a

'prayer' where the inserted non syllabic

segment agrees in roundness with the preceding vowel. Similarly, the

front glide in [ismayal ]<Arabic ismasil Ishmael is a replacement.

2.1.6. It is rather difficult to agree with Assaturian's implica-

tion that there are initial consonant clusters in Azerbaijani. He gives
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a few initial clusters, e.g., dram 'drama 1

, gram 'gram', spor 'sport',

S-fenks 'sphinx', stai 'apprenticeship', etc. for Turkish, and at the end

of the section for clusters he observes: 'the distribution of consonants

in Azeri Turkish represents the same pattern, and listing of it here would

be repetitious. Most of the examples cited for Osmanli Turkish occur

identically in Azeri' (Assaturian, 1958:49). To the present writer's

knowledge the fact is that any occurrence of initial clusters will be in

nonassimi lated loans in the speech of those aware of the nonnative

origin of the word.

2.1.7. Concerning clusters, it should be pointed out that, although

medial clusters (usually of two and rarely of three consonants) do occur

in Azerbaijani, in popular Tabriz speech it is seldom the case that voicing

assimilation exists. Quite the contrary, even where orthography shows

voicing assimilation of consonants, in pronunciation dissimilation occurs,

e.g. , ista [isdae ] 'Ask (for)!'.

2.1.8. Assaturian shows that in Turkish and Azerbaijani there are

three stress levels: primary, secondary, and weak. The difference between

weak and primary stress can be phonemic in monosyl labics , e.g., [gul]

'flower' vs. [gul] 'Smile! '. As to the position of stresses in poly-

syllabi cs, in native words, as Assaturian shows, the primary stress falls

on the last syllable, the weak on the syllable preceding the primary, and

the secondary stress, in words of more than three syllables, falls either
N /

on the last syllable of the root, e.g., [algisladflar] 'they applauded'

(Dami rchizada , 1972:160), or stays on the first syllable, e.g., [joldaS-

„ „ „ '

larimizi] 'our friends' (accusative). In Turkish, foreign and geographi-

cal names are stressed on the first syllable, e.g., banka 'bank', po'sta

/ t

'post', Londra 'London', Si rkeci 'an area in Istanbul'. But this is not
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the case in Azerbaijani where foreign words are not exceptions to the

' ' /

stress rule, e.g., tilifun ’telephone 1

, Landan ’London’, Maralan ’an area

in Tabriz’

.

2.1.9. As Assaturian observes, in compound words the last syllable

bears the primary stress, e.g., bircog ’many.’ Also, as he mentions,

stress falls on the syllable preceding the question marker /mi/, whose

presence is not necessary in normal and informal styles, though it is

encountered in literary style, e.g., Gordun (mu)? ’did you see?’. We

could add that there are other syllables, too, that behave like the

question marker /mi/, e.g., the negation marker /ma/, and several others

(see for a discussion of such syllables Damirchizada , 1972:155-6).

Finally, as Assaturian (1958:53) mentions, in reduplicate words both

members receive primary stress on the final vowel , e.g., tane'' tane

/ /

( dana dana in Tabriz) 'one by one’.

2.1.10. Assaturian observes that whereas vowel length is phonemic

in Osmanli, it is not in Azerbaijani. Osmanli, roughly, is the Turkic

during the 15th to early 20th centuries in Turkey. Today Turks of Turkey

refer to their language as Turkce ‘Turkish’ or Turkgemiz ’our Turkish'

as opposed to Azeri ce 'Azeri', Azeri Turkgesi 'Azeri Turkish', Azeri

'Azerbaijani' etc. In fact some of the long vowels are surface phonetic

manifestations: [doru] dogru 'right, correct,' etc., and some are non-

assimilated, nonnative vowels, e.g., [fena]<Arabic fana 'dissolution',

[jam]<Persian Jam 'goblet.' Only when we compare the length in words

like these with the ordinary native vowels as well as the shortened (i.e.,

nativized) vowels in nativized words can we find ‘phonemic contrast,
1

e.g., [jam]<Persian jam 'goblet' vs. [jam] 'glass, pane.'^

2.2.1. Fraenkel 1961 . Part V of Fraenkel's work, 'The phonemes'
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(pp. 446-52), consists of (1) Azerbaijani vowel 'phonemes' in the vowel

triangle, followed by short comments on vowel harmony, and allophonic

variations, (2) the table of Azerbaijani consonants, followed by notes

on the allophonic variations, and their distribution. Finally, he gives

a distinctive feature analysis chart with Jakobsonian features.

(1 ) The vowels

:

i u y u

e 6 o

ae a

2.2.2. Fraenkel (p. 446) gives a cryptic hint at vowel harmony:

'Normally either the low vowels ae a or the high vowels i u y u harmonize

in one of the two possibilities of vowel harmony existent in the language;

other types are rare.' Then he refers to Azerbaijani vowels in the frame

of (Daniel Jones's) cardinal vowel system.

Fraenkel 's note on vowel harmony is rather too laconic to be

directly understood. He presents Azerbaijani vowels in two groups: the

low vowels /ae a/, and the high vowels /i u y u/. (Not implausibly, he

disregards the mid vowels /e 6 o/ which as he observes (p. 447) do not

occur in suffixes.) But it is not quite clear how /ae a/ harmonize in

native Azerbaijani words. It is true that they are low vowels, but they

differ more importantly in that one is a front, the other is a back

vowel. This is an improbable mistake, hence Fraenkel 's grouping of

/ae a / and /i u y u/ must have another interpretation. Possibly, Fraenkel

intended that /ae/ vs. /a/ and /i ii/ vs. /y u/ stand in a relationship,

i.e., the low /ae/ harmonizes with the high /i ii/ all being front vowels,

and the low /a/ harmonizes with the high /y u / all being back vowels.

2.2.3. As for consonants, Fraenkel gives detailed phonetic information.
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and finally. But most importantly, from the viewpoint of our approach,

Fraenkel gives the 'blade-palatal' 6 and j (of churchy and ju d£e ) rather

than the dental c (of hats_ and adze) , as Azerbaijani affricate phonemes.

Fraenkel 's choice of /£/ and /j/ rather than /c/ and /j/, which are more

expected because his informant is a Tabrizi speaker of Azerbaijani, is

quite significant. Similarly, Fraenkel refers to dorso-palatal stops

(i.e., / k/ and / g/ rather than the retroflex affricates, i.e.,
\_fi\

and

if]), as Azerbaijani phonemes. These are in agreement with our generative

interpretation to be presented in the following chapter.

2.2.4. In the section "Distribution," Fraenkel gives more phonetic

information about Azerbaijani consonants. Some of these are phonol ogical ly

important, e.g., the nonnati veness of the voiceless velar stops; the

restriction of the palatal stops to syllable initial position; only non-

initial occurrence of voiced velar fricative; the unstableness of /h/;

and the realization of /v/ as [w] after /a/ and /o/.

2.2.5. There seems to be a contradictory view of the segment /r/,

which is specified as [+voc, +cns, +strid. . .] (p. 452). According to

Fraenkel himself (p. 450) /r/ is 'a flap with fricative allophones; thus

in phonemic terms the norm or 'systematic phoneme' is the 'voiced flap'

which is so realized intervocal i cally and initially, though initially

the flap is in free variation with a voiced fricative allophone, and

finally and before a voiceless consonant/r/ has a voiceless allophone

resembling [2]. It is in its devoiced allophonic occurrences, finally

and preconsonantally , i.e., when /r/ assibilates to [2] that it has the

feature [+ strident], not in its normal occurrence, i.e., intervocalically

and initially, where it is a voiced flap or voiced fricative. Now if the
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systematic phoneme /r/ is a vocalic liquid, as Fraenkel, too, has specified

it, how can it also be specified as [+ strident], as we find in Fraenkel

(p. 452)? In sum, it is true that Azerbaijani /r/ tends to be devoiced

finally and before consonants, which seems to produce an impression of

stridency; however, if 'stridency is a feature restricted to obstruent

consonants and affricates [whereas] plosives and sonorants are nonstrident 1

(Chomsky and Halle, 1968:329) we cannot label Azerbaijani /r/ as both

a vocalic liquid and a strident segment. And if 'strident liquids. . .

are nonvocalic' (Chomsky and Halle, 1968:329), again, it is contradictory

to specify Azerbaijani /r/ as [+cns, +voc. . . +strid.].

2.3.1. Farzana 1965 . Farzana finds in Azerbaijani nine vowels

(a e e i i o 6 u u; p. 20
) which he classifies according to their back/

front, open/close, unrounded/rounded features, and 23 consonants (pp. 20 - 4 ),

in an arrangement like

glottal: h

vel ars : q , % , x

palatals: g-k, y

pre-palatals: d-t, c-
5 , z-s, j-j, r, n, 1

labio-dentals : v-f

bi labials: b-p, m

Farzana 's a e e i 1 , 0 6 u u correspond to /a ae e i 4 0 6 u ii/,

respectively , and his q y c
9 5 j correspond respectively to /g j j t i 1/

.

2.3.2. Farzana first establishes the point that vowels harmonize

in Azerbaijani since it is a Turkic language. Then he tackles the

questions of native words, loanwords, and the degrees of nati vization

,

with admirable conciseness, yet a degree of comprehensiveness. E.g., he

shows that in native Azerbaijani words vowels in stems and suffixes
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harmonize in backness or frontness, e.g., [<^ozaelj 'beautiful',

[(^zozae 1 lae r] 'the beauty', [t^zozae 1 1 ix] 'beauty', [aj'ri] 'separate',

[ajrilix] 'separation'. Then he shows that (1) there are some loans that

already have this harmony pattern, e.g., [ae sae r]<Arabic athar 'effect',

[haesra?t]<Arabic hasrat 'anguish', [Sae fae g]<Arabic Safaa 'twilight',

(2) some words which in the lending language contained both front and

back vowels but after entering Azerbaijani have undergone harmonizing

changes: [rahat]<Arabic rabat 'comfortable', [tamaSa]< Persian tamaSa

'spectacle', etc., (3) some loanwords which have not acquired Azerbaijani

vowel harmony. Their original phonetic structure has remained almost

intact: [mae hbup]<Afabic mabbub 'beloved', [sae rbaz]<Persiansarbaz_

'soldier', [tae ranae ]<Persi an tarane 'song'.

2.3.3. Most of Farzana 's insightful discussion of vowel harmony

is reflected in the section on vowel harmony to be discussed in Chapter

4. Yet there are two points of some importance not to be omitted here:

(1) mid vowels appear only in the initial syllable of words; (2) rounding

harmony in suffixes is mostly a modern phenomenon. This observation by

Farzana can easily be substantiated upon comparing the form of the modern

dictionary entries (e.g., Moran, 1945; Azizbakov, 1965) for the words

'fox', 'lamb', 'flock', 'true', 'tube, pipe', 'clear', etc., i.e.,

tiil ku , guzu , suru , dogru , boru , duru , etc., with their pronunciation in

Tabriz: [guzi], [siiri], [dogri], [bori], [duri], etc. In these and

similar forms we see the archaic stage without the rounding harmony.

Note that the lack of rounding harmony can be traced from Old Turkic

to present. (See Emre, 1949:68 for further explanations.)

2.3.4. As Farzana observes, Azerbaijani vowels are nonlong. This

fact accounts for the shortened vowels in some thoroughly nativized
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loanwords. This is not to deny the occurrence of long vowels in non-

assimilated loanwords, or the phonetic formation of long vowels in native

words under predictable conditions.

2. 3. 4.1. Farzana observes that from among the nine Azerbaijani vowels

/ 4/ (i.e., the high back unrounded) is shorter than the others. 'And it is

for this deficiency,' he observes "that 4 does not have the fitness of

appearing word-initially, and in such cases gives its place to i' (p. 30).

2.3.4. 2. I wonder if this argument of Farzana holds at all. He

himself acknowledges the existence of initial [4]. He says, 'words whose

initial syllable consists of the vowel 4, in writing, this sound [my

emphasis H.S.], by violation of vowel harmony is written i, e.g., inanmag

'to believe', i 1 an 'snake'.' And most strangely he goes on to say, 'such

words even if their initial j_ is pronounced [4], as in [414g] 'lukewarm',

[45 4 g] 'light', [ildirim] 'thunderbolt' are represented with i_ in writing,

thus 4 is deprived of the initial position, though in other instances it

enjoys equal rights with other vowels' (p. 30). Apparently, a confusion

of 'sound' and 'letter' has crept here. Language is speech, and if

there are words with initial [4] pronunciation, then we cannot deny the

existence of this pronunciation even if in writing (because traditional

Arabic script does not reflect the difference) we have only one letter i_

to stand for both [i] and [4]. And since Farzana's argument for the

shortness of [4] is based on the supposition that [4] does not occur

initially, the shortness claim falls when we find that according to

Farzana himself, we do have initial [4] in words like [414g], [454g]

,

[ildirim]

.

2. 3. 4. 3. It is true, however, that the initial [4] is very

infrequent in urban Tabriz speech. I seem to have two [4]-initial words

in my speech, i.e., [iSgirmax] 'to hiccup', and [ilxi] 'herd'.^
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2.3.5. The existence of mid vowels in noninitial syllables, in

words like alov 'flame
1

, ga^ov 'curry comb', buzov 'calf', buxov 'fetters',

oxlov '(cook's) rolling-pin', etc., contradicts the fact that mid vowels

are restricted to the initial syllable.^

2.3. 5.1. While all the linguists whose work on Azerbaijani phonology

we have examined mention the restriction about the occurrence of mid vowels

in Azerbaijani, none except Farzana comments on the origin of the [o] it-

self in the second syllable of the cited words. Whereas others take the

occurrence of the [o] in noninitial syllables as an 'exception' (Damirchizada

,

1972:56, 61, 129), a 'phoneme' (Akhundov, 1973:132-3), only Farzana observes

that the [o] in the noninitial syllable of the cited words is a phonetic

output.

2. 3. 5. 2. Although he does not speak of 'underlying segments' and

'phonetic representations ,
' Farzana ‘s brief comment on the origin of the

[o] in the unexpected position in the cited words is similar to a generative

view. He says:

Although the sound [o] in several occasions, with
the help of the letter v participates [ i . e . , [o]
is conditioned by this v H.S.] in the second
syllable of the words like alov 'flame', buxov
'fetters', buzov 'calf', ga£ov 'curry comb', this
[[o] H.S.] is a phonetic phenomenon (Farzana,
1965:30).

2.3. 5.3. His view that [o] (similarly [6]) in the noninitial

syllable of a word is a phonetic form is another way of saying that it

is not a 'phoneme' but a derived segment. And this presupposes an under-

lying segment which for some reason Farzana does not specify.

2.3. 5.4. But it is not difficult to discover this underlying seg-

ment if, in the light of Farzana's observation, we study examples like

those cited by him against their earlier forms. The words buzov [bizow]
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'calf
1

, buxov [buxow] 'fetters
' , g4rov [g4row] ' hoar-frost' , bulov [bilowl

'whetstone' appear as buzagu ( 58-1 8)
4

, bugagu 5
(446-26), g4ragu (446-11 ),

and bilegu (447-19) in Kashghari, 1072-3.

2. 3. 5. 5. The Azerbaijani version of such early forms which persist

in Turkish (e.g., buzagi , bukagi , kiracji , bi legi ) , can now be accounted for

by the following transformational rule which deletes the final vowel,

changes the [g]/[g] to [w]/[w], and rounds the vowel preceding the [w]/[w]:

+syl

°<bk

+cns
+hi

+vce
-cnt

_
-strid_

"+syl

|_+rnd

# =» +rnd -cns

-lo ^bk
L+rnd.

1 2 3 4 1 2

In the forms derived by this rule the unexpected mid round vowel in

the noninitial syllable, as Farzana observes, is a phonetic product caused

by the round glide, represented as a v in orthography.
6

2.3.6. Farzana clearly observes that, except in some regional

speeches, there are no diphthongs in Azerbaijani. And in confirmation of

this point he observes that the reason why Turkic languages, including

Azerbaijani, do not have diphthongs is that each syllable in these

languages can have only one vowel. Furthermore, these languages disallow

the development of diphthongs. Thus, in two adjacent syllables of a word

two vowels do not come side by side -- if this occurs, as the result of

suffixation, usually a nonsyllabic sound intervenes. E.g., [^i siyae ]<

/ki3i+a/ 'man + ind. obj . marker', 'to the man', [balasi]</bala+i/ 'child

+ third person singular genitive marker' 'his child', [daevae ni]</dae va=?+i/

'camel + dir. obj. marker' 'the camel', etc.. Note, however, that diph-

thongs do occur in speech. E.g., [ow]</av/ov 'game', [dow$an]</dav$an/

dovgan 'rabbit.' We shall find this in more detail in Shiraliyev's treat-

ment below.
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2.3.7. Unlike vowel sequences, medial consonant clusters of usually

two, and less frequently, three segments, are allowed in Azerbaijani since

it is a Turkic language. This leads to the question of the existence of

geminate consonants in Azerbaijani. As Farzana observes, apart from these

medial geminates formed through the adjacency of a suffix consonant with

an identical stem consonant (e.g., [jellae r]</jel+lar/ 'winds', [aemmaek]<

/aem+mak/ 'to suck', etc.), some geminates, mainly phonetic realizations

are found in a limited number of Azerbaijani roots (e.g., [aelli] 'fifty',

[baslli] 'known, evident', [dokguz]</dogguz/ 'nine', etc.).

2.3.8. Farzana concludes his discussion of Azerbaijani sounds with

a concise and orderly description of the most important phonological rules

in Azerbaijani. First he explains a few basic points like 'sound change'

and 'diachronic and synchronic' changes. His account is synchronic. He

treats first some of the violations of the vowel harmony in Tabriz speech.

Then, he gives examples of voicing assimilation, spirantization, final

devoicing, point of articulation assimilation (progressive and regressive).

In a highly organized manner, he gives examples of i-epenthesis , and

consonant insertion, as well as examples of vowel and consonant deletion.

Not aiming at a formal mathematical presentation, Farzana 's observations

come in clear prose exposition.

2.4.1. Dami rchizada , 1972 . Damirchizada classifies Azerbaijani

vowels by the following criteria:

1. The horizontal position of the tongue

(a) front: i, ii, e, ae

(b) central: e

(c) back: a, 4, o, u

2. The vertical position of the tongue
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(a) close: u, u , 4, i

(b) half-open: e

(c) open: o, o, a, ae

3. Labialization: o, u, 6, ii

4. Quality: there are no diphthong phonemes

5. Quantity: vowel length nonphonemic in native words

6. Tenseness: all Azerbaijani vowels are nontense.

Of these 1-3 are self-explanatory, though one wonders why Damirchizada

does not pair /o'/ along with /e/ as central/half-open. We shall comment

on criteria 4-6.

2.4.2. 4. On the basis of the view that a diphthong is a single

phoneme resulting from two vowel sources, Damirchizada argues that there

are no diphthongs contrasting with monophthong vowels in literary

Azerbaijani, though in the structure of some words in colloquial speech,

as it is the case in some Azerbaijani dialects, diphthongs result from

the combination of vowels, and at times from the sequence of a vowel and

a following consonant like [jvf]. Damirchizada cites [toux] toyug 'hen
1

,

[jual] juval 'large bag', [boiix] boyuk 'great', [koul] koniil 'heart(center

of affection)', [nout] naft 'petroleum', [goum] gohum 'kin' to exemplify

what he considers diphthongs. Damirchizada (1972:14) uses the sign

above vowel sequences to indicate that they are pronounced together like

diphthongs. But this argument seems to confuse different processes. The

fact (at least in the writer's idiolect) seems to be that a vcv sequence

may become a vv sequence, not a diphthong. See 2. 6. 3. 5-6, 2. 6. 5-3 for

our view about Azerbaijani long vowels, diphthongs, and vowel sequences.

2.4.3. 5. Damirchizada rightly observes that vowel length is

nonphonemic in native Azerbaijani words, though his view that the syncopating
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£ in [a§z4nda] /agiz+in+da/ 'in his mouth 1

is shorter than other vowels

seefns to lack enough support. The fact seems to be that the disappearance

of 4_ and u_ in words like [a§z4m]<[a§4z4m]</ag4z+im/ 'my mouth', [garn4m]<

[gar4n4m]</gar4n+im/ ' my stomach', [burnum]<[burunum]</burun+im/ 'my nose',

etc. results from the shift of stress from them to the vowel in the

syllable following them. Thus, rather than a 'short' variant of 4 or u

we may speak of these vowels in a weak position, which is the position

preceding or following a stressed syllable.^ But even this is not excep-

tionless. We may have [a§4z4m] 'my share of the milk of the young cow'

where unlike [agz4m] 'my mouth' syncopation of the vowel in the weak

position has not occurred.

2.4.4. Damirchizada also refers to the existence of some long

vowels in the Shaki dialect of Azerbaijani, e.g., [jagi] 'enemy' vs.

[ja§4] 'the oil' (accusative). This is interesting because in Tabriz

speech, too, we have [jaSil] 'green', [narin] 'fine (size)', [galin]

'thick', side by side with [jaSil], [nar4n], [gal 4 n] pronunciations.

One is tempted to think that these words with long [aj have been remodeled

on the familiar Arabic morpheme structure cvcvc; on the other hand, one

is no less attracted to the idea that the native words with long vowels

preserve original Old Turkic long vowels. Three out of the six linguists

whose work on Azerbaijani phonology we have examined do speak of native

long vowels. In our generative phonology of Azerbaijani underlying long

vowel segments have a role in voicing the word-final obstruents in

monosyllabics. (See 3.10.2.3, 3.10.2.4)

2. 4. 4.1. It is true, however, that some long vowels are phonetically

produced both in loanwords, and native words, e.g., [taelim]<Arabic taf 1 im

'education', where the voiced pharyngeal fricative has been replaced by
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length. But not all phonetic long vowels are of this kind. E.g., despite

Darmichizada's view that the word for 'time, timepiece' has a single long

[a~] (p. 46), the fact seems to be that it has a sequence of two vowels

of ordinary length, i.e., it is [saat]<Arabic sav at 'time, timepiece'.

According to Akhundov (1973:130), too, 'facts show that whether in saat

or in any other word with a sequence of aa, there is not a single long a_,

but two short a_'
s.

'

2. 4. 4. 2. The difference between the long syllabic part in [taelim]

and [saat] 'time, timepiece' is that in the derivation of [taelim]<

/tae ?1 im/< Arabic tasl im 'education' the deletion of the glottal stop

(which has replaced the Arabic voiced pharyngeal fricative in the Azerbai-

jani underlying form /tae?lim/) is compensated for by addition of length to

the vowel preceding the deleted segment in the underlying form, whereas in

the derivation of [saat]</sa?aet/<Arabic sasat 'time, timepiece' the

deletion of the underlying glottal stop has only removed the barrier

between the two vowels of ordinary length. It is as a result of this

deletion of the consonantal barrier that the uninterrupted articulation

of the two vowels of ordinary length gives the impression of a long [a]

which is not a single segment in my idiolect of Tabriz speech. The

derivation of the words [taelim] and [saat] may show the difference

between the [ae] in [taelim] and [aa] in [saat].

/t ae 7 1 i m/ /s a ? ae t/

(1) (FVS)(3. 12.3.4)

(2) (NFVS) (3. 12.3.3)

(3) (Glt-wk) (1 ) (Ch.4)

(4) (2)

a

h

(5) (VL)

(6) (VH)

a 0

a

[saat][tae 1 im]
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In these derivations the rules (2) (3) (4) (6) for the derivation

of [saat], and (1) (3) (5) for the derivation of [taelim] have this order.

2. 4. 4. 3. Thus, we have two kinds of phonetically produced long

vowels: one represented by the long vowel in [tek 1 im]</tae?lTm/< Arabic

tasl im 'education' where the deleted segment actively contributes to the

production of the long vowel, the other (i.e., the one which Damirchizada

gives as [a] in [sat]) represented by [saat]</sa;

?ae t/<Arabic sarat 'time,

timepiece' where the deleted segment produces two contiguous identical

vowels. In other words, the length which is not that of a single long

vowel results from the adjacency of two identical vowels, which adjacency

in turn results from the deletion of the intervocalic segment.

2. 4. 4. 4. The distinction which we make between a single long vowel

(e.g., in [jaSil] 'green', [narin] 'fine (size)', [gFlin] 'thick', [agil]<

Arabic v agi

1

'wise', [t* 1 im]< Arabic taelim 'education', etc.) and long

vowel which consists of two identical vowels (e.g., in [saat]<Arabic

sa^at 'time, timepiece', [£uur]<Arabic £ufur 'intelligence', [saeaer]<

Arabic saliar 'morning', [tae av mmiil ]<Arabic tavammul 'thought, reflection',

[ tae aejj ub]< Arabi c tasajjub 'astonishment', etc.) is confirmed by the

syllabic structure of the 'long' vowel in question. Whereas the single
\ / \ / \ / v/ v/

stress on the long vowel in [ja:h'l], [narin], [galin], [agil], [tavlim],

etc. shows that this is a single long vowel, the double stress on the

v / v / \ / \

'long' vowel in [saat], [£uur], [saeaer], [taeaemmul], [ta^ a^jj lib] , etc.

proves that the 'long' vowel in such words consists of two segments.

2.4.5. 6. Damirchizada speaks of tense vowels (i.e., long vowels)

and nontense vowels (i.e., the ordinary and the, allegedly, shorter

vowels), though he also points out that the tense-nontense classification

can be made in some speeches only, not in the literary dialect.
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2.4.6. Finally, Dami rchizada points out that there are nasal vowels

in some Azerbaijani dialects, though not in the literary dialect. On the

basis of Dami rchizada ' s description nasal vowels are phonetic phenomena in

whose production a vowel preceding a nasal consonant is nasalized and the

nasal segment is deleted, e.g., [aldiz]</aldiniz/ 'you acquired', [sa]<

/saenae/ 'to thee', [ma]</mae nae / 'tome', etc. (Dami rchizada , 1972:47).

2.4.7. Damirchizada finds in Azerbaijani the following 25 consonants

all of which, except for [x] and [k], he considers as the phonemes of

/

Azerbaijani. He hesitates to posit [x] and [k] as phonemes, because neither

of them is symbolized in Azerbaijani orthography, and while [x] is re-

stricted to the syllable-final position, the voiceless velar stop [k] is

found primarily in loans.

P t

b d

f s s

v z i

v

c

k (k)

/

g g

(x) x h

j §

J

m n

1

r

2. 4. 7.1. Since the basic points of Dami rchizada ' s description of

Azerbaijani consonant phonemes can be gathered from the above chart, we

shall point out only the cases of important differences with the analysis

presented here.

/ /

2. 4. 7. 2. Damirchizada's description of It j k g/, palatal affricates

and stops, does not account for their realization in Tabriz speech. We
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shall take up the question of the realization of these segments in Tabriz

speech, in the next chapter.

2. 4. 7.

3.

An interesting point is the question of the voiceless

palatal fricative [x] which Damirchizada seems to consider to have the

potential for being a phoneme though it is not a fully-formed phoneme,

yet (96). Note that to treat [x] as a potential phoneme, in terms of

/

generative phonology means to consider [x] as an underlying segment, not

a predictable phonetic segment. But the fact is that [x] is a phonetic

/

segment derived by rule, not an underlying segment, [x] is produced when

the palatal stop [k] (see (1.20) and (3.2.11) for the status of the [k]

in Azerbaijani dialects) is in preconsonantal or word-final position in

many dialects of Azerbaijani including the Northern literary dialect

described by Damirchizada, and Tabriz speech. E.g., in these dialects

we find [kaexlix] ([£a?xlix] in Tabriz) 'quail', [as'xdim] 'I planted',

[dora^ x] ([coraex] in Tabriz) 'bread', etc..

2. 4. 7. 4. Considering that orthographical ly these words are kakl i k ,

akdim , dorak , Damirchizada states that the preconsonantal and the final

^

k_'s are mere symbols for [x] in default of an independent symbol for [x]

in Azerbaijani orthography. While this is superficial ly true, the

/ /

appreciation of the relationship between [k] and [x] is lacking in

Dami rchizada 's description. Hence, he is compelled to consider [x] as a

sound of some phonemic value for which Azerbaijani orthography has no

symbol, hence it is symbolized with k_.

2. 4. 7. 5. But this scarcely seems to reflect reality. The fact is

/ /

that [x] is the preconsonantal and final variant of [k] in Tabriz speech

and the dialect Damirchizada describes. This can be seen from the alter-

nation of [x] and [k] in such examples as: [a?x] ak_ 'plant!, [aexdim]
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akdim 'I planted 1

, but [aekiraem] ([ae^iraem] in Tabriz) aki ram 'I am

planting.' Obviously, the [k] which finally ([a^x]) and preconsonantal ly

([aexdim]) is spirantized to [x], surfaces before the vowel ([a? kiraem]/

[ae/siraem]).

/

2. 4. 7. 6. Whereas in these dialects the [k] in monosyl labics like

[£aex] ([cas?x] in Tabriz) 'to draw', [tux] 'hair', [tix] 'sew', [ta?x]

'alone', etc. (but not in polysyll abics) appears phonetically before

vowels, there are dialects of Azerbaijani where [x] is not produced.
8

/

I.e., the [k] surfaces unspi rantized , hence the orthographic kaklik ,

a_kma_k, Eorak represent also the phonetic forms. Thus we may conclude

that [x] is a positional phonetic realization of the [k]. This can also

be indirectly deduced from the derivation of [j] in words like [coraeji]<

[6oraegi]</i6r*k+i/ 'bread
1

(accusative) (see 2. 4. 7.8-9)

.

2. 4. 7. 7. The final [k] in polysyllabic words does not surface be-

fore vowels in many dialects including the literary and Tabriz dialects.

Rather, it is realized as [j], e.g., [coraejae] 'to the bread', [inacjae]

'to the cow', etc.. Such forms may give the impression that [j] results
/

from the voicing of [x] before a vowel. But this does not seem to be the

case because since (as discussed in 2. 4. 7.3-9) [x] is a phonetic form

((a) because of the recoverability of the [k] in monosyl labics
,

(b)

because the [k] surfaces unchanged in other dialects of Azerbaijani) we

do not have an underlying form 1 i ke */Eorae x+i/ in order to obtain [coraeji],

2. 4. 7. 8. The correct derivation of [coraeji] is from an underlying

form like /boraek+i/, through the intermediate stage of [doraeg'i], as a

/ /

result of [k]-> g/vcv-+v, followed by the general rule in the dialects

including the literary and Tabriz, i.e., g -> j/v- (see 3. 6. 4.1), as we

find it in [i j i t ] < / i g i d / 'valiant', [dujmae ]</diigmae / 'button', [dasj]<
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/dae g/ 'touch', [bae j]</bae g/ 'gentleman', etc..

2. 4. 7. 9. Thus [j] in [coraeji], [inaeji], etc. does not result

from the voicing of [x], rather the spirantization of the [g] after a

vowel which in turn, in words like [£oraeji] ([coraeji] in Tabriz),

[inaeji], etc., results from the voicing of the [k] before a vowel, as

in /cores k+i/, /inaek+i/, etc..

2.4.8. Dami rchi zada ' s view of the voiceless velar stop is factual.

He observes that the voiceless velar stop is mainly to be found in some

recent loans. But the voiced velar stop occurs freely, though not so

frequently word-finally. The fact seems to be that in the majority of

Azerbaijani dialects no native Azerbaijani word orthographically ending

in £ is so pronounced. This is inferable from Shiraliyev's (1967:96)

classification of Azerbaijani dialects with respect to the realization

of the /g/ as [x] or [§] in polysyllabics word-finally.

2.5.1. Akhundov, 1973 . This is an impressive physiological,

acoustic, statistical study rich beyond the limits of our scope here.

2.5.2. Akhundov makes a not unappealing case for long vowel

'phonemes' in Azerbaijani. After examining different views for and

against the existence of long vowel phonemes in Azerbaijani, Akhundov

concludes that there are long vowel phonemes. He arrives at this con-

clusion well aware that the long vowels have primarily foreign sources

(p. 71), and arise from phonological processes. But he observes that in

contemporary phonology the phonemic status of a vowel is not based on

its source, rather it is based on the role the vowel plays synchronically

.

Hence, whether they are originally of the primarily lengthened vowels

(e.g., da£ 'stone' vs. daS 'distant' in Turkmen), or of the secondarily

lengthened ones (e.g., [al im]<Arabic Tal im 'learned' where the long vowel
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is the unchanged Arabic long a, or [tnae 1 um]<Arabic ma ? 1 um 'known' where

the long vowel has resulted from the replacement of the [s'] by length)

long vowels in Azerbaijani on the basis of their linguistic condition,

are to be considered independent phonemes.

2.5.3. Next is Akhundov's position on the question of the existence

of diphthongs in Azerbaijani. He rejects Dami rchizada ' s view that diph-

thongs are not phonemic. Damirchizada ' s point was that a diphthong is a

single vowel resulting from two contiguous vowels. Akhundov rejects this

by observing that a diphthong is not necessarily quantitatively one vowel

resulting from two contiguous vowels, rather a diphthong is explained as

the pronunciation of two vowels within one syllable. Note, however, that

since each vowel is a syllabic segment, two vowels cannot be pronounced

within one syllable. What Akhundov implies is, probably, that the second

vowel in a sequence of two vowels is changed to a glide and thus the

resultant sequence of VG forms one syllable. Consequently, Akhundov

contends that Damirchizada's view of diphthongs results from his taking

orthography as the basis of his judgment, i.e., by looking at the VC

successions of, e.g., ov and ov_ rather than their phonetic values which

are [ou] 'game' and [ou] 'home. 1 By [ou] and [ou] , again Akhundov must

intend [ow] and [ow] which being successions of VG are pronounced within

one syllable.

2. 5. 3.1. According to Akhundov, there are two diphthongs in Azerbai-

jani: /ou/ and /ou/ (in fact, as just mentioned they are [ow] and [ow]),

and they have phonemic status. Akhundov's criterion for the phonemic

value of the diphthongs is that they contrast with the monophthongs /o'/

and /o/, e.g., [doga] 'so that (she) gives birth' vs. [douga] (in fact

[dowga]) 'rice and vegetable soup with yogurt. ' Faithful as it is,
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Akhundov's phonetic approach fails to shed light on a more general fact

in Azerbaijani. Rounded diphthongs, as already mentioned (see Note 6;

2.3.6; 2. 6. 5. 2), result from the following rule:

+syl1 v

°<bk J i

^[-syl]'j

i •!

+rnd
.-To _

-cns

+hi
w bk

_
+rnd

1 2 3 1 2

This rule is also responsible for the diphthong in [dow§a]</davga/ 'rice

and vegetable soup with yogurt.' Apparently, the other diphthong mentioned

by Akhundov, i.e. [ow], too, is formed by the application of this rule,

e.g., [bilow]</bilev/ 'whetstone.' In a generative analysis if [ow] and

[ow] are predictable by rules, they cannot be underlying segments.

2.5.4. The vowel system proposed for Azerbaijani by Akhundov con-

sists of: (a) nine ordinary vowels: i u e ae a o 6 u 4

(b) five long vowels: T e 6

(c) two diphthongs: ou ou.

2. 5. 4.1. Akhundov begins the description of each vowel with some

brief historical information as to the sources of the vowel, cites its

features, shows the place it holds in contrast with other vowels, indi-

cates with which consonants it is or is not used, and finally cites its

allophones. Akhundov's treatment is thorough and valuable particularly

for its aim, i.e., the description of the phonemic system of Azerbaijani.

2. 5. 4. 2. Akhundov closes his analysis of Azerbaijani vowels with

two important generalizations: (1) all closed vowels in Azerbaijani, in

the syllable preceding the stressed syllable, are shortened, (2) "In the

closed round vowels the degree of labialization stands in an opposite

relationship to the degree of the nearness of the vowel to the end of the
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word, i.e., the nearer the round vowels are to the end of the word, the

more they lose their roundness."

2. 5. 4.3. As for (1), it confirms the point already mentioned (see

2.4.3) about the disappearance of some vowels immediately before a stressed

vowel as in [agz4m]<[a§4z4m]</ag4z+im/ 'my mouth', etc.. Here, apparently,

when the personal suffix is added, the last syllable attracts the main

stress leaving the syllable from which stress has shifted with a weak (or

in Akhundov's terms 'short') vowel to undergo syncope. This is identical

with our view (2.4.3) except that there are restrictions to it, as it was

pointed out in connection with Damirchizada 's view of the existence of

short 1

vowels in Azerbaijani. And as for (2), it is in agreement with

the observation that 'in certain Finno-Ugric and Turkic languages. . .the

vocalism of the first syllable is richer than the vocalism of all other

syllables' (Trubetzkoy, 1969:98). Upon examination of the occurrence of

the round vowels of Azerbaijani in the light of the quoted observation, we

find that whereas all the four round vowels of Azerbaijani (i.e., /u u o o/

with the exception of the predictably formed mid round vowels [6 o] which

occur in noninitial syllables, see 2. 3. 5-5), occur in the initial syllable

(e.g., [du'z^in] duzgun 'truthful', [guzgun] guzgun 'hawk 1

, [^olum] goliim

'my lake', [golum] go! urn 'my arm'), only / u/ and /u/ can occur in the

noninitial syllable. Hence Akhundov's generalization is valid with re-

spect to the nonoccurrence of the mid round vowels, not that of the high

round vowels.

2.5.5. With no space to analyze the information on the history of

the treatment of Azerbaijani consonants, and Akhundov's detailed articu-

latory description of each consonant, we shall refer in his treatment

only to a few points of particular importance.
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2. 5. 5.1. According to Akhundov text books on Azerbaijani generally

give 23 consonants for Azerbaijani. Akhundov himself gives 25, because,

unlike others, he includes in the consonant system of Azerbaijani a voice-

less velar stop, and a velar nasal.

2. 5. 5. 2. In his physiological/acoustic analysis of the Azerbaijani

sound system Akhundov finds delicate differences which enable him to

supplement this section with a statistical analysis. These are obviously

far beyond the scope of our inquiry. However, the following five points

from the results of his physiological/acoustic analysis seem to be impor-

tant as a frame of reference for the phonological processes in Azerbaijani

(p. 203):

1. All word-initial voiced consonants are voiceless in the

beginning stage of their articulation.

2. All word-final consonants are voiceless in the final stage

of articulation.

3. All consonants occurring after vowels are somewhat voiced

in the initial stage of their articulation.

4. All consonants are labialized in accordance with their

envi ronment.

5. All consonants, in accordance with their environment are

fronted, or made back, or nasalized to certain degrees.

2.5.6. In his phonological analysis of Azerbaijani consonants,

Akhundov relies on articulatory criteria, though he is not averse to em-

ploying diachronic information where needed -- e.g., to distinguish an

underlying voiceless consonant from an environmentally devoiced consonant

(e.g., the /x/ from the [x] resulting from g-> [x]/cvcv-#) . His first

criterion for distinguishing Azerbaijani underlying consonants from
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similar phonetic realizations, however, is the 'strong position,' i.e.,

the position before vowels. 'In this position, even if Azerbaijani con-

sonants cannot keep their characteristics from 'anthropophonic' [? H.S.]

point of view, they wholly preserve their phonological characteristics'

(p. 221 ).

2. 5.6.1. Akhundov analyzes the consonants in the same way that he

analyzes the vowels, with respect to their sources, the contrasts they

form with other consonants, their occurrence with other consonants, and

their allophones.

2.5.6. 2. From among the consonants, Akhundov's treatment of the

affricates /£ j/ and the velar stops is of interest to us. We shall deal

with these in our discussion of Azerbaijani underlying segments in

Chapter 3. Briefly, Akhundov is aware that some Azerbaijani dialects

(e.g., the Tabriz dialect) have [c 5] for the [£ j] in some other dialects

of Azerbaijani (e.g., the Baku dialect). And his discussion of the

palatal and velar stops has theoretical value with regard to the relation-

ship of the palatal and velar stops.

2. 5. 6 . 3. From Akhundov's survey of the works of Northern Azerbaijani

/

linguists we learn that the final palatal stop [k] phoneme has received

considerable attention. According to Akhundov the question whether or

/

not [k] is pronounced finally in polysyllabic words is a controversial

issue in Azerbaijani linguistics (p. 248). Although Akhundov himself

/

dismisses the view of the change of [k] to [j] as unsatisfactory, we can

appreciate the view of those Azerbaijani linguists such as M. Hiiseynzada and

A. Afandizada who hold that the word-final [k] in polysyl labics changes

to [j] before vowel initial words and suffixes. Akhundov's brief survey

does not provide us with more information about Hiiseynzada and Afandizada's
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views on the final [k], yet the little we learn about their view seems to

corroborate ours — given above (2.4. 7.3-9) on the question of [k] in the

section devoted to Damirchizada's. But Akhundov rejects this view, because

in words like [ae kir]</ae k+i r/ 'he is planting,' [£# kir]</fiae k+ir/ 'he is
/

drawing' and the loanword [fiziki ]</fizi k+i/ 'physical,' the prevocalic

/k/ does not change to [j]. Yet this does not invalidate the fact that
f

the final [k] does change to [j] before a vowel in polysyllabics, e.g.,

[£orae jiK/dorae k+i/ 'the bread 1

(accusative). Generally speaking, final

consonants in monosyllabic roots usually do not follow the same rule that

governs the final consonants in polysyllabic words in Azerbaijani, e.g.,

[gab]</gab/ 'dish' but [bo$gap]</bo£gab/ 'plate'; [ad]</ad/ 'name' but

[murat]</murad/ 'man's name'; [dag]</dag/ 'mountain' but (the monomorphemic)

[budax]</budag/ 'branch of tree,' etc.. Further, if [k] does not change

to [j] in f i z i

k

'physics' in the dialect Akhundov describes, it must be

because it is a nonnative learned word, though in my speech fiziki is

[fiziji] especially as a noun in the accusative, although less so as an

adjective.

2. 5.6.4. Akhundov's view of the relation between the voiced velar

stop and the voiced palatal stop is quite important from the viewpoint of

generative phonology. The essence of his argument is that on the basis

of backness/frontness of the vowels, we can predict the [-ant, -cor] stop

to be a velar or a palatal stop. Our discussion of synharmony (3.2-8)

owes its development to Akhundov's view of the relationship between the

voiced velar stop and the voiced palatal stop.

2. 5. 6. 5. As for his view of the voiceless velar stop, Akhundov

belongs to that group of linguists who finds the voiceless velar stop in

Azerbaijani -- a borrowing from Russian. In fact, Azerbaijani speakers
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familiar with Persian, Arabic, Russian and other languages with a voice-

less velar stop do use the voiceless stop in not-ful ly-assimi 1 ated loans

containing this sound. It is also phonetically produced through devoicing

the voiced velar stop, as in [sa? kgae l]</saggal/ saggal 'beard.'

2. 5. 6. 6. Akhundov also insists upon positing a velar nasal phoneme

which does not seem quite justifiable -- neither in the Northern Azerbaijani

literary dialect nor in Tabriz speech.

2.6.1. Shiraliyev, 1967 . Shiraliyev's valuable work seems to treat

most of the sounds to be found in Azerbaijani dialects to the north of the

Aras river. His treatment is also applicable to the sounds of Tabriz speech,

and probably all Azerbaijani dialects to the south of the Aras.

2.6.2. In his treatment of the vowels Shiraliyev observes that in

Azerbaijani dialects vowels may have long and short variants, and nasalized

variants, too, are encountered.

2. 6. 2.1. Shiraliyev classifies Azerbaijani vowels with respect to:

(1) Frontness/backness

:

(a) front vowels: i (i i i j.)^, e (e), Li (u u u), ae (aA a? ac )

,

6 (o);

(b) back vowels: a (a" a a), 4 (T 4 444
1

), o (o o o),

u (u u u u u 4
)

;

(2) Openness/closedness:

(a) Open vowels : a (a a a) , as (a? a? ai ) , o (o o oj

,

6 ( 6 );

(b) closed vowels: 4 (T 4 4 T 4
1')

, i (T i T j), u (IT u u u u
4
),

'J r*

Li (ii u u), e (e);

(3) Round/unroundness

:

(a) round vowels: u (u u u u u4), Li (IT Li Li), o (o’ 6 o), 6 (o’);
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(b) unrounded vowels: a (a a a), a? (ae ee $), 4 (4 4 4 4 i
1

),

i (T i i ) , e ( e)

.

2. 6.2.2. This list of Azerbaijani vowels perhaps includes all the

vowels occurring in different dialects of Azerbaijani. It is not clear,

however, why Shiraliyev assigns the mid vowels /e/ and /o/ to different

classes with respect to the feature 'open.' We find a similar enigma

about Damirchizada's assigning /e/ to the class 'half-open' and /o/ to the

class 'open' (see 2.4.1). In any case, neither from the point of view of

tongue height, nor from the viewpoint of the openness of the lips may such

classifications be supported.

2. 6. 2. 3. Next, Shiraliyev examines the long vowels from the viewpoint

of their source and their quality. Shiraliyev traces the long vowels used

in Azerbaijani dialects to two sources: (1) Primary lengthening, (2)

Secondary lengthening.

2.6. 2.4. Long vowels by primary lengthening (the cause of which has

not been explained in terms of the historical developments of the vowels)

can be seen in a few Azerbaijani words in some Azerbaijani dialects. E.g.,

in [sari 1

] 'yellow 1

, [gari 1

] ' old (female) 1

, [bar* 1’] 'at least', [morux]

raspberries 1

, in Nukha dialect; and [gari] 'old (female)', [anri] 'beyond,

yonder'
, [jejl] '?' in the Gazakh dialect. Whether they are underlyingly

long or predictably lengthened, as already mentioned (see 2.4.4), long

vowels occur also in a few words in Tabriz speech. In the Turkmen Language,

too, there are long vowels which apparently contrast with nonlong vowels

(see 2.5.2).

2. 6.2. 5. Long vowels by secondary lengthening are formed as a

result of the deletion of an adjacent consonant. In the category of long

vowels originating from secondary lengthening, Shiraliyev includes long
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vowels originating in both native words and nativized loanwords. E.g.,

[a]< aga 'sir', [a£]< agad ' tree '

, [a 1 im]< Arabic << a 1 i

m

' learned
' , [dava]

‘ fight' < Arabic da^wa 'claim.'

2.6.3. Concerning the quality of the long vowels, Shiraliyev in-

sightfully distinguishes between the single long vowels whose quality re-

mains constant throughout its pronunciation (as in [sarf 1

] 'yellow',

[gari
1

] 'old (female)', [dava] 'fight', [adi]< Arabic Sadi 'usual',

[ma«?lum]< Arabic mas 1 urn 'known', [katib-$atib]< Arabic katib 'scribe',

[lalae ]< Persian 1 a 1

e

'tulip') and 'diphthong-like vowels' whose quality

does not remain the same throughout its pronunciation. Shiraliyev distin-

guishes three kinds in this category: (a) falling or decreasing 'diphthong-

like vowels' whose last part gives the impression of weakening, and ending

in closed labial vowels (e.g., [goun] govun 'melon', [soiit] sbyiid 'willow',

_ 1

1

[dousan] dovgan 'rabbit'); (b) rising or increasing 'diphthong-like vowels'

the final part of which is strongly pronounced, and thus gives the impres-

sion of length (e.g., [sae r]< Arabic sahar 'morning', [gaTr]< Persian Sahr

'city', [sat] < Arabic sarat_ 'time, timepiece')^; (c)'mixed diphthong-like

long vowels' (e.g., [ nou t ] < Persian naft 'petroleum', [atouz] < /ata+nuz/ 'your

father') (Shiraliyev, 1967:29-30). I fail to find any difference between

the vowels in (a) and (c)

.

2.6.3. 1. Shi ral iye v may be right in finding three different kinds

of 'diphthong-like vowels' (i.e. diphthongs in our terms). His triple

diphthong system reflects the traditional classification of diphthongs

into level, falling, and rising diphthongs (see Gleason, 1961:255). Per-

haps (a) and (b) in (2.6.3) with due reservations (and certainly not in

my speech), can be called examples of falling and rising diphthongs.

This is on the assumption that in the dialect Shiraliyev describes, the
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second underlying vowel in words like /gagun/ 'melon' and /sogut/ 'willow'

become [-syllabic], thus creating a diphthong whose vowel being lower (hence

more sonorant than its high glide) is classified a falling diphthong.

2. 6. 3. 2. Shiraliyev's 'mixed diphthong-like vowels' do not differ

in my pronunciation. Again, provided that the final vowel in Shiraliyev's

examples [atouz]< /ata+ng+i+z/ 'your father', [n6iit]< Persian naft

'petroleum', etc. becomes [-syllabic], the resultant diphthong, as in

their formation [goun]< /gagun/ 'melon' and [sdu't] < /sogud/ 'willow' in

(a), will be falling diphthongs.

2. 6. 3. 3. In Shiraliyev's examples [ s as r] < Arabic sahar 'morning',

[sat]< Arabic sasat 'time, timepiece', however, we cannot see how it is

possible to speak of 'diphthong-like vowels.' Unlike in /gagun/ 'melon'

etc. where one of the vowels (i.e., the second vowel), apparently changes

to the round glide (e.g., [goun] in the dialects Shiraliyev describes),

there is no change of vowel quality in the words for 'morning', 'time-

piece', etc. In these words the vowels are identical, either in the

underlying representation as in /saehaer/ 'morning', or become identical

in the process of derivation as in [saat]< sa?at </sa?ae t/. Hence they

cannot give rise to diphthongs which are produced 'when a sound is made by

gliding from one vowel position to another' (Jones, 1956:22). In other

words, the identical vowels whose almost uninterrupted pronunciation in

the words for 'morning,' 'timepiece' etc. is described as 'rising

diphthong-like vowels' by Shiraliyev, in fact, have in Trubetzkoy's words

‘an immovable degree of aperture' (Trubetzkoy, 1969:117). Hence, they

cannot produce diphthongs. Of course, nor does Shiraliyev call the syllabic

part in the words for 'morning 1

, 'timepiece' etc. diphthongs. However,

apparently, what makes Shiraliyev call the syllabic part in the words for
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'morning', 'timepiece' etc. a 'rising diphthong-like vowel' is that in

these vowels 'the final part is strongly pronounced 1 (Shiraliyev, 1967:29).

While this 'strong pronunciation' of the 'final part' of a syllabic part

of a word (provided that the contiguous vowels constituting the syllabic

part are not identical so that gliding from one vowel to the other is

possible) is characteristic of rising diphthongs as in the French word

[bwa] boi

s

‘wood, forest', in connection with the words for 'morning',

'timepiece' etc. 'strong pronunciation' means pronunciation with primary

stress. In other words, 'strong pronunciation' in the words for 'morning',

'timepiece', etc. whose respective identical vowels are low ([sacaer]<

/saeha^r/ 'morning', [saat]< sa?at < /sa?aet/ 'timepiece') cannot mean a

rise in sonority (which characterizes rising diphthongs), because this

would imply greater degrees of aperture and sonority while the low vowels

/ as a/ are maximally open and maximally sonorant (see Stampe 1972:579-

80).

2. 6. 3. 4. Consequently, it seems to us that the syllabic part in

the words for 'morning', 'timepiece' etc. is a sequence of identical

vowels. In this sequence the first vowel has the secondary stress and

the second (i.e. the final) vowel has the primary stress. Perhaps it is

this sequence of secondarily stressed vowel and primarily stressed vowel

that gives the impression of a rising diphthong-like vowel to Shiraliyev's

perception. To our perception, however, there is a sequence of vowels in

words like the word for 'morning', 'timepiece' etc. The existence of a

vowel sequence rather than a diphthong-1 ike vowel is also proved by the

existence of alternations like [sa? hae r] ~ [saeae r] 'morning', [sahat]-'

[saat] 'timepiece 1

, [rahat] ^ [raat] 'comfortable', [Saehaer] [£a<?aer]

'city', etc. where the intervocalic [h] shows that there are two vowels,
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though in the pronunciation without [h], too, a vowel sequence, with the

first vowel secondarily and the second primarily stressed, is perceptible.

2. 6. 3. 5. In addition to
1 diphthong-1 ike long vowels', Shiraliyev

describes 'diphthongs' in Azerbaijani dialects produced by the deletion

of [j], [v], [n] (see 2.6.3. 5-6). According to Shiraliyev there are two

1 3
kinds of diphthongs in Azerbaijani: (1) (a) fully-falling diphthongs

consisting of [ou]/[ou], e.g., [goun] 'melon' in Baku, Shamakhi, Mughan

dialects, [nout] 'petroleum' in Baku, Shamakhi, Mughan dialects and

Ikinji Shikhli speech of the Gazakh dialect, [au], e.g., [dauga] 'rice

and vegetable soup with yogurt' in the Ilisu and Gum speeches of the

Gakh dialect, and [dayman] 'rabbit' in the Ashagi Tala and Goyam speeches

of the Zagatala dialect, [oi]/[oi], e.g., [atoi] 'thy father', [anoi]
r\ r> °

'thy mother', [daedoi] 'thy father', [naenoi] 'thy mother' in theEaku,

Shamakhi, Mughan dialects, [a?i], e.g., [maei] 'me', [saei] 'thee' in

Hokmali, Gobu, and Giizdak speeches of the Baku dialect (Shiraliyev, 1967:

36-7), (b) half-falling diphthongs^ consisting of [ou]/[oii] as in
r> r\

[dou^an] 'rabbit', [doulaet] 'wealth, government', (2) rising diphthongs^

consisting of [ua], e.g., [duax] 'lid' in the Gazakh dialect, [iiae],
r\ /\ i

e.g., [biiae] 'tarantula' in the Tovuz and Gazakh dialects, [oa] , e.g.,
^ Z'

C oa] < ova 'for hunting' in the Baku, Shamakhi, Mughan dialects, [oae],

e.g., [oae] < ova 'to home' in the Guba dialect.^

2. 6. 3. 5.1. Concerning Shiraliyev's treatment of diphthongs three

explanations are due: (a) how does the deletion of [j], [v], [n] create

a diphthong, (b) what is a 'fully-falling' diphthong, (c) what is a

'half-falling' diphthong?

2. 6. 3. 5.

2.

(a) Here our findings in the Tabriz dialect differ from

Shiraliyev's in that Shiraliyev's examples (except for [ow] 'game',
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[dowsan] 'rabbit 1

, [dowla?t] 'wealth, government') in the Tabriz dialect

have vowel sequences, not diphthongs, e.g., the word for 'melon' is [goun]

~[gohun]. The difference between the phonetic forms cited by Shiraliyev,

e.g., [goun] where the syllabic part of the word consists of a diphthong,

and the forms occurring in Tabriz speech with a VV sequence like [goun]

seems to be that whereas in the Tabriz forms the intervocalic segment is

deleted leaving a VV sequence, in the forms cited by Shiraliyev, the VG

sequence results from either the deletion of the intervocalic segment and

the subsequent change of the second vowel in the resultant VV to the

corresponding glide (see the derivation of [sowt] and [gown] in 2.6.3.5.2.1)

or only by deletion of the vowel after the glide in the -VGV- part of the

word (see the derivation of [sowt] and [gown] in 2. 6. 3. 5. 2. 2) . In other

words, in the derivation of the Tabriz forms and the forms cited by

Shiraliyev we assume the operation of the following rules.

(a) c -* [-vce]/vcv- # (see 4.4.2)

(g) v-> 0/G - (inferable from the forms cited by Shiraliyev, p. 36)

2. 6. 3. 5. 2.1. From Shiraliyev's examples [sout] 'willow' (Chayli

speech of the Gazakh dialect) and [goun] 'melon' (the Baku, Shamakhi,

and Mughan dialects) two analyses may be inferred. The first includes

the rules (a), (b), (c), (d), (g), as in the following derivation:

Vu; L
TsyiJ-* L

T rnuj/-^j> \,see z.o.o.5)

(f) v -» [-syl]/v— (inferable from the forms cited by Shiraliyev,

p. 36)
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' wi How' 'melon

'

(RVS)
/sogiid/ /gagun/

g

(a) .t -

(b) j §

(c) w w

(d) - 0

(g) 0 0

[sowt] [gown]

2. 6. 3. 5. 2. 2. The second analysis, deducible from Shi ral iyev

examples is slightly different in that in addition to the rules (a

(c), (d), the rules (e) and (f), too, operate, as in the following

derivation:

'willow' 'melon'

(RVS)
/sogiid/ /gagun/

s

g

(a) t -

(b) j §

(c) w w

(d) - 0

(e) 0 0

(f) w w

[sowt] [gown]

Note that in the above derivations [sowt] and [gown] are given

as [sout] and [goun] in Shiraliyev's transcription.

2. 6. 3. 5. 2. 3. In the Tabriz pronunciation the words for 'willow'

and 'melon', on the other hand, are derived by the rules (a), (b), (c),

(d), (e) as shown. Rules (f) and (g) are not part of Tabriz speech.
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'willow' 'melon

'

/sogud/ /gagun/
(RVS)

/

g
(a) t -

(b) j §

(c) w w

(d) - 0

(e) 0 0

[soiit] [goun]

2.6.3. 5.3. The above derivations also account for the deletion of

[j] and [v] in which Shiraliyev sees diphthong formation, [j] and [v],

apparently refer to phonemic representations like /sojud/ and /govun/

obviously based on the orthographic forms soyiid 'willow' and govun 'melon.

2. 6. 3. 5. 4. Shiraliyev (p. 37) cites [atoi] - [d* doi] 'thy father'
r*

(accusative), [anoi ] ^ [nae noi ] 'thy mother' (accusative) from the Baku,

Shamakhf, Mughan dialects. The diphthong in these forms seems to result

from the deletion of the second person singular genitive marker [n].

After the deletion of the [n] in these dialects the second vowel in the

resultant VV sequence, apparently, becomes a glide. But in the Tabriz

dialect the resultant VV sequence is separated by the insertion of the

round glides. The difference between the forms cited by Shiraliyev and

the Tabriz forms can be seen in the following derivations.
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This derivation seems to reflect a historic process because of the

underlying /ng/ sequence whose simplification by the second rule is

partially inferable from the relevant account by Shiraliyev (see note 17

to this chapter). The third and fourth rules and inferred from the [atoi]
/*

and [daedoi] cited by Shiraliyev.

2.6. 3. 5. 5. As for the questions (b) and (c) above (in 2. 6. 3. 5.1)

from the majority of his cited examples it appears that by 'fully-falling'

diphthongs Shiraliyev means the diphthongs which are underlyingly two

vowels separated by a nonsyllabic segment; the fully-falling diphthong

is formed (as noted in 2.6.3. 5. 2) either by the deletion of the inter-

vocalic segment and the subsequent change of the second V in the resultant

VV to G, or by the deletion of the vowel in the VGV sequence.

2. 6. 3. 6. Finally, by ' half- fall ing ' diphthongs, as the majority of

his examples show, Shiraliyev intends the [ow] and [ow] diphthongs which

also occur in Tabriz speech, e.g., the Baku, Shamakhi, Mughan [douSan]

'rabbit', [doulaet] 'wealth, government', the Tabriz [dowSan] 'rabbit',

[dowlaet] 'wealth, government'.

2.6.4. On the basis of the discussions in (2.6. 3.5. 1-6) , it seems

to us that some of the phonetically formed 'long vowels' are in fact

vowel sequences, e.g., [toux] toyug 'hen', [soux] so.yug 'cold', [soiit]

so.yud 'willow', [boux] boyiik 'great', etc.. Although Azerbaijani linguists

like Shiraliyev, Dami rchizada , and Akhundov find the syllabic part of

these words diphthongs in the dialects they describe, we find it more

consistent to describe them as vowel sequences in Tabriz speech for the

following reason:

2. 6. 4,1. Words like [toux] 'hen', [sbu't] 'willow', etc., are di-

syllabic in Tabriz hence their syllabic part cannot consist of diphthongs,
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because a diphthong is a combination of two vowels which form one syllable,

in the form of a vowel plus a glide. In other words, the segmental

structure of the syllabic part of the words [toux], [sout], and the like,

is different from the segmental structure of the syllabic part of the words

like [dowSan] dovsan 'rabbit', [ow] av 'game
1

, [towlae] tovla 'stable',

etc.. Whereas in the former the deletion of an intervocalic nonsyllabic

segment leaves a sequence of two vowels, in the latter a vowel is followed

by a glide.

2.6.5. It seems that the question of the long vowels, diphthongs,

and vowel sequences in Azerbaijani can be presented in a more logical way

by discussing them as the result of the application of different phono-

logical rules.

2. 6. 5.1. Phonetically long vowels, as opposed to the underlyingly

long vowels, may appear in normal and mostly informal speech as a result

of the deletion of an underlying [+cns, +bk, +vce] stop or the glottal

stop or fricative, i.e., /g ? h/ by the application of the following

rule of consonant deletion and vowel lengthening (VL).

(VL) [+syl

]

+cns

,\

+bk
+vce
-cnt

-j

[+1 o J

2

C-syl

]

+syl
+1 ng

0 (normal and informal styles)

This rule lengthens the vowel preceding the consonants /g ? h/ by

deleting these segments, e.g., in [o 1 an] < /oglan/ 'boy', [buda] < /bugda/

'wheat', [teran]< /tehran/ Teheran
, [tae 1 im]< [tae hi im] < /tae? 1 im/< Arabic

tasl im 'teaching', [taesi r] </tae? sir/< Arabic ta?thi r 'effect', etc..

2. 6. 5. 2. The diphthongs in Tabriz speech are [ow] and [ow], which
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as already mentioned (note 6), are formed by the change of the postvocalic

/ v/ to [w/w] followed by the labialization of the vowel preceding the [w/w],

by the following rule:

+syl v ([-syl] =* [+rnd] -cns
<* bk { -ant
-hi

_ \
# +hi

+rnd
yxbk

12 3 12 3

Note that the feature [-hi] in the vowel preceding the [v] is to

exclude the application of this rule to words with high vowels preceding

the [v], e.g., [givrix] 'curly.'

This rule accounts for the following examples: [ow]</av/ ov 'game',

[buxow] < /buxav/ buxov 'fetters', [dowSan]< /davSan/ dovSan 'rabbit',

[bilow] </bilev/ bi lov 'whetstone', [towlae ]< /ta? vlae / tovla ' s tab 1 e '<

Arabi c tawi 1 a , [bae nowSae ] < bae nae vSa? < /baa nae f§e/< Persian banaf^e

'violet.

'

2. 6. 5. 3. Vowel sequences are formed in Tabriz speech by the

deletion of (1) [§], (2) [ww] derived from the underlying /g g/, /v/,

/j / from between flanking vowels of the same specifications for backness,

roundness and length, by the following rule:

-syl +syT +syl

*bk x bk

-cns 6 rnd 6 rnd
*bk -> / -Ing — -Ing
4rnd

+bk

+cnt
+vce.

This rule accounts for the formation of the vowel sequence as a

result of the deletion of [w w §] in the following examples: [sdiit]<

sowiit < sdjiit < /sogud/ soyud 'willow', [toux] < towux< tawux < ta§ux<
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/ tagug/ to.yug 'hen', [£uut] < suwut < Siwid < Si vid </§i vid/ < Persian

^evid 'dill weed', [^oiil] < gowuK [k6nul]</kongul/ kon'ul 'heart, mind',

[boux] < bowuix </bojuk/ boyuk 'great'.

2.6.6. Shiraliyev also explains the nature of the so-called short

vowels in Azerbaijani. According to Shiraliyev (1) short vowels are

closed vowels (i.e., / i / , / 4/ , /u/ , /u/), (2) they are produced in the

unstressed syllable which is (a) the first syllable of the word (because

Azerbaijani words almost always are stressed on the last syllable, see

4.2), e.g., [picax] 'knife', [gisda] 'in winter', (b) the stem's last

syllable from which stress has shifted to a suffix, e.g., [yfaeldil ae r]<

/

/gae 1+di+lar/ 'they came', [as 1 imae] < /a? 1 im+a/ 'to my hand'.

2.6.7. Shiraliyev's discussion of vowels is followed by important

facts about vowel changes in different dialects of Azerbaijani.

2.6.8. Before examining Shiraliyev's treatment of the Azerbaijani

consonants, we may mention an additional point about vowels in his

analysis. Nasal vowels, according to Shiraliyev, constitute a widespread

feature of Azerbaijani dialects in contradistinction to some Turkic

languages (pp. 31-32). Nasal vowels, in those dialects of Azerbaijani

which have them, have historically been developed from velar nasals by

gradual deletion of the velar nasal after it has nasalized the vowels

preceding and following it. E.g., [rmTa]
,

[ae 1 44] ,
[aldiiz] in Nakha dialect,

must have come from /maga/ 'to me', /aeligi/ 'thy hand', /aldigiz/ 'you

acquired', respectively (Shiraliyev, 1967:76-7).^

2.6.9. Shiraliyev treats those consonants which are found in the

nonliterary dialects of Azerbaijani. Among these are the voiced and

voiceless dental affricates [j] and [c] which are also found in Tabriz

speech. Of interest to us is that Shiraliyev, too, considers [c] and
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[5 ] as counterparts of [£] and [j] found in many dialects of Azerbaijani

including the literary dialect. We argue in the next chapter that the

Tabriz [c 3] are underlyingly /c j/. This relationship between [c-j] and

/£ 3/ may exist not only in all Azerbaijani dialects with [cj], but also

in all Turkic languages with [cj].2.6.10.

It is noteworthy that according to Shiraliyev, the lack of

the voiceless velar stop and its substitution (in the nativized loans)

with the voiced velar stop or the voiceless velar fricative is considered

characteristic of Azerbaijani. Nevertheless, along with its existence in

some unassimilated loanwords, the voiceless velar stop, which does exist

in the majority of Turkic languages, can be encountered in the Western

dialects of Azerbaijani, as well as in the Zagatala-Gakh dialects; in the

latter the voiceless velar stop usually occurs in place of the voiceless

palatal stop of other dialects of Azerbaijani, e.g., [kor]</kor/ (Tabriz

[/W]) 'blind', [ka§4z] < /ka§4z/ (Tabriz [/agaz]) 'paper', [komak]<

/komaek/ (Tabriz [^oniae^]^) 'help', [okuz] < /okuz/ (Tabriz [b^uz]) 'ox',

[jeka] < /jekae / (Tabriz [je^ae]) 'big', [i nak] < /i na« k/ (Tabriz [inae/s])

'cow', etc. in the Zagatala-Gakh dialect and [k4§]</g4!;/ 'winter', [ k4f4 1 ]

</ g 4 f4 1 / 'lock', [ku5]</gu£/ 'bird' in the Western dialects (Shiraliyev,

1967:75).

2.6.11. After the section on consonants Shiraliyev provides a

description of the changes of consonants in Azerbaijani. Although few

of these are reflected in Tabriz speech, awareness of their existence is

valuable because they provide for broader generalizations about consonant

changes in Azerbaijani in general.^

2.6.12. Summary . One linguist (Akhundov) assigns 14 vowels, 2

diphthong vowels, and 25 consonants to Azerbaijani. The majority of the
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linguists, whose analyses were examined, find nine vowels and 23 to 24

consonant phonemes plus 3 segments of phonemic status in Azerbaijani.

The following segment chart can be deduced from the study of the

analyses of the other five linguists:

Consonants

:

P t k (k) (?)

b d g g

f s £ (x) x h

V Z 1 j §

6

v

J

m n

1

r

As it will be argued in the next chapter, the above consonants,
/ / /

except for [k], [g], [x] and [§], are underlying segments in this study.

Vowels

:

i u 4 u

e 6 o

ae a

2.6.13. The foregoing review was intended to show the stage at

which Azerbaijani phonology rests. The phonemic framework employed by

the five linguists whose analysis of a particular dialect of Azerbaijani

we examined seems to have left areas in need of a more convincing treat-

ment. The following chapters attempt to present these unconvincing areas

(such as the status of some segments considered 'phonemes' in the phonemic

framework utilized in Azerbaijani phonology) in the light of generative

phonology. Other points to be treated are the almost untouched question
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of the status of 4 segments in Tabriz speech ([c ^ fi <^]) as characteristic

of one group of Azerbaijani dialects versus another group of Azerbaijani

dialects; a presentation of Azerbaijani phonological rules; and the process

of nativization in Azerbaijani, mainly as the product of the native

Azerbaijani rules applying to loanwords.

Notes

_

Moran 1945 cites cam £jam] '.(wine-) glass, cup' as (obs.). If this
word is obsolete then_our [jam] vs. [)fam] contrast does not exist. Simi-
larly, perhaps a [fena]_ ' dissolution ' vs. [fena] 'bad' contrast does not
exist because fena [fena], too, is labeled (rare) in Moran.

^According to Shiraliyev (1967:42-3), we find initial [4] (i.e.,
in initial syllable) , mainly in Western Azerbaijani dialects though it
is encountered also in Mughan, Julfa, Zagatala and Gakh speeches as well.
E.g., [ildirim] 'thunderbolt' (Gazakh, Julfa, Sabirabad-Gasimbayl i

,

Zagatala-Ashaghi Tala), [43ix] 'light' (Gazakh, Julfa, Sabirabad-Gasimbayl i

,

Gakh), [41x4] 'herd' (Gazakh, Julfa), [ j 4 1 xi ] 'herd' (Sabi rabad-Gasimbayl i

,

Gakh-Ilisu, Gakh-Gul luk)
,

[41 diz ] 'star' [[ulduz] in Tabriz and many other
places. H.S.] (Gazakh, Julfa), etc. Shiraliyev further observes that this
phenomenon is even more frequently seen in Turkmen, Tuvin and Turkish.

3
According to Dami rchizadai , however, in some dialects of Azerbaijani

the mid vowel [o] occurs in the second and third syllables as well, e.g.,
[gorsoz] 'if you see’, [bjdbdu] 'is at home' (in Baku), [gdrdriim] 'I see',
[gorojsiin] 'thou seest' (in Ayrim)

, [goror] 'sees' (in Gazakh), etc.,
(Damirchizada , 1972:56).

4
The page and line references are to Kashghari 1072-3, Vol. I. The

first number refers to page and the number after the hyphen to the line.

5
The translator of Kashghari's work, following the Turkish practice

of interpreting the Arabic letter d as K (i.e. voiceless velar stop), has
recorded the words for 'hoar-frost' and 'fetters' with K_, i.e., kiragu
and bukagu . The Arabic <3 is interpreted as g (i.e. voiced velar stop)
by many Turkic speakers including the Azerbaijanis.

^Since the earlier forms for the words 'calf', etc. are somewhat
too different from their synchronic surface forms, it seems better to
posit underlying forms with /v/ for such words, e.g., /bizav/ etc.. In
this way we can do without a rule that has more historical value than
synchronic, and the surface form [bizow] etc., can be derived by the same
rule that derives [ow]< /av/ 'game', [dowSan] < /dav^an/ 'rabbit

1

, [baenow^ae]
( < [bae nae vSe] ) < /ba? nae f£e/ 'violet' etc.

The rule that can account for all these derivations is the rule of
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diphthongization in the Tabriz dialect:

+syl] v

cxbkj
T-syl]) ^ +rnd'

-lo
-cns

-ant
+hi

^bk
+rnd

1 2 3 1 2 3

According to Baitchura 1975, Turkic languages fall into two groups
with respect to the phonological significance of vowel length: (a) those
in which vowel-length is phonemic as in Turkmen, Khakas, Yakut, etc., (b)
those in which vowel length is nonphonemic , as in

1 Kazan-Tatar , Mishar-Tatar,
Mountai n-Bashki r (proper), Ufa-Bashkir (or Lowland-Bashkir which is in
reality part of Kazan-Tatar, Kazakh, Azerbaijani, and Chuvash' (88). In
thelatter group of the Turkic languages vowel-length is significant only
from the viewpoint of instrumental phonetics. Here, generally speaking,
low and mid vowels are longer than the high vowels 'at an average ratio of
2:1 in the correspond!' ng position,' e.g., in Kazakh the length of [a] in
[at] 'horse' is 38.8 S. (S = 1 sigma = 0,01 second or 10,0 milliseconds),
whereas the length of [i] in [it] 'dog' is 18.3 S. (89). Nevertheless,
i.n connection with stress this ratio is reversed, e.g., the length of [4]
in stressed position in [at4] 'his horse' is 24.7 S., whereas the length
of [a] in the same word is 12.0 S. (91).

However, the fact that vowel length is nonphonemic in Azerbaijani
need not mean that underlying long vowels may not be posited. (For
motivation of long underlying vowels see 3.10.2.3 and 3.10.2.4.)

O
I have heard final [£] in Southern Azerbaijan, and the following,

too, can be found in the dialects of Northern Azerbaijan. Page references
are to Shiraliyev (1967): ,Aghda£ region dialects : [gorae (<] 'let us see'
378 ; Baku dialect : [goraek] 'let us see' 362, [kae kl i klae r] 'quails' 362, „

[cael<dig] 'we drew' 363; Qoyday region : [gacSaek'] 'pretty' 377, [elae mae ri k]
'we don't do' 377, [elijaJk'j 'let us do' 377, [bojiik] 'great' 377; Marza
region dialects : [g'edae k] 'let usgo' 370, [gorja? k] 'upon seeinq’ 370,
[gWa^k] 'must 1

370; Mughan dialects : [k'idik] [small' 371, [geda? k]
'let us go' 374, [dora^kj 'bread' 370, [agbirdaek] 'white haired woman';
Nakhchivan dialect : [a^ pba? k] 'bread' 401; Shahbuz region dialects :

[gedaek] 'let us go' 403.

According to^a Southern Azerbaijani speaker, i[n Khalkhal speech
there is final Jq[^], e.g., [ corae p] 'bread', [ina?£] 'cow'. Interestingly,
the final [k], in this dialect, apparently is neither voiced, nor
spirantized. The informant was a Tabrizi speaker of Azerbaijani.

^Shiraliyev employs
it as lengthened, shortened
tively. And he employs '<'

* 1 above a segment to designate
nasalized, unrounded, and fronted, respec-

under a segment to designate its backness.

Shiraliyev quotes the first four examples from: Ashmarin, N.I.
1926. Obshchij obzor narodnfkh tjurkskikh govorov gor. Nukhi. Baku; and
he quotes the second three examples from Dzhangizada, V.T. 1956. Osobennosti
Dmanskogo govora azerbajdzhanskogo jazyka. Baku.
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1

1

Shi ral iyev employs V under a segment to show that it does not
constitute a syllable.

12The pronunciations [safer], [safer], [sat] do not represent Tabriz
speech. The fact that such nativized loans, in Tabriz speech, have
sequences of vowels rather than single long vowels has already been
argued for (see 2. 4. 4. 1-4). I find [sae ha? r] ^ [sa? a? r] 'morning 1

, and
[£ae hr] 'city' in my speech, and I think I have heard [Sae ha? r] ^ [Saea? r]
from other Tabrizi speakers of Azerbaijani. The derivation of [saea?r]<
Arabic sabar 'morning' and [§* a? r] < Persian sahr 'city' would be:

/sa? ha? r/

(i-ep) (4.7.6)

(HHiCpTW)

( Glt-WK) (4.7.4) 0

[saea? r]

13
According to Shiraliyev (p. 36) 'In the fully-falling diphthongs

even if the second vowel is not 'fu.ller' [i.e., more sonorant H.S.] than
the first vowel, the former preserves its characteristic.'

One wonders if this does not indicate that there are two distinct
vowels rather than a diphthong at issue.

^According to Shiraliyev (p. 37) in the half-falling diphthongs,
the second 'sound,' usually derived from [v] or [j], is pronounced very
weakly, hence in phonetic transcription it is written above the level of
the first vowel.

^Shiraliyev (pp. 37-8) observes that in the rising diphthongs
the first 'sound' is weak whereas the second sound is 'fuller' (i.e. more
sonorant) owing to the fact that the second sound is open whereas the
first sound is closed or half-open.

^The words for 'tarantula,' 'for hunting,' 'to home,' etc. seem to
be bisyllabic in Tabriz speech. As the following derivations show, in
Tabriz speech the -VCV- part in the underlying representations of these
words surface as -VGV-:

'tarantula' 'for hunting'

/buvae/ /av+a/

(Di ph) (2. 6. 5. 2) w ow
(SVH) (4. 1.1)

[biiwae] [owa]

I^The forms /mag a/ 'to me', /a?14g4/ 'thy hand', /aldig4z/ 'you

acquired,' etc., apparently do have nasal velar (palatal) in pronunciation,
e.g., in the Gazakh dialect, a member of Western Azerbaijani dialects
(Shiraliyev, 1967:76-7).

'to home'

/ov+a /

w

.... as

[owaa]

/£ae hr/

i

ae

0

[§aea? r]
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Shiraliyev's concise discussion of the development of the nasal vowels
in Azerbaijani dialects is set in a concise illuminating context of the
development of the velar (palatal) nasals, and the original forms which
gave rise, among other developments, to the development of the velar (palatal)
nasals, themselves.

According to Shiraliyev, on the basis of the earlier Turkic works,
the velar nasal present in the Western group of Azerbaijani dialects, was
in the form of the compounds ng, ng, ng. To this effect Shiraliyev cites
the following examples from earlier Turkic works as well as Azerbaijani
classics: [manga] 'tome' (Kashghari I, 20-16), [sanga] 'to thee'

(
Ibid .

391-18), [songuk] 'end' ( Ibid . Ill, 45-27; the [g] employed in Kashgharis
translation is the voiced palatal stop which we represent by / gV ) ; [onga]
'to him' in Bakikhanov, A. [no date, place or page reference] Kitabi-
Asgari.yya; [jengijee] 'recently', in Akhundov, M.F. [no date]. Works vol.
111:164; [songVa] 'after' in Kazimbay [no date]. Darbandnama , p. 248.
To these Shiraliyev adds the following words from contemporary Azerbaijani
dialects: [songra] 'after' (The Guba dialect); [donguz] 'pig' (The Mughan
group of speeches and the Nukha dialect); [dongar] 'hunched' (in the form
of [donar] in the Nakhchivan "dial ect)

.

With this background of the existence of -ng^-, -ng- in earlier Turkic
works, the Azerbaijani classics, and contemporary Azerbaijani dialects,
Shiraliyev finds that the compound underlying forms, in his words, 'have
gradually been analyzed into their component segments; in one group of
dialects the [n] sound has prevailed, in another group of dialects the
sounds [g, g, g]

'
(Shiraliyev, 1967:76).

Another important point is that according to Shiraliyev (p. 76):

The sound [g] has changed to [ v ] in some dialects,
and to [j], as a result of softening, in other
dialects. This process may thus be illustrated:

ng, n§, ng

A
0 9

Western dialects
and speeches [maga]

'to me
' , [sonra]

'after'

[rnaga] 'to me' (Zagatala-Gakh speech),
[sogra] 'after' (in the speech of the

Fuzuli region), [otagiz] (jabrayil),
[aflijiz] 'your hand' (Yerevan), [maejae]
'to me' (the Shamakhi dialect)

, [na^nov]
'thy mother' (The Zagatala-Gakh, Guba and
Southern Azerbaijani dialects and speeches.)

I wonder if [otagiz] above means [ataniz] 'your father' (literary)
and [atuz] 'your father' (Tabriz). But if the word [otagiz] means 'your

room', it is not a suitable example to show the ng -*• g change, because in

the underlying /otag+ung+uz/ the first /g/, too, can change to [g], in

which case the [otagiz] example will not illustrate the ng -> g change.

Concerning [naenov] above, too, it is to be noted that Southern
Azerbaijani does not include the Tabriz dialect because the word for
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'thy mother' is not [naenov] but it is [naenun] in Tabriz.

With regard to the existence of the velar nasal, Shiraliyev groups
Azerbaijani dialects into three groups: (a) the group which includes the
Eastern dialects where the velar nasal is not used, (b) the group which
includes the Western dialects where the velar nasal is widely used, (c)
the group which includes the Nukha, Zagatala-Gakh

, Nakhch4van, and Ordubad
dialects where the velar nasal having nasalized the adjacent vowels has
been gradually deleted.

When we examine the Tabriz dialect in the light of the above
description we find that it falls within the group (a) where the velar
nasal is not employed, except in a few words like [daggaz] dangaz
'obstinate', [bar)ka] < Russian banka 'jar', by nasal assimilation.

The Tabriz dialect and the literary dialect seem to belong to the
group of Azerbaijani dialects which have lost the palatal/velar segment
in the earlier [-ng-, -ng-, -n§-] sequences in the majority of the cases.

/
In normal and informal speech [p] word-finally and preconsonantally

is [x].

1

9

E.g., the rule of spirantization of the stops (to be djscussed in
Chapter 4 along with other rules) apparently applies only to |k" g] and / g/
in Tabriz speech, whereas Shiraliyev's treatment of consonant changes in
different dialects of Azerbaijani shows that spirantization applies even
to bilabial stops, e.g., [kitaf] (Gazakh, Ganja, Garabagh, Nukha, Shahbuz)
versus [>itap] (Tabriz) < Arabic ki tab 'book'; [boSgaf] (Gazakh, Ganja,
Garabagh, Nukha) vs. [bosgap] (Tabriz) < /boSgab/ 'plate'. This change
which according to Shiraliyev occurs in Northern and Western dialects of
Azerbaijani, follows the same rule that accounts for the spirantization of
palatal and velar stops in many other dialects of Azerbaijani, including
Tabriz speech. Thus a general rule of spirantization in Azerbaijani
should cover all stops and affricates. Such a rule is readily deducible
from Northern and Western dialects of Azerbaijani. In sum, while in

certain dialects of Azerbaijani like the Tabriz dialect only affricates
and high stops undergo spirantization, in many other dialects of
Azerbaijani the rule of spirantization applies to all the stops and
affricates.

Similarly, devoicing in Azerbaijani in general is broader than that
reflected in Tabriz speech. E.g., [uldus] (Gazakh, Mughan) vs. [ulduz]
(Tabriz) ulduz 'star'; [doggus] (Gazakh, Mughan, Norashen-G4vrag) vs.
[dokguz] (Tabriz) dogguz 'nine'; [sackk'is] (Norashen-Givrag) vs. [sae/Viz]
(Tabriz) sakkiz 'eight. 1

Tabriz speech appears to be among those which seem to have a rule of
voicing the word-final voiceless alveolar fricative /s / . We see the
operation of this voicing rule in Tabriz speech in such words as [araz]
< Persian aras 'The Araks river' , [a?tla? z]< Arabic atlas 'silk satin'

,

[xoruz] < Persian xurus 'rooster', [nae r^iz]< Persian narges . In other
Azerbaijani dialects the /s/ in the cited words is not voiced, e.g.,
[aras], [atlas] (Gazakh), [xorus] (Gazakh, Mughan). But there are also
instances where the /s/ does not undergo voicing in Tabriz speech while -
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it does in other dialects, e.g., [aelmas] < Arabic almas
Tabriz vs. [almaz] in the Northern literary dialect.

'diamond' in



CHAPTER III

AZERBAIJANI PHONOLOGICAL SEGMENTS

3.1 In this chapter the underlying segments of Azerbaijani are

presented.

In Turkic languages, including Azerbaijani, there is a relation-

ship between the high consonants and the vowels. Some high consonants

occur with front vowels and some with back vowels. In the following

paragraphs we examine two approaches utilizing this relationship for

positing two rather than four high, noncontinuant, nonstrident segments

for Azerbaijani.

3.1.1 It is possible to posit the deepest morphophonemic represen-

tations of | K G
| , which will not be fully specified in the lexicon, to

a / /

derive the Tabriz \_p f k g] and Baku [k g k g] as can be seen in section

1 / /

3.2. But in the derivation of
\_fi

k g]/[k g k g] (which corresponds to

Schane's (1971) phonetic level) from
j

K G
|

(which corresponds to Schane's

/ /

morphophonemic level) there is also the intermediate stage /k g k g/

(which corresponds to Schane's phonemic level). In other words, we may

assume a derivation like |K G | > /k g k g/> [k g k g~\/[p p k g].

3.2. Attention to the environment of the alveopalatal retroflex

affricate [j£

P

] in Tabriz speech (and the palatal stops [k g] in many

other dialects of Azerbaijani, e.g., the Baku dialect) on the one hand

and the velar [k g] on the other hand seems to indicate that despite the

surface difference, both the nonvelar, i.e., [/^’]/[k g] and the velar

[k g] are derivable from a pair of underlying [+cns ,-syl ,+hi ,-cnt ,-strid]

segments.

61



3.2.1.
The derivability of both the nonvelar [/£/]/[ k g] and the

velar [k g] from the underlying [+cns ,-syl ,+hi ,-cnt ,-strid] segments |K G

is based on the fact that the nonvelar [/^r']/[k g] occur in the environ-

ment of the front vowels, and the velar [k g] occur in the environment

of the back vowels. In Azerbaijani as a Turkic language the occurrence

of the alveopalatal retroflex affricates/palatal stops with the front

vowels and the velar stops with the back vowels is linguistically signi-

ficant. The significance is that words otherwise segmentally identical

can differ in meaning owing to their difference in having the nonvelar
S) A / /

[^'/']/[k g] with front vowels or the velar [k g] with the back vowels.

E.g., while they share the pattern

+cns V
—

V -syl "+hi

[+lo] r +hi -rnd n

-cnt
—

-strid

the words [acr^inj/aergin] 'melted' and [argin] 'feeble' differ in that

[a? r^ in]/[ac rgin] has front vowels and a nonvelar consonant, and [argin]

has back vowels with a velar consonant.

3.2.2. This phenomenon is known as synharmony. In Trubetzkoy's

(1969:285) words ,' synharmony consists in that each word in a particular

language can either contain only front vowels and palatalized consonants

or only back vowels and velarized consonants.'

3.2.3. Synharmony may be formulated as:

(s)

+cns
-syl

+hi

-cnt
-strid

-> [^bk]/
+syl

*bk

This means that the high, nonstrident consonants (i.e., |k g| ) in their

feature for backness/frontness agree with the vowel preceding or follow-
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ing them. (S) contains Bach's (1968) 'neighborhood convention' and thus

represents the collapsing of two rules (a) and (b):

(a)

+cns
-syl

+hi

-cnt
-strid

O bk] /
+syl

*bk (c)-

3.2.4.

Rule (a) shows that the high, nonstrident consonants |k G

agree in the feature for backness/frontness with the preceding vowel.

This rule applies in [a€ jmae ] </ae gmae/ <|ae Gmae| 'arc', [oglan] c/oglan/

< |

oGl an
|

'boy', [ae rix] </aerik/< |aeriK| 'apricot', [arix] </arig/

<

|ariG| 'lean', [acix] </ad+ig/< |ac+4G| 'open', [itix] </it+ik/<
|

i t+i k|

'lost'

.

(b)

+cns

-syl

+hi

-cnt

-strid

O bk] / —(c)
+syl

«bk

3.2.5. Rule (b) states that the high nonstrident consonants, i.e.,

|K G| agree in the feature for backness/frontness with the following

vowel, e.g., [<^ol ] </gol/< |Gol| 'pond', [gol ] </gol / < |Gol| 'arm',

[
!'• ul ] < /kul /< | Kul

|
'ash, [kuran]< /kuran/< | Kuran

I < French Courant

'current, draught', [ver^i ] </ver+gi/ < |

ver+Gi| 'gift, tax', [al gi ]<

/al+gi/
<(

|al+G4
|

'purchase, perception, prize.'

3.2.6. It should be mentioned, however, that synharmony is not

exceptionless. Synharmony is not observed in a handful of native words

as well as a considerable number of loanwords. E.g., we find native

words like [gaerdaeS] 'brother', [gejin] 'brother-in-law', [gaemiS]

'reed', [gae^ae la? ]/[gae jae lae ]
2

'magpie', [/^ol-/&os]/[kol-kos] 2
'under-

1 /

growth', [ti/£ an]/[tikan] 'thorn' where a voiced velar stop occurs in

the environment of a front vowel or an alveopalatal retroflex affricate/

palatal stop occurs in the environment of a back vowel. Similarly, we
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encounter numerous loanwords like [gae lb] < Arabic qalb 'heart' and

[/^asa]/[kasa] <C Persian kase 'bowl' where as in the case of the native

examples just cited, a voiced velar stop occurs with front vowels and

an alveopalatal retroflex/palatal stop occurs with back vowels.

3.2.7. Yet, perhaps with the exception of a few native words like

_ n * / /

[gaejac lae ]/[gae jae lae ] 'magpie', [p ol -/* os]/[kol -kos] 'undergrowth',

etc., where the reason for the lack of synharmony is not clear, it seems

that the other exceptions to synharmony can be explained or at least

defined. In some cases it can be shown that a particular exception to

synharmony is only superficially so, because underlyingly the word con-

forms to synharmony, e.g., the word [gaerdaeS] 'brother' in'many dialects,

including the literary dialect, is [gardaS] and underlyingly , too,

/gardas/. Furthermore, in a particular dialect, as in the Tabriz dia-

lect, an exception to synharmony may have a clear phonological reason

such as the raising and fronting of the vowels in the environment of

the voiced palatal fricative as in [gejin] gayin^ 'brother-in-law', where

the lack of synharmony results from the raising and fronting of the /a/

preceding the /j / and the fronting of the /4/ in /gaj4n/. The lack of

synharmony may also result from partial nativization as in \_p asa]/[kasa]

^Persian kase 'bowl' where although the velar stop has changed to the

alveopalatal retroflex affricate/palatal stop the vowels are back, or as

in [ga^lb] <( Arabic qalb 'heart' where nativization has not advanced be-

yond changing the Arabic uvular stop /q/ to the Azerbaijani voiced velar

stop /g/ , and the Arabic low central vowel /a/ to the Azerbaijani low

5
front vowel /ae/.

3.2.8. Thus, presently it seems that exceptions to the rule of

synharmony are confined to the partially nativized loans and the few
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native words with not fully clear underlying representations. Upon the

recognition of the underlying forms of the native 'exceptions' and the

rule(s) responsible for the lack of synharmony in them, the exception to

s-ynharmony will be restricted to the loanwords lacking synharmony. Con-

sidering, however, that loans, too, form a definable class, with rule-

governed, hence predictable, distance from the expected synharmony, they,

too, will hardly deserve the label 'exceptions.'

3.2.9. Nevertheless, even after it is established that the appar-

ent exceptions are fully explainable, it will be necessary somehow to

differentiate the synharmonic words from the superficially unsynharmonic

ones. To this end, it can be assumed that in the spirit of Lightner's

(1965) proposal, each root is marked for the abstract feature [+BACK]/

[-BACK] which specifies the participation of both the vowels and the

[+cns ,-syl ,+hi ,-cnt, -strid] , i.e., the |k g| segments in synharmony by

3.2.10. This rule modeled on a similar rule by Lightner for 'vowel

and consonant harmony' (i.e., synharmony) in classical Mongolian, states

that the backness/frontness of the vowels and the [+cns ,-syl ,+hi ,-cnt,

feature [+BACK]/[-BACK] which is an idiosyncratic property of each root

(Lightner 1965:247-8)

.

However, the abstract root marking solution does not seem to ac-

a rule like:

-cnt

-strid
J

-strid], i.e., | K G
|
segments in a word is determined by the abstract

count for the facts quite plausibly. First, it fails to reflect the

fact that synharmony is largely dependent on vowel harmony, whereas

the root marking solution determines backness for both vowels and [+cns,
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-syl ,+hi ,-cnt,-strid] segments simultaneously. Secondly, the abstract

root marking solution by leaving segments unspecified for backness is

rejected by the theory of markedness which requires full feature speci-

fication of the underlying segments.

The inadequacy of the abstract root marking solution can be seen

once we notice the independence of the vowel harmony and the dependence

of synharmony on vowel harmony. The independence of vowel harmony is

reflected in pairs like [dari] 'millet' (in Tabriz [dari] by (3.11.2.1.3))

and [daeri] 'skin'; [sinmax] 'to be broken' and [sinmaex] 'to be absorbed'

(Tabriz [sinmax]); [uzun] 'long' and [uzun] 'thy face 1

; [olumsuz] 'nega-

tive' and [olumsuz] 'deathless'. As such examples show, since vowel

harmony obtains independently, i.e., since both back and front vowels do

occur with nonhigh consonants, in other words, since the backness fea-

ture in vowels is not conditioned by the nonhigh consonants in morphemes,

then in the morphemes with high consonants, too, vowels must be indepen-

dently back/front. E.g., by this reasoning, just as in [darf] 'millet'

and [daeri] 'skin', etc., the vowels are back/front independently of the

consonants in the morphemes, the vowels in [gol] 'arm' and [go 1 ]/[f*ol ]

'lake', too, must be back/front independently of the high consonants [g]

and [g]. This means that backness/frontness of vowels in morphemes is

independent of the backness/frontness influence of the consonants. How-

ever, since in words like [gol] 'arm', [gbl]/[^ol] 'lake' there exists,

between the vowels and consonants backness/frontness harmony (i.e., syn-

harmony), we may conceive of this phonologically significant synharmony

as the assimilation of the high stops to the vowels in the feature for

backness. In this case vowels must be fully specified for every feature.

This is already superior to the abstract root marking solution which
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accounts for the feature backness in both the vowels and high consonants

of a morpheme by an abstract feature [+BACK]/[-BACK] . The superiority

of the full specification of vowels over the abstract root marking solu-

tion is that the former is based on phonological facts (as discussed

above in this paragraph) whereas in the abstract root marking solution

the mechanism is nonphonological . In this respect Kiparsky's observa-

tions about the feature GRAVE employed by Lightner (1965) is noteworthy.

Kiparsky observes that the abstract feature GRAVE is not a phonological

feature, rather, it is an abstract feature which is mapped onto the

phonological feature [+back]. According to Kiparsky ‘the [phonological]

theory expresses no connection between the abstract feature GRAVE and

the corresponding phonological feature, apart from the purely arbitrary

one contained in the mapping rule of vowel harmony' (41).

Nevertheless, full specification of the vowels is not sufficient.

In accordance with the theory of markedness, the high consonants, too,

like any other segment appearing in the underlying representation should

be ful ly specified.

The specification of the high consonants can be in one of the

following two ways. First, the recognition of a pair of [+hi , -bk, -cnt,

/ /

-strid] consonants (i.c., the palatal /k g/) and another pair of [+hi

,

+bk, -cnt, -strid] consonants (i.e., the velar /k g/). This is the

traditional solution which for its neglect of synharmony is not employed

in this study.

As already mentioned, since synharmony results from the backness

assimilation of the high stops to the nearby vowel, it is possible to

posit one pair of fully specified underlying high stops, i.e., either

[+hi, +bk, -cnt, -strid] or [+hi , -bk, -cnt, -strid] and derive the other
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pair by assimilation in the word. This constitutes the second approach

to the full specification of the high stops. Here the relevant question

is this: which pair should the fully specified underlying high stops
/ /

be? Should it be the palatal /k g/ or the velar /k g/? The answer is

that according to the theory of markedness velar stops are less highly

marked, i.e., more expected than the palatal stops. Hence the velar

stops /k g/ can be posited as underlying high stops in Azerbaijani.

3.2.11. These underlying velar /k g/ will surface by the follow-

ing rule of the realization of the velar stops (RVS):

( RVS)

+cns
+bk
-cnt

<+vcey

"[ -bk] /<
x

J

+syf\
-bk /

This rule is a collapsed form of the following two rules. One of

them is the context free voiceless velar stop fronting (VSF):

( VSF

)

+cns
+bk

-cnt

-vce

[-bk]

which says that in Azerbaijani dialects in all environments the voice-

less velar stop is realized as the voiceless palatal stop.
7

The other rule is that of voiced velar stop synharmony (VSS):

+cns

(VSS)
+bk
-cnt

-* [-bk] /
+syl

-bk

+vce

which on the basis of Bach’s (1968) 'neighborhood convention' states

that the voiced velar stop is realized as the voiced palatal stop before

or after front vowels.

In some dialects of Azerbaijani, including the Tabriz dialect the

rule of (RVS) is followed by the dialect-specific Tabriz context free
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/ /

rule of (TCFR) which changes the palatal stops [k g] to the alveopalatal
-i p

retroflex affricates [/ /].

The synharmonical ly unexpected occurrence of the velar stops with

front vowels mentioned in (3.2.6 - 3.2.8) can be accounted for by mark-

ing in the very few lexical items the unexpected high stop minus the

rule of velar stop realization, e.g., /kuran/< French courant 'current,
[-RVS]

draught', /klas/ French classe 'classroom', /qae las m/ < Arabic qalam
'[-RVS] [-RVS]

'pen', /qaejaOae/ 'magpie', etc.
[-RVS]

3.2.12. The rule (RVS) is followed by the dialect specific Tabriz

context free rule of (TCFR) (which changes [k g] into [//]):

+cns

-syl -hi

-cnt -* +cor
+hi +strid
-bk

3.2.13. Henceforth whenever we refer to [k g] and as the

phonetic realizations of the underlying velar /k g/, the operation of

/ /

the rule of (RVS) for the derivation of [k g], and the operation of the

rule of (TCFR) (3.2.12) for the derivation of [/'</] is presupposed.

3.3. With the exception of the segments /£ j/ and the special

case of the relationship between the velar /k g/ and their surface forms,

largely predictable by the process of synharmony (see 3.2.1 - 11), the

underlying and surface representations of Azerbaijani consonantal seg-

ments are, to a great extent, identical. Their classificatory feature

matrices given in Table 1 below will suffice to introduce them.

3.4, Explanations . In addition to the points already mentioned

in chapter 2 about Azerbaijani sounds in the Tabriz dialect, it should

be noted that:

3.4.1. As can be seen from Table 3, there are two nasal segments
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in Tabriz speech, a bilabial nasal [m] and an alveolar nasal [n], e.g.,

[maen] 'I'. The alveolar nasal has dental and velar variants by way of

assimilation, as in [indi] indi 'now', [to^gal] tonga! 'bonfire ,
[barjka]

*—

<Russian banka 'jar'.

3.4.2. In the environment of the front vowels the alveolar lateral

[1] is slightly palatalized and in the environment of the back vowels it

is slightly velarized.

3.4.3. The voiceless velar stop [k] is predictable in native words

by devoicing of the voiced velar stop (see note 6); and the voiced alveo-

palatal fricative [z] is predictable by the rule of spirantization to be

presented later, [k] and [2] in loanwords, however, are not predictable,

hence, in these, they need to be posited as underlying segments / k / (see

3.1 )
and /z/.

3.4.4. There is a transition segment [y] which connects a vowel-

final stem with a vowel-initial suffix (see 3.11.2.2 - 1.2).

3.4.5. The segments [w] and [w] are glides derived from /v/ after

vowels (see 2. 6. 5. 2 - 3) or produced by the rounding of the voiced pala-

tal and velar fricative (derived from the voiced palatal and velar stops)

after round vowels (See rules (b-c), p.45, and 2. 6. 5. 3). ([w] is also

derived from [v] </f/ after round vowels, e.g., [bae nowSae ] < bae nae vSae <C

/bae nae f$e/ .

)

3.4.6. The segment /r/ is a voiced alveolar flap [r] between low

vowels ([ara] 'middle', [aerae] 'saw') and back vowels ([ora] 'there',

[bura>[b4ra] 'here'); a voiced alveolar flap in free variation with a

voiced alveolar fricative M initially ([we him] 'merciful', [what]

'comfortable') and before high and mid vowels ([dir-i] 'living
1

,
[jer-i]

'Walk!', [siir-i] 'flock'); and a voiced retroflex strident fricative [z]
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preconsonantal ly and word-finally ([jazp 4 z]
1

pennyroyal
' , [naz] 'pome-

granate '

)

.

3.4.7. The voiceless uvular stop of Arabic loans (oi.e. [q])

and the voiceless velar stop ([k]) of loanwords are replaced by the voiced

velar stop [g] when they are nativized in Azerbaijani.

3. 4. 7.1. The Arabic uvular stop which has entered the Persian seg-

ment inventory in the form of a voiced uvular stop, can be found in the

segment inventory of some (in fact very few) Azerbaijani speakers who

have been exposed to strong Persian influence since childhood. In the

speech of such individuals we find [q]^[g] in free variation.

3. 4. 7. 2. But the voiceless velar stop has entered the segment

invertory of bilingual and polyglot Azerbaijani speakers in some loans,

e.g., [kilas]< French classe 'classroom', [kar^'ae r] <Persian Kargaer

'worker '

.

3.4.8. In formal style glottal stop replaces the voiced pharyngeal

fricative in the Arabic loans, e.g., [sa?aet]< Arabic sasat 'time, time-

piece', though in thoroughly nativized Arabic loans the glottal stop is

deleted, e.g., [saat] 'time, timepiece'. The word-initial glottal stop

and voiced pharyngeal fricative of the Arabic loans do not occur in the

Azerbaijani underlying representations

.

3.4.9. In terms of symmetry, the Azerbaijani vowel chart shows a

gap because of the lack of a mid back unrounded vowel

.

3.5. To return to the subject of 3.3., /t j k g/ do not surface

as such in the Tabriz dialect. The palatal stops /kg/ surface like the

p r>

retroflex affricates [^^'], and the alveopalatal /c j/ surface like the

dental [c 3 ] in the Tabriz dialect as well as in some dialects of Azer-

baijani. Since this difference between underlying and surface segments
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is always present in Tabriz speech, we could posit /cj/^// as the under-

lying segments but there are at least two reasons which seem to favor a

difference between the underlying and the surface forms:

3.5.1. First, apparently in the majority of Turkic languages and

Azerbaijani dialects, the underlying segments proposed here exist as

both underlying and surface representations. Furthermore, Tabriz dialect

is a main dialect of Azerbaijani. Hence in order not to overlook the

basic phonological relationship between the Tabriz dialect and the other

dialects of Azerbaijani, it seems necessary to posit a set of underlying

segments common to all Azerbaijani dialects.

3.5.2. Secondly, it seems to be more consistent with the theory

of generative phonology adopted here to consider it j k g/ as part of

the general Azerbaijani underlying segment inventory, and derive [cj/^V-']

O
by phonological rules acting upon the underlying segments.

3.5.3. The view that [d j kg] and [c 5 A' i] are phonetic repre-

sentations of the same set of 'letters' d_ J. k_ £ or 'phonemes' /d j k g/

seems to have been the tacit assumption of all the traditional phonolo-

gical treatments of Azerbaijani. This apparently has been considered so

obvious that few linguists have felt any need to mention it. Of those

who have referred to it, Azar Hiiseynov (Akhundov 1973:244) considers [c]

as a variant of /£/. According to Hiiseynov, [c] and [ 6 ] differ in that

[c] is a fronted variant of /d/. But Akhundov himself does not agree

with Hiiseynov. Akhundov considers /c/ as an independent phoneme of

Ordubad speech. 9 But we think when we consider the argument which

Akhundov employs in calling [c] a 'phoneme', we may be able to use the

same argument for proving [c] to be a surface realization of what we

consider to be the underlying segment /d/.
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3.5.4. But before considering Akhundov's view, let us consider

three additional points which seem to confirm Huseynov's view: First,

Assaturian (1958) in his Azerbaijani phonemic inventory gives /£ j kg/,
'y

y
7

not / c j & /. He mentions, in footnotes, however, that these sounds,
/ /

i.e., /£ j k g/ are extremely fronted by some Azerbaijani speakers. With
/ /

respect to /g k/ , i.e., the palatal stops, as we have already seen (2.1.4),

Assaturian says: 'the two phonemes /g^/ and /k^/ are so strongly pala-

talized and fronted with some speakers, especially in Tabriz, Ardabil

and other areas of Iranian Azerbaijan, that they sound almost like /dJ/

and /t£/ respectively. The informant for this thesis was free of such

an articulatory tendency' (p.36,fn.9). It seems that this quotation

alone supports our point that we should not posit different underlying

segments for each dialect of Azerbaijani. Assaturian aptly talks of /g^/

and /k^/ as Azerbaijani phonemes (in terms of generative phonology sys-

tematic phonemes), and distinguishes Tabriz, Ardabil, etc., versions of

them with the 'articulatory tendency' of palatalizing and fronting. Fur-

thermore, it is inferable from Assaturian 's sentence that in the areas

where palatalization and fronting form the dominant 'articulatory ten-

dency' there are speakers 'free of such articulatory tendency.' Assa-

turian does not identify his Azerbaijani informant beyond 'Mr. Y.K. who

generously gave his time and assistance for the analysis of the Azeri

Turkish' (p.vii). There seems, however, to be considerable evidence for

Mr. Y.K. '

s

being from Southern Azerbaijan. In this case, if his speech

'was free of such an articulatory tendency', and as it can be gathered

from Assaturian's statement, there are others like Mr. Y.K., then we have

both strongly palatalized and fronted [k^ g
y

] (i.e., [/i /]j and palatal

[k^ g
y
] (i.e., [k g]), in the speech of the speakers of the same dialect.
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This shows that the \_jr, vs. [k g] difference is not 'phonemic' in

Tabriz or the whole Azerbaijan for that matter. And we can generalize

A 1 // a A / '

the [/sf] vs. [k g] difference to [c j /i / ] vs. [£ j kg], among

other considerations, on the basis of the following observation by

Assaturian: 'Those Azeri speakers, who articulate the /ky / and /g^/ pho-

nemes as (t£) and (dj), instead of (d
y

) and (j
y

) would use (c) and (dz)'

(p.40, fn.10).

3.5.5. Secondly, in Fraenkel's 1961, which treats 'chiefly the

Tabriz dialect which will be understood all over Persian Azerbaijan and

in most of Soviet Azerbaijan' (p. 6 ), we find further support for positing

a unique set of underlying segments for Azerbaijani as a whole. The con-

sonant system Fraenkel finds in Azerbaijani includes /£ j c g/, which he

describes as follows (p.448):

<5 voiceless blade-palatal [i.e., alveopalatal or [+hi , +cor,
-vce, -cnt] H.S.] affricate, church , or like ts^ in hats,

j voiced blade-palatal affricate, judg e or adze - c fortis
dorso-pal atal stop [i.e., palatal or [+hi , -cor, -bk, -vce,

-cnt] H.S.], roughly as Southern cyards , affricated (some-

times almost as in church ) ; fricative when final or before
consonant (German ich ) . In loan words in absolute final

position a distinction between the stop and fricative a 1

1

o

-

phone is frequently made, g lenis dorso-palatal stop [i.e.,

palatal or [+hi
, -cor, -bk, -vce, -cnt] H.S.], roughly gy-

in Southern gyarden ; voiceless etc., as for b [i.e., 'un-

voiced initially and after consonants; partly or unvoiced
and unexploded finally; voiced and often fricative between
vowels,' from Fraenkel's description of /b/ p.447. H.S.];
sometimes slightly affricated, ( judge )

.

3. 5. 5.1. It is noteworthy that Fraenkel's informant comes from

Tabriz. And aware as he is of the existence of [c 5 ] in Tabriz speech,

Fraenkel does not posit /c j /; rather, he posits /d j/ which surface as

both [c j ] and [d J]. Similarly, instead of positing alveopalatal retro-

/

flex affricates /p fi / Fraenkel posits palatal stops /c g/ (i.e., /k g/

in our notation)

.
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3.5.6. Thirdly, some Northern Azerbaijani linguists ascribe the

origin of [c 3 ] in Azerbaijani dialects to the influence of other lan-

guages; e.g., I. Hajiyev (Akhundov 1973:246) considers [ 3 ] in the Basgal ,

Muju dialects as the result of Tat influence; T. Hamzayev ( Ibid . ) , fol-

lowing A. Sanidze ( Ibid . ) , considers [ 3 ] as the result of Albanian in-

fluence; and A. Hiiseynov ( Ibid . ) , and Akhundov ( Ibid . ) , consider [ 3 ]

traceable to other Turkic languages. Akhundov even seems to consider

[ 3 ] as an earlier form of [j], because, reportedly, in some old sources

the contemporary [j] has been written as dz_, e.g., the proper name

^ v 7
[gaenjae], [[^aen^ae] in Tabriz pronunciation. H.S.] appears as Gandza .

Finally, Akhundov (1973:246) observes that the fact that the voiceless

counterpart of [3 ], i.e., [c], also, parallels [£], suggests a regular

correspondence between [c 3 ] and [£ j]. In other words, just as [ 3 ]

is an older form of [j], [c], too, is an older form of [£].

3.5.6. 1. What interests us most is that Akhundov speaks of a reg-

ular correspondence between [c 3 ] and [<? j] in Azerbaijani dialects,

which confirms our view that there should be a unique underlying set

with varying phonetic realizations in dialects. This is to be extended

to ijs /’] vs. [k g] correspondence, as well, i.e., [/iy*] and [k g] are

phonetic realizations of /k g/. It is with this view that we appreciate

, , , t f\ n

Azar Huseynov's observation to the effect that [c 3 p ft ] are phonetic

variants of [J j k g] (Akhundov 1973:243).

3. 5. 6 . 2. Now let us turn to Aknundov's objection to Huseynov's

considering [c] as a variant of /£/. We do not agree with Akhundov on

the phonemic status of [c], though we find his view of the nature of [c]

helpful to our argument. Akhundov considers [c] not only as an indepen-

dent 'phoneme' in the Ordubad dialect, but an older sound compared to
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[£]. Akhundov (1973:244) bases this view on the observation that ‘the

[s] element which emerges like the ending phase of [ts] is easier for

pronunciation, and historically, too, older than the [$] sound of the

ending phase of [t £].
1

3. 5. 6 . 3. Before learning Akhundov's view that [c] can be an older

sound than [£], the present writer had employed a logic similar to Akhun-

dov’s. The present writer had noticed that [c] and [ 5 ] word-finally

and before consonants change to [S] and [ 2 ], and he had been encouraged

to consider [c
jj ] as the clusters [ts dz] at these points, remembering

Bloch's (1941:281) observation about his English /£ J/ which are unit

phonemes everywhere except that 'at the end of a stressed syllable after

a nasal, they behave exactly like ordinary clusters of stop plus spirant.'

On the basis of the consistency with which the present writer's [c
^ ]

change to [$ 2 ] word-finally and preconsonantal ly , after gathering from

Akhundov's physiological-acoustic accounts that he considers [c j ] as

[ts dz], and [c j] as [tS di], the wrtier would like to employ it as

supporting evidence to the correctness of our view about the relation-

ship between [c j ] in Tabriz speech and [6 j] in other Azerbaijani di-

alects.

3.5.7. Our view that regardless of predictable phonetic differences,

one system of underlying segments should be posited for Azerbaijani as a

whole is also supported by Trubetzkoy's view on the nature of dialectal

differences. 'The phonetic realization of individual phonemes,' accord-

ing to Trubetzkoy, is one of the 'three types of the phonetic differences

between two dialects’ (Trubetzkoy 1969:298).

3. 5. 7.1. Further, on the basis of the following explanation by

Trubetzkoy, the [cj fa vs. [£ J k g] difference in Azerbaijani is of
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the kind Trubetzkoy (1969:299) calls 'absolute 1

phonetic difference:

The phonetic differences may be 'absolute' when they affect
the realization of a phoneme in all positions, An ab-
solute phonetic difference exists, for example, between the
olish dialects that realize the 4

/

as 1 (a somewhat retracted
1 ) and those that realize the fas u.

'

3. 5. 7. 2. The phonetic difference between and [d j kg]

is absolute in the sense that they do not alternate in the speech of

individual speakers; either one or the other set is consistently employed

by an individual. Yet, the phonetic difference does not carry semantic

difference across dialects; regardless of whether [c j P fi] or [C j k g]

is used, the word has the same meaning. In other words, both [c 3 f) /]
and [d j kg] are phonetic realizations of the unique underlying set

/£ J k g/.

3. 5. 7. 3. If it is asked why /d j k g/ and not /c j / <£> / are

posited as underlying segments, the reason is that whereas both /d j k g/>

[d j k g] and /c j ^^/>[c 5 p <£] are straight-forward
, it is not so

with regard to the production of [U x j]. Whereas /£ j k g/ to [S z

x j] is expected, /c -j ft # / to[d z x j] is not normally expected unless

we posit /d j kg/ as underlying segments which even though they surface

as [c 3 P p ] in some dialects, they have one spirantized form (i.e.,

[d 2 x j]) in all dialects whether the underlying /£ j k g/ surfaces as
/ / s\ n

[d j k g] or as [c 3 P f].

3. 5. 7.

4.

To see this point, consider the words for 'to fly',

'point', 'ash', 'flower' which are pronounced respectively [uc], [U5],

C A ] > [‘d’ul] in Tabriz, and [ud], [uj], [kul], [gul] in other Azerbai-

jani dialects, such as the Northern literary dialect. However, in both

groups of dialects the words for 'to fly' and 'point' are pronounced

[ud], [ud] in normal speech. And in those dialects in which [/^y^]/[k g]
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spirantize, in predictable environments, we get [x] for both [/] and
/ A

[k] , and we get [j] for both [<£] and [g], E.g., 'is planting 1

and

'planted' are [asz^ir] and [aexdi] in Tabriz, and [aekir] and [aexdi]

in the Northern literary dialect. Similarly, the word for 'valiant' is

[i j> id] [i jit] in Tabriz, and [igid] " [i jit] in the Northern literary

dialect of Azerbaijani.

3. 5. 7. 5. Therefore, we posit it j k g/ as Azerbaijani underlying

segments which are realized as [£ j k g] in some Azerbaijani dialects

including the Baku dialect, and as [c £ £ ] in some other dialects of

Azerbaijani including the Tabriz dialect. The phonetic difference be-

tween [c J k g] and [c j £ f ] is accountable by the following dialect

specific Tabriz context free rules of (TCFR) which take /t j/ [k g] «

/k g/) to [c ^ £ /]

:

H J/-> [c 3 ]

i .e.

(TCFR)

-syl

+hi -hi

-bk
-T>-

+ant
_+cor

[k g] ->
[ f

i .e.

-syl

+hi
-hi

-bk
+cor

-cnt
+strid.

(TCFR)

3.6. Another Azerbaijani segment in need of some discussion is

the voiced velar stop [g ] . All the linguists mentioned, in one way or

another do include / g/ in their discussion of Azerbaijani phonemes. In

terms of generative phonology, Azerbaijani has an underlying voiced velar

stop which also surfaces as voiced, and voiceless velar fricatives [§-]
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and [x], as well as the voiceless velar stop [k].

3.6.1. Except in affected literary style, we do not come across a

word-final voiced stop in Tabriz speech, nor most probably in the major-

ity of Azerbaijani dialects.^ Although the word-final voiced velar

stop appears frequently in orthography, I know of no instance of a native

Azerbaijani word with word-final voiced velar stop in Tabriz speech. In

this environment the voiced velar stop spirantizes, remaining, however,

voiced before the vowel of a following word, e.g., uSag [usax] 'child',

u£ag olma [usagolma] 'Don't be a child.'
1

3.6.2. As just mentioned, in the majority of Azerbaijani dialects

we do not find a final voiced velar stop. Word-final ly , in monosyl labics

the traditional orthographic £ (our underlying /g/ segment) is realized

as [x] or [§]. Word-finally in polysyllabic words the voiced velar stop

/g/ is realized as [x] in the Northern, Western and Southern Azerbaijani

dialects including the Tabriz dialect, by the following rule:

(g-*x)

+cns~

-syl

+hi
- +cnt

_-vce_

+bk

/ vqv — #

This rule accounts for the Tabriz pronunciation of the /g/ in words

like: baHg [baHxl 'fish
' , bulag [bulaxj 'fountain'.

3.6.3.

But since in the Eastern group of Azerbaijani dialects the

/g/ is only spirantized to [§-] without further devoicing to [x], by an

alternate analysis, the just given rule of spirantization and devoicing

(see 3.6.2) can be conceived as consisting of two steps: (1) the spir-

antization of the /g/ to [§-] , i.e., /g/-* [§-]/V— which would account for

the surface form of the / g/ in the Eastern dialects of Azerbaijani, as

in baliq [balig] 1

fi sh
' , bulag [bul a$-] ' fountain ', etc . , (2) the subse-

quent devoicing of the [§-] resulting from step (1), i.e., [§-]-> [x]/VC-j V-#
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which would give the forms in the Northern, Western and Southern Azer-

baijani dialects including the Tabriz dialect.

The advantage of this analysis is that it accounts for the dialect

differences in terms of the presence of an additional rule, i.e., the

devoid ng of [§] to [x], in one group of dialects, i.e., the Northern,

Western, Southern, and the absence of this rule in another group of

Azerbaijani dialects, i.e., the Eastern dialects. This two step deriva-

tion may thus be illustrated:

/g/-» [f-]/V-(see 3.6.4)
( FVS

) (see 3.11.3.4)

mountai

n

/dag/

f-

a

'

'right'

/sag/

g-

a

' branch

'

/budag/

§-

1

room

'

/otag/

t

[x]/VC?V—

#

(see 3.8)

[dag-] [sag-] [budag-]

X

[otag-] Eastern
dialects

[dag-] [sag-] [budax] [otax] N. ,W. ,S.

dialects

3.6.4. While the non-word-initial realization of the /g/ as [f]

can be shown by the following rules of voiced velar stop spirantization

and velar fricative devoicing (VFO) it can also be deduced from rule

(V spir) that Azerbaijani can do without an underlying segment [§-] , be-

cause the surface realization of this segment is always predictable.

In other words this is the only environment which [§-] occurs.

(V spir) g -»[§]/ V -

(V spir)

+cns
+hi

+bk
+vce_

[+cnt] / [+syl ]
-

3. 6. 4.1. Considering that the voiced palatal stop [g] (</g/),

too, spirantizes after vowels, the rule of velar stop spirantization

(Vspir) (3.6.4) can be revised into the rule of high vioced stop

spirantization (HVSS):
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(HVSS)

+cns
+hi

+vce
-strid

[+cnt] / [+syl ]
-

In this rule the feature [+bk] of (Vspri) has been omitted so that

it can account for the palatal [g]-> [j]/V—. And the feature [-strid]

has been added to block the application of the rule to the high voiced

affricate /j/ . The following derivations illustrate the operation of

the (HVSS):

'sir'

/aga/

(RVS) —
(HVSS) g-

(Devoicing) —
(TCFR)

[a§a]

'val iant 1

/
i
gid/
/

g

j

'high 1

/uja/

[uja][i jit]

Rule (Vspir) which can be illustrated in the following derivations

is valid for all Azerbaijani dialects:

‘garden

/bag/

(V spir) (see 3.6.4) g-

(FVS) a

(NFVS)

'in the garden
/bag + da/

g-

‘hawk

'

/guzgun/
'boy'

/ogl an/

§-

[bag-] [bagda] [guzgun]^ [og-lan]

3. 6. 4. 2. And as for rule (VFD), it consists of two parts, part

(a) applying to all Azerbaijani dialects whereas part (b) applies to all

Azerbaijani dialects except the Eastern dialects:

(VFD) [x] / - #
(b)

(VFD)

+cns
+hi

+bk
+vce
+cnt

-> [-vce] /

-syl +syl

+cns J -Ing

[+syl]

(a) All

^
Azerbaijani

w
dialects

[+syl
]j

(b) All
J Azerbaijani

dialects except the Eastern.

-syl

+cns
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Rule (VFD) is reflected in the fol lowing deri vati ons

:

'oil
'

'spread ,burn

'

‘ whi te
1

'arrow' N,W,S 'fish' Eastern
/jag/ /jag/ /ag/ /og/ / ba 1 fg/ /bal ig/

(V spir) g g g g g g
(Devoicing) — X X X
(FVS) a — a — — —

[jag] [jax] [ag] [ox] [bal fx] [bal fg]

3.6.5. As for the realization of the final /g/ in monosyl labics

,

it surfaces as [x] or [-§-], probably depending on the length of the pre-

ceding vowel.

We have not come across any explanation concerning how to account

for the final [x] and [g-] in monosyl labics . After learning from Emre

(1949) that once there did exist long vowels in Turkic languages (traces

of which can still be found, e.g., in Uzbek and Yakut), and that these

long vowels have been responsible for the existence cf the word-final

voiced segments in monosyl! abi cs , now we think we may conceive of [jfx]

'demolish 1

vs. [jig-] 'gather' problem as [jix]</jig/ vs. [jig-] </j?g/

.

I.e., the vowel length has influenced the voiced or voicelessness of the

final consonant. (See also the derivations in 3.6.3 - 4.)

3.7. It may be objected that except in the initial syllable of a

few words like [jaSil] 'green', [galin] 'think', [narin] 'fine (size)',

etc., there are no long vowels in native words, hence we should not posit

long underlying vowels. An answer is that even if there are (almost) no

long vowels in contemporary Azerbaijani, if positing them helps bring

out regularities otherwise unaccountable, we should not hesitate to posit

them. After all we do have long underlying vowels in many loanwords

which are nativized into ordinary vowels. Why not also posit native

long vowels where necessary? The rule that shortens the long loan vowels

can also take care of the long Old Turkic vowels. In fact, the accep-
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tance of Emre's hypothesis presupposes the synchronic existence of a rule

that has shortened the Old Turkic long vowels.

3.8. Unlike the process which causes the underlying word-final

voiced velar stop in polysyllabics to surface as [§-] in Eastern Azerbai-

jani dialects and as [x] in Northern, Western and Southern dialects, in

'literary pronunciation' spirantization does not take place; instead,

the segment is subject to another native rule, i.e., devoicing, which

also causes b,d —

*

p,t/VCV - #. Thus, e.g., /alajag/ 'will obtain',

which is [alajag-] in Eastern, and [alajax] / [alajax] in Northern, Western

and Southern Azerbaijani dialects, becomes [alajak] in the literary pro-

nunciation (of Northern Azerbaijan), and bal iqsiz 'fishless', which is

[bal i-gsi-z] in Eastern Azerbaijani dialects and [balixsiz] in Northern,

Western and Southern dialects, becomes [baliksiz] in the literary pronun-

ciation. But, reportedly, this stylistically produced voiceless velar

stop is not yet widespread. In Akhundov's words, 'this change is still

not the popular and popular literary norm in pronunciation' (Akhundov

1973:300). In fact in popular literary pronunciation, the final voiced

velar stop is spirantized and devoiced, as it is in Northern, Western

and Southern Azerbaijani dialects. Concerning this, Damirchizada (1972:

94) says: 'the word-final voiced velar stop of polysyl labics is pronounced

[x] in accordance with the norm of the literary pronunciation, except

when it is followed by a vowel -initial word or suffix, in which case it

is pronounced [g]
.

'

3.9. Finally, in the area of consonants, the last question to be

treated in this chapter is the question of the segment underlying the

/

voiceless palatal fricative [x]. We are aware of three hypotheses as to
’ /

the segment underlying the [x]:
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3.9.1. According to one phonemic view, [x] is the voiceless counter-

part of /j/ . We have already dealt with this (see 2. 4. 7. 3 - 9).

3.9.2. Another phonemic view is that [x] is a variant of the voice-

less velar fricative /x/ (Hoequist 1975:8). Plausible as it is from the

synharmonic viewpoint (i.e., the fact that in Turkic languages vowels

and consonants within a word agree with regard to backness/frontness fea-

ture), this solution seems to fail to account for the facts reflected in

Azerbaijani dialects concerning [x]. This should become clear in the

light of the following discussion presenting a third view.

3.9.3. According to the third view (see 2.4.6 - 6) [x] is a variant
/

of the palatal stop /k/. This seems to be the traditional assumption

tacitly held by literate Azerbaijani speakers of the dialects concerned,

as well as the majority of the grammarians describing Azerbaijani.

E.g., from what may be inferred from Akhundov's discussion (1973:

248), this view is held by some Northern Azerbaijani linguists like M.

Huseynzada and A. Afandizada.

Similarly, Assaturian, Fraenkel , and Farzana, obviously adhere to

this traditional view. Assaturian (1958:36) speaks of final /kj thus:

'(ky ) occurs initially, medially, and finally'; Fraendel (1961:448)

clearly refers to the relationship between the palatal stop /k/ and its

preconsonantal and fricative variant [x]: '/c/ fortis dorso-palatal stop,

roughly in Southern Cyard , affricated (sometimes almost as in church )

;

fricative when final or before consonant (German i c

h

)
' ; and according to

Farzana (1965:33) 'before a vowel [initial suffix or word. H.S.] the

sound [k] at the end of polysyllabic morphemes becomes [j], e.g., [sum’uk]

'bone' [siimujae ] 'bone' (objective), [inack] 'cow' [ i n ae j i ] 'the cow

'

(accusative).' Note that Farzana, too, speaks of a word-final [k] 'sound';
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' / /

he uses the symbol k_ (=[k]) for the sound [k], not for [x].

It is to be noted that there is not contradiction between the view

(inferable from Assaturian's and Farzana's work) that there is a final
/ /

[x] rather than [k], because whereas in many Azerbaijani dialects, pre-

consonantally and finally, [k] becomes [x], in many others it remains as

[k]. The basic assumption in both views is that the segment underlying

the palatal fricative [x] is the palatal stop /k/. (Concerning /k/, as

already discussed (3.2.11), we regard the palatal stops as the phonetic

realization of the underlying velar stops /k g/ according to the rule of

the realization of the velar stops (RVS) (3.2.11).)

3.9.4. This assumption, also held by us, finds further support in

the following discussion raised by an argument to the contrary by Damir-

chizada, who considers the final
J<

as a mere symbol for [x ] . Damirchi-

zada (1972:95-6, 136-7) observes that since the contemporary Azerbaijani

alphabet has no specific symbol for the voiceless counterpart of [j],
/

this sound, i.e., [x], is represented with the grapheme k^. E.g., the

medial and final k_ in the words ci daki 'the flower 1

(accusative), and

/ /

ijdak_ £]_ 'Buy flowers! 1

is not really [k], but [x] which is voiced to

[j] in the environment of the following vowel -initial suffix or word.

Thus, (5 i (5a k

i

and didak al are not [dida^ki] and [cidaekal], but [didaeji]

<C*/cicaex+i/ and [didaejal] <*/dida^ x#al /

.

3. 9. 4.1. Although this view is not wholly accurate, as it will be-

come clear in the succeeding paragraphs, it is considerably accurate;in

the literary dialect of Northern Azerbaijan, as well as in the speech of

Tabriz, the orthographic preconsonantal ly and finally is pronounced

[x], e.g. , tuk [tux] 'hair' , tiiklar [tiixlag r] ‘hairs', inak [inaex] 'cow',

inaklar [inaexla^r] 'cows', i nakdi [inac xdi J/Cinaex'ci ] 'cow keeper',

kapanak [kae paenad x3/[/£ik pa?naex] 'butterfly', kapanakl ar [ka^ pae nae xlae r]/
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J

[/s'adpeenaexlaer] 'butterflies'.

In these dialects the morpheme-final k_ of the monosyllabic morphemes

before a vowel -initial suffix or word, is pronounced [j], e.g., 'to the

cow' [inae jae ] </inaek+a /, 'the butterfly' [kaepaenae ji]/[^ae paznaeji]

</kae pa? nae k+i/ , cf. the monosyllabic [ae kae ]/[ae fi&. ] </ae k+a / 'so

that he plants .

'

3. 9. 4. 2. As far as phonetic facts are concerned Damirchizada is

right in considering the orthographic k_, finally in polysyllabic words

as a mere orthographic symbol which is pronounced as the voiceless pala-

tal fricative [x] which becomes a voiced palatal semivowel [j] before

vowels.

3. 9.4. 3. But, as already mentioned (see 2. 4. 7. 3 - 5) , the k. of the

monosyllabic words which preconsonantally and finally is pronounced [x],

does have the phonetic value of the palatal stop (in the case of Tabriz

speech, it is an alveopalatal retroflex affricate) before a suffix or

word beginning with a vowel, e.g., [ae kindi]/[ae^indi] </aek+in+di/

akindi 'it is an area under grain crops', [ae ki ndi ]/[ae fe indi ] </as k#indi/
/ -a

ak indi 'Plant/sow now!', [tae ki ]/[tae $ i ] </tae k+i/ taki 'the odd num-

bered one', [tae kul duz]/[ta? ft ulduz] </taek # ulduz/ tak ulduz 'single

star.' In other words, the voiceless palatal stop that surfaces as the

palatal fricative, in monosyllabics does surface before a vowel. This

surfacing of the palatal segment in the dialect Damirchizada describes,

as well as in Tabriz speech, is more clearly observable in some other

dialects of Azerbaijani where the palatal stop surfaces unchanged (in

the case of Tabriz speech, it is changed to the voiceless alveopalatal

retroflex affricate). E.g., among the Eastern dialects, there are at

least four ( i . e . , the dialects of the Marza region, the Mughan region.
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the Goycay region and the Aghdash region) which have unchanged final [k].

In the texts from these regions in Shiraliyev's book (1967:370, 374) we

/ y
, t

find [geda^k] 'Let's go!' in Marza and Mughan regions, and [goraek] 'Let's

see.'
1

in Goyiay and Aghdash regions ( Ibid . ,377, 378).

3. 9. 4. 4. In some other dialects of Azerbaijani, e.g., the Baku dia-

lect, apparently the [k] preconsonantal ly surfaces unchanged, and before

/ / / /

vowels and finally as the voiced palatal stop [g], e.g., [ka? kl iklae r]

kakliklar 'quails' (Shiraliyev 1967:362), [bae sla^maegac ] ( Ibid . , 357)

</bae slaemack+a / 'for fostering', [dorac g']
( Ibid . ,358, 360) do'rak

' bread .

'

3. 9. 4. 5. These examples suffice to show that the orthographic final

Ji in Azerbaijani words is not an arbitrary symbol for the sound [x], (as

Damirchizada claims), merely because the Azerbaijani alphabet has no

other symbol for it. On the contrary, study of the dialectal pronuncia-
/

tions of Azerbaijani words suggests that the [k] is realized unchanged

as [k], spirantized as [x], voiced as [g], voiced and spirantized as [j],

and even realized as [h] in Azerbaijani dialects. E.g., the word for

'bread' appears as [dorasx] ([cora<?x] in Tabriz) in Shahbuz (404),
14

Ordubad (406), Nukha (412), Tabriz and other dialects; as [dorae g] in

the Baku dialect (358, 360), I smay 41 1 4 region and other places within

Eastern Azerbaijani dialects; as [doraej] in Ordubad (406); as [doraeh]

in the Ordubad dialect (406); and we find final [k] in [gaeraek] 'must',

/ ' / t
/

[gedack] 'Let's go!', [gorjaek] 'upon seeing' along with [doraej] 'bread',

[goraej] ‘Let's see!' (370) in the Marza region, [bilma?k] 'to know’

(371), [gedae k] 'Let's go!
1

(374), along with [kaesa^g] 'let's cut' (373),

[jijctg] (372) yiyak 'Let's eat!
1

, [dijaerug'] (374) diyarik 'we shall say'

/

in the Mughan group of dialects; [gae^aek] (377) gae £aeng 'pretty',

/ >

[bojuk] (377) boyuk 'great', [iistaelik] (377) iis ta 1 i

k

'additional'.
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[elaemae rik] 'we shall/do not do (that)', [gedaejVk] 'will go' in the

Goycay region. In some dialects more than one phonetic form of [k] in

a given position is realized, e.g., in Aghdam: [inae k]-[inae j] (397)

in ak 'cow' vs. [jejaex] 'let's eat' yeyak , vs. [ca^hdi] (396) 6akdi

'drew'; in Ordubad: [aepbaex] (406) vs. [aepbaej] (406) appak 'bread'

vs. [6oraeh] (406) corak 'bread' and [gedaeh] gedak 'Let’s go
!

'
(406).

3. 9. 4. 6. Considering the fact that words are not semantically dif-

ferentiated for the difference of the preconsonantal or final [k], [x],
/

[ 9 ] > [j ] 5 or [h], as we just saw, these forms must be members or mani-

festations of only one basic form. This basic form, traditionally called

the 'letter' Ik or 'phoneme' /k/, is in generative terms the underlying

velar segment / k/ which by the rule of the realization of the velar stops

(RVS) (3.2.11) surfaces palatal stop [k], which in some dialects of

Azerbaijani including the Tabriz dialect becomes [/£] as a result of the

application of the Tabriz context free rule (TCFR).

3. 9. 4. 7. The advantage of the traditional and generative interpre-

tations (over interpretations like Damirchizada ' s ) is that the phonetic

forms of the k^ in perhaps all Azerbaijani dialects are accounted for by

showing that the phonetic forms are members of /k/, or are derived from

/ k/ by (3.2.11) and (3.2.12), whereas if this basic common ground (i.e.,

the fact that in predictable positions, [k], [x], [g], [j], [h] are pho-

netic forms of /k/) is ignored, each dialect would perhaps need to be

assigned the phonetic form of /k/ occurring in it as its 'phoneme.' This

would mean ignoring the fact that plurality in phonetic form does not

impair the unity of meaning across Azerbaijani dialects and speeches..

3. 9. 4. 8. The relationship between the orthographic forms like i nak

'cow' (which we take as the underlying form) and the phonetic forms [inaek]
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[inaex], [inasg], [inaej], [ina^h] can be understood as phonological pro-

cesses explainable by rules pertaining to each dialect. Thus, in the

Tabriz dialect (as well as the Northern literary dialect) [+hi , -cnt,

-bk] and [+hi , -cnt, +bkj segments (i.e., /t j k g/) are spirantized

finally and preconsonantal ly (e.g. , [u§] ud 'Fly:
1

, [uz] uj_ 'point', [a?x]

a_k 'Plant/Sowl
' , [goj]/[^oj] gog 'sky', [otax] otag 'room'; [u£di] u£di

'flew', [uili] ujli 'pointed' (noun), [aexsaam] ae ksaem 'If I plant/sow',

[otaxda] otagda ‘in the room'). Hence, the traditional and generative
/

interpretation of [x] can be seen as an instance of the application of

the rule of spirantization to any strident, noncontinuant segment (i.e.,

/t j/) as well as the high nonstrident noncontinuant segments (i.e.,
/ /

[kg], /g/ ) of the Azerbaijani consonant system.

3.10. Linguists who have examined Azerbaijani vowel system almost

unanimously hold that Azerbaijani has nine nonlong vowels. The fact

that, in speech diphthongs, long and short and nasal vowels, are phonet-

ically produced has also been recognized.

3.10.1. From among the linguists whose work we have examined, only

one (i.e., Akhundov 1973) posits more than nine vowel phonemes for Azer-

baijani. As we have already seen, in addition to the nine ordinary

vowels recognized by all (i.e., /i ti e o ae a o u */) Akhundov also

posits five long vowels (i.e., /i e o ae a/, and two diphthongs (i.e.,

/ou ou/).

3.10.2. The existence of long vowels in Azerbaijani is confirmed

by Shiraliyev's work (1967:23) on Azerbaijani dialects, according to

which Azerbaijani dialects present a system of long vowels in addition

to the normal vowels. As we saw (2.6.2 - 3), Shiraliyev classifies the

long vowels into two groups: (a) those found in a very limited number of
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native Azerbaijani words, (b) those phonetically formed as well as those

found in some loanwords.

3.10.2.1. Despite Akhundov's view, however, these long vowels may

not be considered 'phonemes' because even if we manage to discover mini-

mal pairs like [doga] 'that she gives birth 1

: [doga] dovga 'rice and veg-

etable soup with yogurt', we know how the predictable long [6] in [doga]

has been formed.

3.10.2.2. Yet, even if nonphonemic, the difference between long

and normal vowels is perceptible. And this seems to be sufficient rea-

son for rendering long vowels noteworthy from the viewpoint of genera-

tive phonology which is concerned with the interpretation of the phone-

tic representations and how they are generated.

3.10.2.3. What makes some long vowels noteworthy from the genera-

tive viewpoint is that unlike the phonetically formed long vowels (see

2.6.5.1), the native long vowels (few and infrequent as they are) and

long vowels in some loanwords cannot be accounted for except by deri-

ving them from underlying long vowels (e.g., [jaSi 1
] </j asi 1/ 'green',

[hazir] < Arabic hagiir 'ready').

3.10.2.4. In terms of generative phonology this means positing

long underlying vowels in Azerbaijani. This seems plausible because it

is in this way that the originally long vowels of the native words and

loanwords can be accounted for. Positing underlying long vowels can

also make it possible to predict the voice of the final consonant in

monosyl labics as discussed above (see 3.6.5). According to Emre (1949:

60-7, 91), as late as the eleventh century there existed in Turkic lan-

guages long vowels which still persist in Yakut Turkic, and traces of

15
which can be encountered in other Turkic languages. (Are the long
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vowels in the words [ja$il] 'green', [gal in] 'thick', [narin] 'fine(size),

in Tabriz speech in this category as well?). The adoption of long under-

lying vowels has helped us do without an underlying /§/ (See 3.6.4).

3.10.2.5. Thus, we suggest the following underlying vowel system

for Azerbaijani

:

i ii 4 u T 0 ? u

e 6 o e 5 5

a? a ae a

3.10.2.6. Long vowels in native words, apparently except for a few

instances (See 2. 6. 2. 4), do not surface in the majority of the modern

Turkic languages.^ Yet we need the underlying long vowels for the rea-

sons already discussed (See 3.10.2.3 - 4).

3.11. Concerning the phonetic realization of Azerbaijani underlying

vowels a concise yet comprehensive generalization seems to be that 'in...

Turkic languages. . .the vocalism of the first syllable is richer than the

vocalism of all other syllables' (Trubetzkoy 1969:98).

3.11.1. In fact, except for /4/ which occurs initially less fre-

quently all the normal vowels / i u 4 u, e o o, ae a/ occur initially,

where, unaccented, they are in their tense and shorter variants, whereas

in noninitial syllables they are lax and longer variants (See Assaturian

1958:16 - 20). It should be pointed out that the tenseness, shortness,

laxness, and length, in normal vowels, are hardly perceptible and not

phonologically significant.^ In native words mid vowels do not occur

in noninitial syllables of a morpheme.

3.11.2. Phonologically significant phonetic realizations of Azer-

baijani vowels may be viewed in terms of the rule-governed change of

one vowel segment to another. These changes in the Tabriz dialect are

the following:
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3.11.2.1.
The change of word-initial and word-final /4/ to [i ]

.

Except in a few words like [41 xi] i 1 x» 'herd', [4sg4rmax] h4cg4rmag 'to

hiccup
1

, in the writer's pronunciation, and [41d4r4m] i Id4r4m 'thunder-

bolt' [414x] i 1 4g 'lukewarm', [41an] i lan 'snake', [4$4x] i £4g 'light'

also in Tabriz pronunciation according to Farzana (1965:30), underlying

word-initial / 4-/ changes to [i] in both Tabriz speech and the literary

1 g
pronunciation. This change may be formulated as the rule of high back

vowel fronting (HFa):

(HFa)

+syl

+hi

-rnd
C-bk] / #

3.11.2.1.1. Rule (HFa) is responsible for the change of the under-

lying / 4-/ to [i] in many words including the following in the writer's

pronunciation: [i Idi-ri-m] </41 di r 4m/ i Idi-ri-m 'thunderbolt', [i 1 4x] < / 4-1 4g/

i 1 *9 'lukewarm', [ilan]</41an/ i 1 an 'snake', [i§4-x] < / 4-^4-g/ i §4g 'light.'

As a further point for the motivation of rule (HFa) we may consider the

Azerbaijani word for 'the day before yesterday', which is [israga^un]

in urban Tabriz pronunciation and [s4ra§a g un] in the literary pronun-

ciation. The difference between the two pronunciations is that in the

former, the word-initial underlying / 4-/ has undergone rule (HFa) whereas

in the latter the non-word-initial / 4-/ has not undergone this rule.

3.11.2.1.2. Unlike the case in literary pronunciation, in Tabriz

pronunciation the word-final /4/, too, is fronted to [i], e.g., [gari]

gar4 'old woman', [dari] dar4 'millet', etc. And this change in Tabriz

pronunciation may be formulated as the rule of high back vowel fronting

(HFb):

(HFb)

+syl

+hi

-rnd

[-bk] /
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3.11.2.1.3, Since both are active in Tabriz speech, rules (HFa)

and (HFb)
, by the neighborhood convention proposed by Bach (1968), can

be collapsed into a more general high-unrounded-vowel fronting rule (HUF):

(HUF)
+syl

+hi

-rnd

-> [-bk] / #

3.11.2.1.4. Besides applying to the examples cited for the rules

(HFa) and (HFb), this rule also applies to words like [i 1 dirimi ]<(

/41d4rim+4/ ildirimi 'the thunderbolt' (accusative), [ilani] </41an+4/

ilani 'the snake' (accusative), etc.

3.11.2.2. In addition to the 4^>i/ #, in Tabriz speech we also have

^j-n'/CVC — #. ^ The latter rule which accounts for [suri ]< /surii/ siirii

'flock', [guzi ] < /guzu/ guzu 'lamb', etc., consists of a rule of un-

rounding for ii—» i/CVC — #, as in [suri] etc., and a rule of both fronting

and unrounding for u i/CVC — # as in [guzi]. In other words, Tabriz

speech seems to have a rule of word-final high vowel unrounding (HU):

(HU)
+syl

+hi
[-rnd] / CVC — #

which is responsible for the derivation of [suri ] </suru/ surii 'flock',

etc. and a rule of word-final high back vowel unrounding (HBU):

(hbu
> irHSd]/™:-.

which accounts for the derivations like [guzi ]< /guzu/ guzu 'lamb', etc.

3.11.2.2.1. A closer examination, however, suggests that /u/^>[i]/

-# is actually produced by the rules (HUF) and (HU). This means that

the application of (HU) and (HUF) in this order can make Azerbaijani

phonology independent of the rule (HBU), as the following derivations

show:
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'lamb' ' dry

'

'pipe' 'clear

/guzu/ /guru/ /boru/ /duru/

(HU)
+syT
+hi

[-rnd]/CVC - # i

(HUF)
+syf
+hi

-
-rn d.

-* [ -bk ] / # i

[guzi]

i

[guri]

i

[bori

]

i

[duri

]

However, when because of suffixation there is no word

boundary in the underlying representations after the root, the rules

(HU) and (HUF) fail to apply consistently. E.g., in the following deri-

vations, although no word boundary exists in the underlying representa-

tions, the rules apply:

'to the lamb' 'to the flock' 'to the living'

/guzu+a/ /siiru+a/ /di ri+a/

(HU) (3.11.2.2) i —

(HUF) (3.11.2.1.3) i — - —

(G1 ide-ins) y y y

(VH) ae ae a?

[guziyae ] [suriyaft ] [di riyae

]

This application of the rules across morpheme boundary rather than

word boundary demands a revision of the rules into:

(HU)
+syf
+hi .

[-rnd] / CVC -
Cl

(HUF)
+syl

+hi [-bk] / CVC -a_-rnd

These rules are valid for the neutralization of the high vowels both

word-finally (e.g., [guzi ] < /guzu/ 'lamb') and morpheme-finally (e.g.,

[guziyae ] </guzu+a/ ‘to the lamb'). Nevertheless, in some similar words

as in the following derivations these rules do not apply:
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'my lamb' (accus,)

/guzu+m+i/

'lambs
1

/guzu+lar/

'in the flock'

/suru+da/

'His flock, too

/surii+s+i+da/

(HU) —
(HUF) — —
(VH) u — ae u 32
(HU) i —
(HUF) i

[guzumi

]

[guzular] [siiriidae ] [suriisudae ]

The puzzle is that in the case of the former derivations the rules

apply across morpheme boundary, whereas under identical circumstances,

in the latter derivations, the rules fail to apply.

3.11.2.2.2. The issue, however, ceases to be a problem once one

notices the relation between the operation of the rules (HU) and (HUF)

and the class of the following suffix segment. In suffixation, the ap-

plicability of the rules (HU) and (HUF) depends on this following suffix

segment. The rules apply only when the initial suffix segment is a

vowel. These points can be accounted for by a further revision of the

rules (HU) and (HUF) in the form of adding the feature [+syl] after the

morpheme boundary:

+syl

+hi

+syl

+hi

-rnd

[-rnd] / CVC - #
+ [+syl]

#
t-bk] / cvc - : [tsyl]

3.11.2.2.3. Phonetic realizations of Azerbaijani vowels are also

conditioned by the presence of the glide [y], which raises and fronts

the low vowel of the root, as can be seen in the pronunciation of the

words [aniya£ ] < anaya </ana+a/ anaya 'to the mother 1

, [na^niyaajO

na€ nae yae </nae nae +a / nanaya 'to the mother’, [aneymiS] < anaymi£<

/ana+imi £/< anaymig 'it has been mother' [naeneymi 5]< naen&?ymi£< /naenae +

imiS/ 'it has been mother.
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3.11.2.2.4. As these examples show, the stem vowels preceding the

glide change to [e] or [i]. These changes are effected by the following

two rules:

(a) The stem vowels /a ae/ change to [e] before the front unround

glide and voiced palatal fricative /j/ when it is followed by a conso-

nant. This change can be formulated as the rule of low to mid vowel

raising (/a ae/ to [e] )

:

(/a ee / to [e])

+syl

-hi

-rnd

—

>

-bk

-lo /

-syl

+hi

+cnt
-stri d

-bk

[-syl]

-syl

(/a aa e/ to [i])

+syl +hi" +hi
-hi

-rnd^ 1

O
r—

_Q

'

L.

/
- +cnt

-strid
-bk

(b) The stem vowels /a ae e/ change to [i] before the front unround

glide and voiced palatal fricative when it is followed by a vowel. And

this change can be formulated as the rule of low and mid to high vowel

raising (/a a? e/ to [i]):

C+syl

]

Note that when the vowel following the [y] / /j/ is / i / , the raising

can only be one degree, i.e., the mid vowel /e/, by one degree raises to

[i]> an d the low vowels /a ae/, by one degree, raise to [e]. Although

this is intuitively quite clear, it is not expressible by the SPE frame-

work.

Before citing additional examples illustrating vowel raise in Tabriz

speech, we need first to collapse the rules of (/a ae / to [e]) and (/a

ae e/ to [i]) into the more general rule of vowel raise (V-raise):

(V-rai se)

"-syl

+syl °<hi

/-
+hi

-hi

-rnd
-lo

-bk
+cnt
-strid
-bk

[°< syl]
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The rule of (V-raise) states that the value for the feature [high]

in the vowel preceding the [y] / /j / is in a direct relationship with

the value for the feature [syllabic] in the segment following the glide.

If the value for the feature [syllabic] in the latter is plus, the value

for the feature [high] in the former, too, is plus. Similarly, if the

value for the feature [syllabic] in the latter is minus, the value for

the feature [high] in the former is minus. In other words, if the seg-

ment following the glide is [+syllabic], the vowel preceding the [y]/

/j/ is [+high], and if the segment is [-syllabic] the vowel is [-high],3.11.2.2.5.

Secondly, since the rule of vowel raising, as we just

saw, is motivated by the presence of a [y] / /j/, we need to account

for the presence of the [y] / /j/ before citing examples for the rule

of vowel raising. In native words, there seem to be two sources for [y].

It is inserted between a stem-final vowel and the initial vowel of’ a

monosyllabic suffix, by the following rule of glide insertion (Glide-ins):

(Glide- ins) 0

-syl

-cns
+hi

°<rnd

°<bk

/
+syl

*rnd
— [+syl]3.11.2.2.6.

The application of this rule will be exemplified after

the other rule responsible for the appearance of [y] is presented. This

rule which changes the unstressed high front vowel to the front glide is

the rule of glide formation (Glide-form):

(Glide-form)

-cns

+hi

-bk

-stress

[-syl] / [+syl]

3.11.2.2.7.

The application of the above three rules can be seen

in the following derivations (The suffix /an/ is the agent marker; the

vowel /a/ after a noun is the dative case suffix, after a verb the sub-
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junctive or optative mood suffix; the vowel /i / is the copula suffix;/di/

the third person singular subject suffix; /i+mi5/ is the suffix combina-

tion of the copula / i / and presumptive past suffix):

1

Return

!

1

/gajit/

(Glide-ins) —
(Glide-form) —
(V-raise) e

(VH) i

[gejit]

'to the sayer'

/de+an+a/

y

i

ae a?

[diyae nae ]

'to the mother'

/ana+a/

y

i

ae

[aniyae ]

(that) he say'

/de+a/

y

i

a<?

[diyae]

(Glide-ins) —
(Glide-form) y
(V-raise) e

(VH)

'it was the 'is 'with the

mother' saying' child'

/na? nae+i+d+i/ /de+ir/ /bala+ila/

y —
i

y

'he must have

been at home'

/ev+da+i+mi s/

y

[naeneydi] [diyir] [baleyla?] [evdeymis]

The form [baleylae] 'with the child' is the formal Tabriz pronun-

ciation. Its normal and informal pronunciation is [baleynaen] in which

through suppletion /inan/ rather than / i 1 a / is the concomi tati ve suffix.

3.11.2.2.8. The words [naeyi] 'what?' (accusative) and [naeyae]

'to what?' (dative) contradict the rule of vowel raising (V-raise). We

seem to be compelled to explain this contradiction by suggesting that

perhaps the final vowel of the monosyllabic nouns (not verbs) are not

ordinarily affected by the transition [y]. Hence, [naeyi ] < /naz +i/

(accusative) 'what?' and [naeyae ] < /nae +a/ 'to' what?' (dative), [na?yin]

</nae+in/ 'belonging to what?' (genitive) are the expected forms.

As for [niyatz ] < /nae +a/ 'why?', the change of [ae] to [i] may have

been because of its association with verbs.
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3.11.3. Finally, as already mentioned (3.10.2.4), long underlying

vowels are necessary to account for the unpredictable long vowels in a

few native words and the considerable number of the Arabic and Persian

loans with long vowels in Azerbaijani.

3.11.3.1. A largely valid general ization about the distribution of

the long vowels in loans, in formal and, to a lesser extent, in normal

style of Azerbaijani speech seems to be Akhundov's (1973:129) observation

to the effect that in Arabic loans in Azerbaijani the long vowels pre-

cede syllables with a front vowel. This generalization contributes to

the specification of the distribution of the long vowels in loans like

[al im] <T Arabi c Talim 'learned', [ruhi ]< Arabic ruhT 'psychological',

etc., but it cannot account for the long vowels in [tavus] /tavus/<j

Arabic tawus 'peacock', [sTna] < /sTna/ sTna 'Sinai', etc. where the

long vowel is not followed by a syllable with front vowel.

3.11.3.2. Nevertheless, when we examine the more important ques-

tion of the rule(s) responsible for shortening the long vowels in loans,

Akhundov's observation, by specifying where long vowels can be expected,

helps us see where they are not expected, i.e., where they are shortened.

Akhundov's observation rightly relates the question of the shortening of

the long vowels of the loans to the question of the backness/frontness

harmony. If the vowels of a word do not agree in backness, one of them,

i.e., the first, may remain long (e.g., [sTna], [ruhi], etc.), the long

vowel in the final syllable is always shortened by the rule to be given.

It can be inferred from this observation that when the vowels of a loan-

word agree in backness shortening of the long vowel is not blocked. And

this seems to be almost exceptionless.

3.11.3.3. In other words, there can be a rule like nonfinal vowel
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shortening (NFVS):

+syl

°cbk
[-1 ng] /

-- C

+syl
-1 ng

°<bk

3.11.3.4. The fact that such a rule exists can be seen after con-

sidering thr rule of final vowel shortening (FVS):

(FVS) [+syl ]
— [ - 1 ng] /-(C) #

Rule (FVS) accounts for words like [ddnja] < /dunja/ < Arabi c dunya

'world', [mowzun] </mavzun/< Arabic mawzun 'balanced', etc. Since in

such words only the vowel of the final syllable is long, rule (FVS)

suffices to derive the normal and informal pronunciations of these words

in Azerbaijani. But rule (FVS) does not suffice to derive the normal

and informal pronunciations in loans with more than one long vowel. In

such words, rule (FVS) does not advance beyond the derivation of formal

pronunciations, e.g., rule (FVS) derives the formal [musa ] < /musa/<

Arabic musa 'Moses', but not the normal and informal [musa]. It is the

existence of the normal and informal styles of pronunciations that ar-

gues for the already mentioned rule (NFVS). In the following deriva-

tions we see the ordered application of the rules (FVS) - (NFVS):

'Moses

'

'Tuba' ' lantern

'

' aim

'

' surveyer 1

'mason'

/musa/ /tuba/ /fanus/ /mae nzur/ /maessah/ /ba? nna/

(FVS) a a u u a a
(NFVS) u u a —

[musa] [tuba] [fanus] [mae nzur] [mae ssah] [bae nna]

3.11.3. 4.1 There is evi dence

,

however, that nonfinal vowel short-

ening is not carried out only by the rule (NFVS)

.

In words like [ i s a

]

</Tsa/< Arabic STsa 'Jesus', [iman] < /Tman/^ Arabic Tman 'faith', etc.,

nonfinal vowel shortening has occurred where despite what rule (NFVS)

requires the shortened vowel does not agree with the vowel of the en-
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vironment in backness. This evidence helps the simplification of the

rule of nonfinal vowel shortening (NFVS) into a rule which does not

impose the restriction of the backness harmony:

C+syl 3 —» [ - 1 ng ] / -C

This rule which is ordered after the rule of final vowel shortening

(FVS), applies optionally. When only (FVS) applies, the formal pronun-

ciation is derived, but when the application of (FVS) is followed by

(NFVS) the normal and informal pronunciations are derived, e.g.,:

'Moses' '

Jesus

'

'Moses '

'Jesus'

/musa/ /Tsa/ /musa/ /Tsa/

(FVS) a a a a
(NFVS) — —

u i

[musa] [Tsa] [musa] [isa]

Formal normal and informal

As for the motivation of (FVS) it is noteworthy that

surfaces with underlying long vowel in the final syllable.

Notes

1

See rule (HUF) i —> i / # in (3.11.2.1.3).

2
The second version is non-Tabriz, e.g., Baku, pronunciation.

3
A few others of this type are: [gacrae] gara 'black', [ga* rra^nguS]

garanquS 'swallow', [qa^lxan] qalxan 'shield', fqasSow] qaSov ‘ currv-comb '

.

felETT gam<H 'lash', etc.

^ A few others of this type are [gejci] gay£i ' scissors
’ , [gejil]

qay*$ 'belt', [gejnaer] gaynar 'boiling', [gejitmax] gayitmag 'to return',
etc.

5 o / _ _
A few others of this type are: [be^-ar] / [bikar]< Persian bi kar

'unemployed], [<^'ah] / [qah]< Persian gah 'sometimes', [#uja] / [guja]<
Persian guya 'as if, reportedly', [gaP la? m] < Arabic gal am 'pen', [gaatrae]^
Arabic qatra 'drop', [gijama^t] < Arabic qiyamat ‘ resurrection

' , etc.
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The voiceless velar stop is not characteristic of normal and
informal styles in the majority of Azerbaijani dialects except as a re-
sult

.

o f the devoicing of the first /g/ in a geminate -gg-, and the word
(_sa kirkga] tick in Tabriz speech. It is also produced by devoicing
the /g/ before the voiceless obstruents and word-finally in poetic style,
e.g., [baksan] < /bag+san] ‘if thou lookst', [jok]</jog/ 'no', etc. In
some Azerbaijani dialects like the Zagatal a-Gakh , however, according to
Shiraliyev (1967:75) the voiceless velar stop often replaces the palatal
stop in other dialects as in [komak] in Zagatal a-Gakh versus [/^omaex]/
[komaex] 'help* in other dialects. In the Western dialect, too, the
voiceless velar stop word-initially corresponds to /g/, e.g., [ki-S] in
Western dialects for [giS] 'winter' in other dialects.

With respect to the context-free change of the voiceless velar
stop, the rule of (RVS) reveals an asymmetry in synharmony characteristic
of the majority (all?) of Azerbaijani dialects. If it is found that
there are Azerbaijani dialects with both voiceless palatal stop/alveo-
palatal retroflex affeicate [k]/[/£] always occurring with front vowels,
and velar stop [k] occurring in the environment of back vowels, the rule
of (RVS) must be revised into:

+cns

+bk
-cnt

C-bk] / C-bk]

Such a revision may be necessary in the Zagatal a-Gakh and Western Azerbai-
jani dialects (see Shiraliyev (1967:75)).

g
The theoretical framework adopted here has been derived from

works like Chomsky (1964), Chomsky and Halle (1968), Schane (1971) and
Kiparsky (1968). The adoption is partial because no use has been made of
the theory of markedness introduced in Chomsky and Halle (1968).

The proposed derivation of [c 3 P /- ] from /<? j k g/ receives
theoretical support from works like Kisseberth (1969) and Hyman (1970).

9
A town in Northern Azerbaijan, near the border of Southern Azer-

baijan.

Except in monosyllabic loans where the £ is preceded by a liquid,
a nasal, or a continuant, e.g., [bae rg] < Arabic barq 'electricity

'

,

[faerg]< Arabic farq 'distinction', [e£g]< Arabic £isq 'love', [rizq]<
Arabic ri zq 'provision', [masg]< French masque 'mask 1

, [tang]< Russian
Tank 'tank

1

, also in polysyl 1 abi cs in careful speech, e.g., [^aefa^g]
Arabic Safaq 'twilight.'

Post vocalic £'s, however, in many loans obey the native rule.
Hence, we have [$a?fax] 'reflected 1 ight '< Arabic £afag (?), [axmax]<:
Arabic ahma q 'fool', [tabax] < Arabic tabaq 'platter' , [vae rax] < Arabic
waraq ' leaf, sheet .

1

^ We take the orthographic symbol 6 for voiced velar stop /g/ to
be the underlying segment. This is supported by the fact that the
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proposed underlying /g/ in literary pronunciation is [g] finally and before
voiced segments, e.g., otag [otag] 'room' otagda [otagda] 'in the room'.
While this seems a sufficient reason for positing /g/ as the underlying
form, additional support may come if it is found 'that the few final [g]'s
appearing in the stories quoted by Shiraliyev are not typographical errors
for [g]'s. Forms with final [g] can be found in the texts'quoted by
Shiraliyev (1967) from the Baku dialect, e.g., [guraglig] 'drought' (p. 359);
Marza region [gulag] 'ear' (p. 369); Mughan group dialects: faxmaql
'fool' (p. 373), [anjag] 'only' (p. 374)7TusagJ ' chTl

d
' (p. 376); GoyCa.y

region : [dogrutmag] ‘to materialize' (p. 377); Nakhchivan dialect [anjaq]
'only' (p. 402).

^in the Northern literary dialect the word for 'hawk' is [guzgun].
The existence of other words with a [§] after a sonorant or a voiced frica-
tive (e.g., [dalga] 'wave', [vurgun] 'in love', [jangi] 'thirst, fire',
[sajgi] 'care', etc.) suggests the presence of a rule in the literary
dialect that spirantizes the syllable-initial /g/ which is preceded by
a vowel, sonorant, or a voiced fricative segment, i.e., a segment belonging
to the class specified [+vce, +cnt]. However, this does not seem to be an
exceptionless rule because of the existence of words like [algis]
'applause', [ i

1 gar] 'vow, promise' and perhaps a few others. All of the
examples have been taken from Azizbakov (1965).

1 ?
We interpret the terms 'popular' as 'normal', and 'popular

literary' as a style with features from both the 'formal' and 'normal'
styles of speech. See 1.17 for our understanding of the 'formal',
'normal' and 'informal' styles of speech.

1

4

Page references are to Shiraliyev (1967).

1

5

Emre's hypothesis (and indirectly our positing long underlying
vowels for Azerbaijani) seems to receive support from the following by
Baitchura (1975:104):

Our data and especially the distinctive features
established by means of instrumental and phonologic
investigations, enable one to reconstruct the Common
Turkic or Preturkic vocalism as having 16 vowels:
a, ae/e, u, ii, o, o, I, i, a, ae/e, u, u , o, d, I, i

and thus may be corroborated by the reconstructions by
M. Rasanen, N. N. Poppe, W. W. Radloff and K. H. Menges.

1

6

• Hi stori cally ,_as if by a process perhaps^ consisting of a change
roughly like c+[+vce]/v- followed by the change v-* v/-[+(/ce], long vowels
have been reduced to the length of the nonlong vowels^, e.g., the IJth
century Turkic forms [gap] 'dish' (Emre, 1949:65), [at] 'name', [kok]
'sky', [ad] 'hungry' (p. 61), are [gab], [ad], [gbj]/[foj], [aj]/[aj],
respectively in Azerbaijani.

^For a full treatment of the phonetic variants of Azerbaijani
vowels see Akhundov (1973:108-39).

] g
As for the status of / 4 / as an underlying segment it is to be

noted that despite its change to [i] word-i ni ti ally and finally in Tabriz
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speech, /*/ does occur in these positions in many Azerbaijani dialects.
E.g., in the literary dialect it occurs finally and in the Western dialects
it apparently occurs both initially and finally (see note 2, Chapter 2).

^The rule could be if we consider the few monosyllabic
forms ending in the high back round vowel, e.g., [su] 'water', [bu] 'this',
[ju] 'Wash!' as exceptions. Except for the variant [bi] for [bu] 'this',
the unrounding of the high back round vowel apparently does not take place.

^For the appearance of the transition glide see Chapter 4.

o I

'[ana] and [nasnae] 'mother' are synonyms.
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Table 1. Azerbaijani underlying consonants

pbfvmtdnszl r£j£zjkgxh?*

Syllabic ______________________
Consonantal ++++++++++++++++++++++
Sonorant
Nasal

High “ — — — — --___ — _ + + + + + + + + — _

Back
Low

Anterior + + + + + + + + + + + +

Coronal ---__+++++++++++______
Voiced _ + _ + + - + + -+ + 4-- + - + +- + -__
Continuant
Lateral

Strident _- + + ____+ + __ + + + + ______

^Although 'the glottal stop is to be considered among the genuine
Turkic sounds' (Baitchura, 1975:88) we do not need an underlying glott
stop for native words but we need it in loanwords to replace an Arabic
voiced pharyngeal fricative.

Table 2. Azerbaijani underlying vowels

iuiueooaea iuiueooaea

Syllabic ++++++++ + + + + + + + + + +

Consonantal ________ _ ________ _

High ++++_____ ++++_____
Back + __++__+_ +

Low _______++ _______++
Round -+•- + - + + - - _ + _ + _ + + _ _

Long _________ +++++++++
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Table 3. The phonetic chart of the Azerbaijani consonants and vowels

cr —' Q_ CU -5 Qj -a < LQ—*• cu fD —• ro —1 cu ro —

•

—1 cr Z5 < < —I—JOOJ-JTMDlfDQJOJd-
crocL>oooc+-s<-t-
-j - cl —' — -h"a cu cu
cu fD cu —' cu —I —

I

—1 =3 “S (D —1

C+ x cu
Cu (-+-—

' cu

Stops P t k ? ordinary vowels long vowels
b d g

Fricatives f s 3 X x h i ii 4 u i ii 4 u

V ZFZ 2 j § e o o e 6 0
Affri cates c

5
ae a ae a

Nasal

s

m n

Lateral 1

Flap

Glides ww
r

y



CHAPTER IV

AZERBAIJANI PHONOLOGICAL RULES

4.1. This chapter is an attempt at presenting the phonological

rules which, applying to the underlying segments of Azerbaijani words,

derive the pronunciation of the Tabriz dialect of Azerbaijani.

Some of the rules have already been presented in chapters two and

three. We have seen some of the basic rules like the rules which derive

the phonetic forms of the Azerbaijani underlying segments, the rules of

vowel lengthening, diphthongi zation , vowel sequences, etc.. Since such

rules have been discussed relatively exhaustively, they will not be

repeated here. When they are involved in derivations, references will

be given to the sections in which they were motivated.

Below are presented the rules of vowel harmony, stress assignment,

assimilations, additions, deletions, and a number of other rules which

seem to be responsible for the pronunciation of Tabriz speech.

4.1. Vowel Harmony: Vowel harmony in Turkic languages, including

Azerbaijani, is the backness/frontness or roundness/unroundness agreement

among the vowels of a word. Generally speaking, descriptions of vowel

harmony by generative phono! ogists have assumed vowel harmony to be an

assimilation process directed from the root to the suffixes of a word.

Consequently, to specify the vowel harmony in roots, there have been two

approaches: (1) specifying all the vowels of the roots for backness/

frontness feature by the abstract feature [+BACK]/[-BACK]
, (2) specifying

107
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the first or the last vowel of the root for the feature in question and

deriving it for the other vowels in the roots as well as the suffix vowels

by a rule of progressive or regressive assimilation.

As Kiparsky (1968) argues, neither of these approaches fully accounts

for vowel harmony. Briefly, both of the root marking approaches ignore

the theory of markedness^ which requires the full specification of every

feature in the lexical representations. Further, because of the differences

in the restrictions upon the occurrence of vowels in roots and suffixes,

one rule cannot account for vowel harmony both in the roots and suffixes

(see Kiparsky (1968) for a detailed discussion of these points).

In contradistinction to these approaches to the description of

vowel harmony, Kiparsky introduces another approach in agreement with

the theory of markedness, employing a rule of assimilation and the

relevant morpheme structure condition.

In the following account of vowel harmony in Azerbaijani we adopt

Kiparsky's approach. Accordingly, unlike the two root marking approaches,

following Kiparsky's (1968) proposal, all the nine vowels of Azerbaijani

will be fully specified in the roots, but the vowels in the suffixes

listed in the lexicon will be from the two vowels /i a/. If the vowels

in a suffix contrast in backness with that of the last vowel in the

root, a rule of progressive assimilation from root to suffix will

establish the vowel harmony. E.g., the plural suffix will be / 1 ar/

which will be realized as such when added to a word with a back vowel in

the last syllable of the root as in taplar] </ki tab+lar/ ki tablar

'books' and the suffix of the presumptive past will be /imi §/ , but will

be realized as [ m i § ] , [m4$], [mu§] and [muS] by the progressive

assimilation directed from the last stem vowel, e.g., [b i 1 i rmi § ]<
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/bil+ir+imis/ '(presumably) he knew', [jazirmig] </jaz+ir+imig/ yazirmiS

' (presumably) he was writing', [duzurmus] < /duz+ir+imig/ duzurmus

’(presumably) he was arranging', [dujurmuS] /duj+i r+imi €/ duyurmus

'(presumably) he was surmising.'

4.1.1. As these examples show, the rule of vowel harmony should

reflect the harmony of the suffix vowels with the last stem vowel in

backness and roundness. The following rule seems to be the active rule

of backness and roundness harmony in suffixes (SVH).

(SVH)

+syl

+hi

o< bk

<y5rndj>
/

+syl

oc bk

<^?rnd^

(c)+(c)

—

Left- to- ri gh t iterative

This rule states that the suffix vowel will acquire the backness

feature of the last stem vowel, and that when the suffix vowel is the

high front / i / , it also acquires the roundness feature of the last stem

vowel. The application of the rule of suffix vowel harmony is reflected

in the following derivations (the word for 'neighbor' is gon§u , the

suffixes in the word for 'also those in our neighborhood' are: / 1 i g/

abstract noun suffix, /im/ first person singular genitive suffix, / i z/

plural suffix for the first and second person genitive suffix, /da/

location suffix, /ki/ post location/time suffix of relation, /lar/ plural

suffix, / i / accusative case suffix, /da/ conjunctive suffix; the word

for 'meeting' is goru£ and the new elements in the word for 'also those

in our meetings' are: /gor/ 'see', /i§/ verbal noun suffix):



also

those

in

our

neighborhood'

'also

those

in

our

meetings'

/gon^u+1

ig+im+iz+da+ki

+1

ar+i+da/

/

gor+i

s+1

ar+im+i

z+da+ki+1

ar+i+da/
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4.1.2. The development of vowel harmony in loans with greater

degrees of nativization is accounted for by a rule of assimilation as

follows. We may call this the nativization root vowel harmony (NRVH)

:

(NRVH)

Note that by Bach's (1968) 'neighborhood convention' this rule

reflects the collapsed form of the following two rules:

(a) the progressive root vowel harmony (PRVH)

+syl « bk
/

bk

<+hi> <^rnd) / c

y rnd
J

(PRVH

)

c -
+syl o<bk bk

<+hi) <^rud)
^

^rndj

This rule is responsible for vowel harmony in derivations like the

following (the words for 'car' comes from the French machi ne , and the

words for 'celery' and 'flower garden' come from the Persian karaf

s

and golestan )

:

car

/ma$i n/

(RVS) (3.2. 11

)

(TCFR) (3.2.12)

(FVS) (3.11.3.4)

(/f/-voicing)(4.7.12)

(Diph) (2. 6.5. 2)

(i-ep) (4. 7.6)

( FSV

)

(Vce-Diss) (4.6.1)

(NRVH) (4.1.2)

'celery'

/ka? rae fs/
/

k

i

v

ow

i

flower garden'

/gul i stan/

/

g

[maiUn]
^ / i

[^aerowuz] [^uliisdan]
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Note that in [/£aerowuz] there is a mid vowel in noninitial syllable.

This is apparently permitted when the mid vowel is followed by a homorganic

glide, e.g., [bi low] </bilev/ bilov 'whetstone' (for more information about

the appearance of round mid vowels in noninitial syllables see 2.3. 5-5 and

Chapter 2 note 6)

.

(b) the regressive root vowel harmony (RRVH)

oc bk

$ rnd

This rule is responsible for vowel harmony in derivations like the

following (The words for 'mug' and 'sun-flower seed' come from the

Russian Kruzka and semecko )

:

'mug' 'sun-flower seed'

/gru^ga/ /sim4£ga/

(RRVH)

+syl

<+hi>

bk

<C6 rnd)>

( MSR) (4.2) / /

(Spi r) (4. 4. 1 ) g

(i-ep) (4.7.6) i

(NRVH) (4.1.2) U

[guru^ga] [simf^ga]

It is to be mentioned that although this rule of (NRVH) (4. 1 . 2) does

not predict the direction of the application of vowel harmony, it seems

that on the basis of the following derivations harmony is to a [+back]

vowel

.



machine'

Adam

'paper'

'comfortable'

'hot

bath'

'cinema'

'lemon'

Kazim

/maSin/

/adaem/

/kagasz/

/rahaet/

/ha?min/

/sinema/

/iTmu/

/kazim/

113
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This observation, however, is to be modified with regard to three

points. First, a tendency which perhaps is unformulatable at the present

allows the occurrence of the high front vowel /i / in the initial syllable,

and the low back vowel /a/ in the final syllable of some words in

Azerbaijani, e.g., [ti^an] tikan 'thorn 1

, [sican] si£an 'mouse', [daejirman]

dagirman 'mill 1

, [picax] bi£ag 'knife', etc.. Secondly, just as the

backness harmony seems to be directed from the back vowels to the nonback

vowels in the root, the height harmony, too, (which compared with the

backness and roundness harmonies is less binding) seems to be directed

from the high back vowel /u/, e.g., [ti 1 i fun]< telefun < /telefon/

English tel ephone . Thirdly, the presence of a [ + h i , -bk] stop seems to

affect vowel harmony in the form of fronting the /a/ to [a ] and the /u/

to [u] in some words as shown in the following derivations. We suggest

to call this synharmonic change the palatal assimilation (P-Ass):

(all the loans come from Persian)

' caravan

'

'short' ' factory' 'jug' 'shop'

/karvan/ /kutah/ /kar#xane/ /kuze/ /tokan/

( RVS) (3.2.11) k

/

k

/

k

/ '

k k

(TCFR) (3.2.12)

r\

t f f t

(FVS) (3.11.3.4) a

(NFVSM3.il. 3. 3) a u a a u

(P-Ass) (4. 1.3) cK ti aa ii u

(MVC) (4.7.1) ae a

( NRVH) (4.1.2) a

[^aervan] [^iitah] [^ae rxana] [^tizae ] [tu/an]

4.1.3. The (P-Ass) may tentatively be formulated according to

Bach's (1968) 'neighborhood convention' as follows:
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(P-Ass)

This rule states that back vowels are fronted in the environment of

the [k] (which later becomes [>] in Tabriz). When the back vowel is the

/o/, it is both raised and fronted to [u]. Note that (P-Ass) is a minor

rule inapplicable to many words including [ a§az] <C/kagaez/ kagaz

Persian kaga&z 'paper
1

, [ma^fna] < /makfna/ 'machine, gaget' < ? etc.

4.1.4. Reference should also be made to an 'unrounding harmony'

(UH) as witnessed in the following derivations of the words for 'cigarette'

and 'musician' from the Russian papirosa and muzikant :

cigarette' 'musician'

/papiros/ /muz4gan/

u

u

4 4 4

0

z

[pap4r4z] [m4zgan]

To the sketch of vowel harmony a note must be added concerning a

major source of the breach of vowel harmony in some dialects of Azerbai-

jani. In some dialects of Azerbaijani including the Tabriz dialect, the

first person plural personal suffix of the imperative mood [ax], the

first person plural personal suffix of the very 'to be' [ux], the

futurity suffix [ ajax], the comparative adjective or adverb suffix

[rax], the abstract noun forming suffix [14x], and some others, have

exclusively back vowels. In some other dialects of Azerbaijani including

(MVC) (4.7.1)

(NRVH) (4.1.2)

(UH) (4.1 .4)

(Syncope) (4.7.3)

( FSV) (4.7.11)

+syl -bk -cnt

([hi])
/ +hi

/
-hi

\
/ -bk

\
-lo > _-vce

\
+rnd

/
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the Baku dialect there is a reverse tendency. E.g., in the Baku dialect

the infinitive suffix has exclusively the low front vowel (see Shiraliyev,

1967:63).

The breach of vowel harmony is also encountered among a considerable

number of loanwords which have not been thoroughly nativized. The

following examples represent such loans with the breach of vowel harmony:

[agil] < / a g i 1 / <Arabic Tagil 'wise', with a breach of backness harmony;

[televizi jon] </tel evizion/ < French television 'television', with the

breach of the constraint, implemented by the rule of mid vowel change

(MVC), which prohibits the occurrence of the mid vowels in noninitial

syllables; and [isdi/kan] <C/stakan/< Russian stakan 'tumbler', with the

breach of backness harmony.

As for accounting for the vowel harmony breaches, presently, we do

not find a simpler way than adopting Jensen's (1972) solution, i.e.,

specifying the unharmonious segment in the morphemes with the relevant

[-VH] feature in the lexicon. E.g., the word for 'thorn' will be

the word for 'television' will be /^e^e^p'ori^ and the infinitive suffix

will be /mag/.
[-BH]

4.2. Stress assignment: In Azerbaijani words, stress usually falls

on the last syllable except when it is stopped before a number of suffixes

which after Lightner (1972), we call ' unstressable suffixes.' E.g., a

word like al 4^d41ar 'they were kindled' is stressed on the vowel of the

last syllable because, with regard to stress assignment in Azerbaijani,

word boundary plays the role of the sole unstressable unit in this word.

But in al43mad41ar 'they were not kindled' the main stress has been

stopped by -ma_ (negative marker) which is one of the unstressable

suffixes

.
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Main stress assignment in Azerbaijani seems to be adequately de-

scribable by Lightner's (1972:357) Turkish stress rule:

(MSR) V [+stress]/-C
0

[-MSR], where [-MSR] stands for any unit

which is an exception to MSR, and the application of the

rule is iterative, right-to-left.

To make correct use of this rule, as Lightner himself observes,

a convention proposed in SPE needs to be adopted:

When primary stress is placed in a certain position, then,
all other stresses in the string under consideration at
that point are automatically weakened by one. (Chomsky
and Halle, 1968:16-17)

/ / \

Now, we get ali^dilar by the above MSR, and al 4£mad41a r by the

iterative application of the MSR. The first application of the MSR gives

/

*al4£mad41ar. But since there is another environment, i.e., the presence

of the negative marker -ma- an unstressable suffix for the application

/ /

of the rule, it reapplies giving *al4smad41ar which in turn is changed

to al i^madi 1 ar because the second assignment of primary stress reduces

the primary stress on the last syllable to secondary stress.

Let us look at another example:

#/ ae l+mae+mi£+di+laer # 'they had not come 1

MSR 1) 1

2 ) 1 2

3) 1 2 3

[tftae Imaemi Sdila^r]

This example has three unstressable units, i.e., the word boundary

(which despite having the feature [-segment] (Chomsky and Halle, 1968:66),

plays the role of an unstressable unit in Azerbaijani), the past tense

marker di_, and the negative marker ma. The MSR applies first to the

rightmost syllable before an unstressable unit, hence the vowel of the
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last syllable is stressed. Since there are two other unstressable units,

i.e., dj_ and ma, the application of the rule is twice iterated from right

to left; and each time a different vowel receives primary stress, the

previous primary stress is reduced.

4.2.1. The MSR of Azerbaijani seems to be almost exceptionless.

The few exceptions to it, too, appear to be classifiable into two groups:

(1) those words that are always stressed on the initial syllable, and (2)

those words that can be stressed on the first or the last syllable.

To the first group which has to be specified in the lexicon as

carrying initial stress belong (a) a handful of adverbs like [an 3ax]<
/

anjag 'only', [dunaen] dunan 'yesterday', [bujiin] bu gun 'today',

[bael^a^] bal ka 'so that, perhaps', (b) a few compounds like [gejnana]

ga.yinana 'mother-in-law', [gejnata] ga.yinata 'father-in-law.'

To the second group, also to be specified in the lexicon accordingly,

belong (a) nouns in the vocative mood, e.g., [ana]-' [ana'] 'Mother!' etc.,

and (b) some adverbs like [burda]~/ [burda] burada 'here', [hamm4s i]~’

/

[hammisi] hamisi 'all of it/them', etc..

Beyond these there do not seem to be exceptions to Azerbaijani MSR

cited above. It is noteworthy that MSR is one of the basic rules for

the nativization of loanwords.

4.2.2. With the exception of the just mentioned two groups that

do not obey the Main Stress Rule of Azerbaijani, or obey it optionally,

all the Azerbaijani words undergo the MSR.

When they form compounds or noun phrases, words do not retain the

stress pattern of their isolated state, because it yields to the stress

pattern of the new grammatical unit. Thus, in compound nouns the MSR

is applied to the whole compound structure, and this removes the primary
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stress from the adjective while confirming the main stress of the noun.

E.g., in isolation the words [a§] 'white' and [bircaex] 'hair' individually

obey the main stress rule, but when they form the compound [agbircaex]

'the white haired one' the whole new word is subjected to the Main Stress

Rule, and the final syllable of this new word receives the main stress.

In noun phrases, on the contrary, the primary stress of the adjective

component is confirmed while the noun component of the NP loses its primary

stress. E.g., when they form the noun phrase 'white hair', the words

[ag] 'white' and [bircaex] 'hair' find a new stress pattern [agbircaex]

where the adjective component of the NP receives the main stress.

4.2.3. The stress assignment in the compound nouns and NP's can

be explained by the following rules based on the model of similar rules

in Chomsky and Halle (1968:17):

(CSR) V [+stress] / . .

1

.V. . •-]

(NPSR) V [+stress]/—. . .1 .

The compound stress rule (CSR) reassigns primary stress to the

second of the two primary stresses in a compound in Azerbaijani. In

other words, in Az. compound nouns the primarily stressed vowel is that

of the second word. And the noun phrase stress rule (NPSR) reassigns

primary stress to the primary stress of the first of the two primarily

stressed words in a noun phrase. I.e., in Azerbaijani noun phrases, the

primarily stressed vowel is that of the first word.

The assignment of the main stress in compound nouns and noun

phrases may be exemplified as follows:
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'white' 'hair'

[A Ca§] A [ N
birc*x]

N ]

N N

C A [ a §]fl [wbirca x]
N]

NP
H IN w

NP

whi te hair 1

(MSR)

(CSR)

(NPSR)

2

2

the white haired one white hair

4.3. Rules of cluster simplification: Consonant clusters consisting

of two consonants are quite common medially, of restricted occurrence

finally, and nonexistent initially in the Tabriz dialect of Azerbaijani.

This basic tendency in Tabriz speech is reflected in well assimilated

loanwords. E.g. , the words 'club', 'American', and 'sport' in their

Azerbaijani version clearly reflect the permitted consonant cluster

pattern in Azerbaijani. In [gulup] and [isport] epenthetic vowels have

broken up the unpermitted initial clusters; the liquid + stop clusterof

'sport', which corresponds with admissible final clusters in Azerbaijani,

has been accepted, and the vcvcvcvc structure of American has changed to

vcvccvc as a result of the application of the syncope rule (4.7.3). This

creates a permissible medial cluster in [amirgan] in accordance with the

pattern of medial bisegmental clusters in Azerbaijani.

In normal and informal styles of speech, many of the word-final

and medial clusters are simplified, e.g., [us ] < /ust/ 'top', [at]</alt/

'under', [usdae ] </ust+da/ 'on
1

, [atda] </alt+da/ 'under' (adv.).

4.3.1. Word-final and medial clusters in Azerbaijani are

simplified in Azerbaijani by the following rules:
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(Son-Del)
+son

+cor

-cnt
-bk

-lo

+bk

+cnt
-vce

C-syl ] )

This rule by deleting the sonorant segment before affricates, stops

(except before glottal stop and velar stops), and the voiceless alveolar

and velar fricatives accounts for the simplification of the consonant

clusters in the following sample derivations. The feature [-lo] is

needed to block the application of the rule to words like [mae n]< /mae n?/

'(Arabic man^ prohibition', [saer] </sae r?/< Arabic £ar^ 'sacred law.'

And the feature [-bk] is needed to block the application of the rule to

words like [bae rg] </bac rg/ < Arabic barq 'electricity', [taelg] < /ta* lg/

<(Arabic tajc]_ 'talc'
, [tagg] < /tang/ < Russian tank 'tank'. In the

following derivations the words for 'lesson' and 'heart' come from the

Arabic dars and gal

b

, and 'bitter' comes from Persian [taslx],

'lesson' 'heart' 'wolf' 'radish' 'under' 'gutter'

/da^rs/ /gaelb/ /gurd/ /turb/ /alt/ /aerx/
C-syn]

(RVS) (3.2.11)

(Son-Del
) (4.3 . 1 ) 0

(Devoid ng) (4.4. 2 )

0 0 0 0

p t
p

0

[daes]

'bitter'

/tae lx/

(RVS) (3.2.11

)

(Son-Del
) (4.3. 1 ) 0

(Devoicing)(4.4.2)

[ga^p] [gut] [tup] [at]

'firm' 'jaw' 'measure'

/bacrk/ /ae ng/ /old:/

k

0 0 0

/ /
,

X X $

[baex] [aex] [63]

[atx]

'calm'

/dinj/

0

V
s

[diS][taex]
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+cns -son C-syli)
+ant - 0 /

— l

+cor +cnt #
|

-cnt
^ J

4.3.2. Two other rules of cluster simplification in Azerbaijani

are described in the following paragraphs:

4. 3. 2.1. According to one rule the [+ant, +cor, -cut] segments are

deleted if they follow a fricative and occur preconsonantally or word-

finally. This is the rule of stop deletion (Stop-Del):

(Stop-Del

)

This rule accounts for the final cluster simplification in native

and loan word such as in the following derivations (the words for

'petroleum' and 'present' come from the Persian naft and the Arabic

nagd . Rasht and Yazd are cities in Persia.):

'shoe' 'top' 'petroleum' 'present' Rasht Yazd

/dust/ /list/ /naeft/ /naegd/ /ra<?dt/ /jaezd/

(Spi r) (4. 4. 1 ) §

(TCFR) (3.2.12) c

(Stop-Del
) (4.3. 2. 1 ) 0 0 0 0 0 0

[cus] [us] [naef] [naeg] [ra^S] [jaez]

4. 3. 2. 2. According to another rule, the post consonantal glottal

stop and fricative are deleted preconsonantally and word-finally. We may

call this the rule of low consonant deletion (LCD):

(LCD)

+cns

+1 o

-* l / [+cns] — f[-syl]

#

The application of this rule is reflected in the following

derivations. All the loans come from Arabic:
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'rub' 'victory' 'one-fourth'

/maesh/ /faeth/ /rub?/

(TCFR) (3.2.12)

(LCD) (4. 3. 2. 2 ) 0 0 0

'collection' 'part' 'law'

/jaem?/ /juz?/ /Sae r?/

5 5

0 0 0

[maes] [faet] [rub] [^aem] [juz] [Seer]

The rules (Son-Del), (Stop-Del), and (LCD) account also for cluster

simplification in the words with medial three-consonant clusters, as in

(/dan/ is the ablative suffix; / 1 i / indicates possession; /£i/ indicates

profession)

:

'sixty' 'pygmy' 'from above' 'with shoes on' 'mail

/altmid/ /jirtdan/ /iist+dan/ /£ust+l i

/

carri er

'

/post+di/

(TCFR) (3.2.12) 5 c c

(Son Del ) (4.3. 1 ) 0

(Stop-Del ) (4. 3.2.1

)

£

£ 0 £

(SVH) (4.1.1) ae U u

(HU) (3.11.2.2) i 4

(HUF) (3.11.2.1.3) i i

[atmiS] [^itdan] [iisdaen] [cusli] [posci]

4.4. Other processes: The following are the rules of spi ranti zation

,

devoicing, assimilation, and dissimilation which are productive in Tabriz

speech.

4.4.1. Spirantization: affricates and [+high] stops /£ j / , [k g]

and / g/ are spirantized preconsonantal ly and word-fi nal ly , in many dialects

of Azerbaijani, including the Tabriz dialect, by the following rule:

(Spi r)

+cns
+hi

f[-bk]
+bk

'

+vce

[+cnt] / v—
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This rule accounts for the following derivations in normal and

informal style of speech in the Tabriz dialect.

/ud#dord//u<V/guj+l i//guj//ka<?kl ik//gog//gonag//u£ag+lar/

(RVS) (3.2.11) g

(Spir) (4. 4. 1 ) 5 S 1

(Devoicing) (4.4.2) t

/ ' ' / / ,

g k k k g g

v if .

z X X J

X X

(TCFR) (3.2.12) ^ /

(SVH) (4.1.1) u

(HU) (3. 11 .2.2) i

( j-rnd) (4.7.8) w

[usdort][u^][^uzl i][/u^][/5a«xl ix][l^dw][gonax][u^axlar]

4.4.2. Devoicing: The existence of pronunciations like [bo£gap]

•\/bo£gab/ bo^gab 'plate', [murat] </murad/< Arabic Murad , [bul ax] < /bulag/

bulag 'water spring', [oru2] </oruj/ oruj 'fasting', [tabaxci] /tabag+di/

tabagdi 'street vendor', [oruslux] </oruj+lig/ oruj lug ‘fasting period',

etc., indicates the existence of a rule in Azerbaijani by which all stops

and affricates constituting the final segment of a polysyllabic stem are

devoiced. A general rule like:

-* [-vce] / cvcv—

which includes all the stops and affricates cannot account for all the

above mentioned derivations. It can account for the nonhigh stops which

are devoiced into their corresponding voiceless counterparts, but not

for the high stops and the affricate whose devoicing in many Azerbaijani

dialects including the Tabriz dialect is inseparable from spi rantization.

Hence the above general rule, which perhaps does exist in some Azerbaijani

dialects, in the case of some other dialects of Azerbaijani, including

-son

-cnt
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the Tabriz dialect, needs to be revised into the following form which

accounts for both the nonhigh stops and the high stops and affricate in

the cited words above:

(Devoicing)

4.4. 2.1. This rule is the collapsed form of the following tv/o rules

of nonhigh stop devoicing (NHSD) and high stop and affricate spirantization

and devoicing (HSASD).

The rule of nonhigh stop devoicing is:

[-syl]

-son -vce
/ 1

—

1

1 (/)

<< L—

1J

-cnt / cvcv —
« hi o<cnt /

>
J

(NHSD)
-son r
-cnt —

>

[-vce] / cvcv — {
-hi #

J

As the structural description of (NHSD) shows, this rule does not

apply to the fricatives in Tabriz speech. This can be deduced from the

existence of the pronunciations like [bi low] < /bilev/ bi 1 ov 'whetstone',

[ namaz] < /nae maz/<" Pers i an namaz 'worship 1

, [ejvasz] Eyvaz (proper name),

[garaz] </garaz/ < French garage , etc..

4. 4. 2. 2. The rule of high stop and affricate spirantization and

devoicing (HSASD) is:

(HSASD)
-son -vce
-cnt —

^

+hi _+cnt

cvcv 1

([-syl]

The application of the (NHSD) and (HSASD) is reflected in the

following derivations:

(proper name) ' wi ng
1

' guest' ' fasti ng

/zejnaK b/ /ganad/ /gonag/ /oruj/

(NHSD) (4.4.2. 1

)

(HSASD) (4 .4 . 2. 2)

P

[zejna^p]

t

[ganat]

X

[gonax]

i

[oru^]
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4.4.3. Note, however, that the spirantization and devoicing of the

voiced affricate /j/ and the high nonback [g] is not restricted to the

environment of the rule of high stop and affricate spirantization and

devoicing (HSASD). These segments are spirantized and devoiced morpheme-

finally after sonorants, e.g., [mae£] </maerj/ marj 'bet', [/ux]/[gux]

gung 'pipe', [narig] </narinj/ < Persian narenj 'sour orange.' Note that

this in addition to spirantization and devoicing of the stops and the

affricate also deletes the sonorants. It seems that by revising (HSASD)

into the rule of general high consonant spirantization and devoicing

(GHSD)

(GHSD)
-son +cnt
-cnt —

>

_+hi _ -vce
(cvcv) —

\[-syl]

#

)

and ordering it after (Son Del ) ( 4 . 3 . 1 ) spirantization and devoicing of

/j/ and [g] can be accounted for in both polysyllabic and monosyllabic

words, as shown in the following derivations:

/oruj//agaj//ma<? rj7/dinj//giing//aga3+da//gung+da/

(RVS) (3.2.11)

(Son-Del
) (4. 3 . 1

)

(GHSD) (4.4.3)

(HVSS ) (3 . 6 . 4. 1

)

(TCFR) (3.2.12)

(SVH) (4.1.1)

V

S

g g

0 0

V /

S X

g g

0

/

X

[oru£][a§a$][mat?£][di£] [</ux] [a§a£da] [^uxdae]

4.4.4. Nevertheless, since after the application of (Son Del)

(4.3.1) the monosyllabic words like giing 'pipe' and di nj 'calm' will

have an intermediate stage like’Tgug] and^dij] (in the derivations:

[^ux]/[giix] < gtig </gung/ 'pipe' and [di §] < di j < /dinj/ 'calm'), it will

be a valid question to ask why the intermediate stages [gug] and [dij],

ae
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etc. do not undergo the rule of spirantization (without devoicing) and

<1 y

become *[‘/uj]/[giij] and *[dii] just as spirantization without devoicing

occurs in [/oj]/[goj] < /gog/ 'sky', [uz]</uj/ 'point', etc.? While it

does not seem improbable that this really is the case in some dialects

of Azerbaijani, i.e., that [j*uj]/[guj] and [diz] occur, for the Tabriz

[ytux] </gung/ 'pipe' and [dis]</dinj/ 'calm', we suggest to account for

the spirantization and devoicing of the post sonorant / j/ [g] to [£ x]

by the following transformational rule which both deletes the sonorant

segment preceding / j / [g] and spirantizes and devoices the /j/ [g]:

(D & Son Del) [+syl] [+son]
’

-son |[-syl]l * 0 [+cnt
+hi [-vce_

_
-bk 1 # J

This rule accounts for the simultaneous spirantization and de-

/

voicing of the post-sonorant /j/ [g]'s independently of the rules of

spirantization (4.4.1) and devoicing (4.4.2).

4.4.5. It seems, however, that the above rule can be made more

general so that it may account for the derivations like |>a<?t]< /kaend/

'village', [gaet] </gaend/< Arabic gand 'sugar'
.
(Note that in [gaet]

n-deletion apart, nativization has stopped with prelexical change of the

/q/ to / g/ and /a/ to /a?/.) Consequently, we revise the above rule to

the following rule of simultaneous sonorant deletion and spirantization

and devoicing (D & Son Del):

(D & Son Del) [+syl] [+son] i'-son”

I
* hi

(_
-bk

1 2 3

(
[ - sy 1 ]) ^ b <^cnt

l # J

_-vce_

4.4.6. Devoicing in Tabriz speech is not restricted to the out-

put of the already mentioned two rules of devoicing. The final stop in

words like [ot] 'fire' and [silt] 'milk', too, reflects an unpredictable
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devoicing. Devoicing in such cases is unpredictable because on the basis

of their pronunciation in some Azerbaijani dialects, like the literary

dialect, as well as in earlier records, these words underlyingly end in

voiced stops. At a closer examination, however, such instances of de-

voicing seem to reflect archaism.

Similarly, we seem to encounter archaism in some words with initial

[p], e.g., [pi£mis] bi£mi

3

'cooked food 1

, which is pi£4g in Kashghari

(I, 379-2). Such instances of devoicing along with loanwords with de-

voiced initial stops (e.g., [tii/san] < Persian dokan 'shop' are noticeable

because in the majority of the cases the earlier voiceless initial stops

occur voiced in contemporary Azerbaijani.

4.5. Progressive assimilation: we find the following rules of

progressive assimilation in the Tabriz dialect of Azerbaijani.

4.5.1. Denasalization: This rule is responsible for the denasali-

zation of the [m] in suffixes such as the (unstressable) suffix -ma of

negation (e.g., [gapba] < /gap+ma/ 'Do not snatch/bite!') or the

(stressable) suffix -moused to nominalize verbs (e.g., [gapba] </gap+ma/

'snatching/biting'). The difference in the place of the primary stress

arises from the fact that the negation suffix -ma_ is unstressable whereas

the verbal noun suffix -ma is stressable (see 4.2). The rule of denasali-

zation (De Nas) is

:

+ant
j
+ant

(De Nas) [-nas] / i -cor
-cor

1

-cnt

In this rule, the feature [-cnt] is needed to block the application

of (De Nas) to words like [sowmax] </sav+mag/ sovmag 'to finish, to pass

by.
'

4.5.2. Delateralization to nasal: By this rule the [1] in the
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1 -initial suffixes assimilates to the final alveolar nasal of the preceding

stem. The rule of delateralization to nasal (Del to Nas) is:

(Del to Nas) [+lat]

- 1 at

-cnt
+nas

/
+ant
+cor
+nas

This rule, apparently, applies only to the morpheme-initial / 1 / in

suffixes. In the following derivations this rule has changed the initial

[1] of the verb forming suffix -la_ and the adjective forming suffix -1 i

.

The word ban 'crow (of the rooster)' and the word jan 'soul' are nouns.

' Crow!

'

/ban+la/

(TCFR) (3.2.12)

(Del to Nas) (4.5.2)

(SVH) (4.1.1)

(HU) (3.11.2.2)

living, alive
1

/jan+li/

5

n

i

[^anni][banna]

Like all the rules in this chapter, (Del to Nas), too, belongs to

the normal and informal styles of speech. The rule does not apply to

formal style, hence we hear the alternants [banla] and [^anli] in this

style.

4.5.3. Delateralization to stops: This rule accounts for the

assimilation of the morpheme-initial / 1 / of suffixes to the stem-final

nonhigh stops (i.e., / 1/ , /d/). The rule of delateralization to stops

(Del to Stop) is:

(Del to Stp) [+lat]
I -son
- 1 at

)_-cnt

|
+ant

|

+cor !

—
-cntj

The rule (Del to Stp) accounts for derivations like the following

where the /!/ of the plural suffix -Tar, the transitive and intransitive
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verb derivation suffixes like -Ja_ and -^an respectively, the reciprocity

verb suffix - la£ , the adjective suffix -1 i , etc., changes to the preceding

nonhigh stop:

'Be

'horses' 'Fold (it)' mounted!

/at+lar/ /gat+la/ /at+lan/

'Talk about
troubles with
someone' 'villager'

/daRrd+laS/ /ka^nd+li/

(RVS) (3.2.11)

(TCFR) (3.2.12)

(Devoicing) (4.4. 2)

(SVH) (4.1.1)

(D&SonDel ) (4. 4. 5)

(Del to Stp) (4.5.3) d

[atdar]

k

/T\

f

ae

[atdan]

0t

[daertda?^] C^aetdi][gatda]

The Tabriz pronunciation for 'Fold (it)!
1

is not [gatda], but

[gaetdae]. There are other words, too, which reflect a breach of syn-

harmony in Tabriz speech, as in [gae ra? ] < /gara/ aara 'black', etc.

The two rules of delateralization can be collapsed into:

[+1 at]

This rule can account for the pronunciation of the examples cited

for both the rules of delateralization-to nasal, and delateralization-to

stops

.

4.5.4. Delateralization to r^: This rule changes the / 1 / in the

suffixes cited in (4.5.3) to the final r. of the stem, as in [garri]<

/gar+li/ 'snowy', [^indfrri ] </j4ndir+l i/ 'shabby', etc.. The rule of

r +ant +ant
-lat

/
+cor

-cnt / -cnt

w nas nas

+son

(Del-to r)

+son
+cor [-lat] j

+cor
-nas

-nas _-lat_
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But a form like [gVlillaer] / t^Wlillaer] </gac-l ir+lar/ 'they are

coming 1

with a regressive assimilation contradicts this rule which predicts

a progressive assimilation as in [gaelirra^r] / [<^a£ 1 i rrae r] </ga^ lir+lar/

'incomes.' The problem is pointed out by Akhundov (1973:298) who rightly

sees a connection between the kind of the assimilation with the grammatical

status of the stems in the words for 'incomes' and 'they are coming' (the

stem in the former is a noun, in the latter a finite verb). He may add

that beyond the grammatical difference and connected with it, there is a

difference in the position of the primary stress in the two words. (I.e.,

p
in [^aelirraer] 'incomes' the primary stress is on the suffix vowel,

p
whereas in [^a<2l i 1 la?. r] 'they are coming' the primary stress is on the

last stem syllable) In other words, the connection between the kind of the

assimilation and the grammatical status of the word is determined by the

stress pattern of the word.

Specifically, when we compare [^ael i rraer] 'incomes' with [^aslillaer]

'they are coming', it appears that the assimilation in both words results

from the association of the segment undergoing assimilation with the

-i / /

primarily stressed vowel. In [^aelirraer] </gae1+ir+lar/ 'incomes' it

is the vowel of the plural suffix which is primarily stressed whereas in

* ( f
1 i 11 aer] </gael+i r # lar/ 'they are coming' it is the vowel of the

suffix -i_r which bears the primary stress.

The difference in the position of the primary stress is in turn

n /

grammatically motivated. The word tyee 1 i rrafer] 'incomes' is a noun with

no internal word boundary or unstressable suffix, hence it is stressed

on the last syllable by the Azerbaijani MSR. But [^aelillaer] 'they are

coming', is a sentence containing an internal word boundary between the

predicate J^-aelir] and the third person plural subject [laer]. Unlike
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the case in [j^aelirraer] 'incomes' which for not having any internal un-

stressable unit is subject to one_ appl i cation of the MSR, ^aelillaer]

'they are coming' for containing an internal unstressable unit, i.e.,

the word boundary, between the predicate [^aelir] and the subject [laer],

is subject to another application of the MSR which places the primary

stress on the syllable preceding the unstressable unit of the word

boundary and reduces the primary stress on the last syllable to the

secondary stress.

The above discussed connection between the kind of assimilation

(i.e., whether it will be progressive as in [/ae 1 irraer] 'incomes' or

regressive as in [/a^l i 1 1 ae r] 'they are coming') and the stress pattern

arising from the grammatical reasons (i.e., the fact that [V/aeli rra?-r]

'incomes' is a noun whereas (^aelillaer] 'they are coming' is a sentence)

may be seen more clearly in the following derivations showing the stress

assignment and the delateralization assimilation in the words for 'incomes'

and ' they are comi ng.

'

##(l'a£ 1 +i r+1 ae r## ##/ae 1 +i r#l aer##

MSR (1) 1 1

( 2 ) 1 2

(Del. to r) 1

[/ael i rrae r ] 1 i 1 1 ae r ]

’incomes' (noun) 'they are coming' (sentence)

4.5.5. Strident assimilation: a / t/ changes to [s] after another

[s] followed by a high vowel followed by a boundary, as in [issi] < / i s t i

/

'warm', [tussi] </tustu/ 'smoke 1

, etc.. The rule of strident assimilation

(Strid Ass) is:
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I
+ant

(Stri d Ass ) ;

+cor
-vce

+ant

+cor
-vce
+cnt

j_+strid
j

+syl

+hi

The restrictions of the high vowel and the boundaries in the environ-

ment are necessary to block the application of the rule in words like

[isdae ] </istae/ 'Ask for', [jasdix] </jast4g/ 'pillow', [jasdixlar]<

/jastig+lar/ 'pillows', etc..

The rule of strident assimilation can be seen in the following

derivations where only the first two forms illustrate the (Strid Ass):

'warm' 'flat' 'pillow' 'love' 'beloved'

/ i s t i / /jast.4/ / j as t4g/ /istaek/ /istaek+li/
[- Vce-Diss][- Vce- Diss]

(RVS) (3.2.11)

(Spir) (4.4. 1

)

(Devoid ng) (4.4. 2) x

(Vce-Diss) (4.6.1 ) d d

(HUF) (3.11.2.1.3) i

(Strid Ass) (4. 5. 5) s s

[issi] [jassi] [jasdix] [isdaexj [isdaex'li]

However, as the derivations show, if we order voicing dissimilation

before (Strid Ass), the environment of this rule can be simplified. I.e.,

x x

d

with the condition that it will be ordered after the rule of voicing

dissimilation, the (Strid Ass) can be revised into:

+ant
+cor
-vce

+cnt
+stri

d

+ant
+cor
-vce
+cnt
+strid

[+syl]

In the speech of some speakers the words for 'warm' and 'flat' are

respectively [isdi] and [jasdi]. This means that in the speech of those
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who say [isdi] and [jasdi] the rule (Vce-Diss) rather than the rule

(Strid Ass) operates.

4.5.6. Regressive assimilation: The Tabriz dialect of Azerbaijani

has the following rules of regressive assimilation:

4. 5. 6.1. Nasal assimilation: This is a point of articulation

assimilation rule by which the Azerbaijani alveolar nasal / n/ changes to

the labial nasal [m] or the velar nasal [ rj] when it is followed by the

labial consonants /b m/ or the velar stop /k g/. The rule of nasal

assimilation (Nas Ass) is:

(Nas Ass) [+nas]

-cnt
-cor -strid
cvant /- -cor
6 hi / u ant

i bk x? hi

t bk

Note that when followed by fricatives, after, apparently, nasalizing

the preceding vowel / n/ may be sometimes deleted, by the following rule

of vowel nasalization (V-Nas)^:

^ [+nas] $ (optional)(V-Nas) [+syl]
j

+nas" f +cns~

L+cor

.

+cnt

;

-bk

Examples of the application of the (Nas Ass) and (V-Nas) can be

seen below (the words for 'ear of grain' and the proper name Anvar come

from the Arabic sunbul and anwar ; the words for 'tank' comes from the

Russian tank ; and the word for 'conference' comes from the French

conference . The word for 'narrow' consists of [a?n] 'width' and [siz]

'lack of'; the word for 'unbreakable' consists of [s4m] 'break' and [maz]

(negation suffix)
.

)

:
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'ear of grain' ' unbreakable

'

'bonfire' 'tank'

/sunbul/ /sin+maz/ /tonga!/ /tang/

(Nas Ass) (4.5.6. 1

)

m m 0 0

(V-Nas) (4.5.6. 1

)

[sumbul

]

[simmaz] [toggal] [tagg]

' conference

'

'Anvar' (name) ' narrow' 'grin'

/konfrans/
[-RVS]

/ae nvae r/ /ae n+siz/ /gin^a/

(Nas Ass) (4. 5.6. 1

)

m m n n

(V-Nas) (4.5.6. 1

)

00 d? t a? 0 40

[kofrans] vaer] [aesiz] [g4^a]

4. 5. 6. 2. Assimilation to /s/: This rule which changes /t d z 1/

to [s] before another /s/, can be written thus:

+ant +ant

(Ass to s)

+cor -vce +cor
wson
*1 at

+cnt
+stri

d

/
- +cnt

-vce

+stri

d

The following derivations reflect the application of the (Ass to s)

(The suffix / s i z / means 'without'; /sin/ is the second person singular

imperative mood suffix; /sa/ is the third person singular condition

suffix. )

:

(Ass to s)

'without a horse'

/at+siz/

s

' if lost'

/i t+sa/

s

' tasteless

/dad+siz/

s

' sal tless

/duz+siz/

s

'all right

/ol+s i n/

s

(SVH) 4 a?

[assiz] [issa?.]

4. 5. 6. 3. Lateral assimilation:

4 u u

[dassiz] [dussuz] [ossun]

By this rule the /r/ in the

syllable with a stressed vowel becomes [1] before the / 1 / of the plural
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morpheme /lar/, as in [/a^l i Use r]/[gael i 11 ae rj < /ga^l+i r+lar/ 'they are

coming 1

, [jazil lar] < /jaz+ir+lar/ 'they are writing', etc..

For the reason discussed under the rule of (Del to r) we suggest

the following transformational rule for lateral assimilation (LA):

(LA)

+syl +son +son
-nas +

+stress -lat + lat

[+l‘at]

1 2

Considering that the direction of assimilation in both (Del to r)

and (LA) is determined by the same factor, i.e., the presence of a stressed

vowel in the syllable whose liquid assimilates to the liquid across

morpheme boundary, it becomes plausible to collapse these rules. But

since the segment sequence is not identical in the environment of these

rules, collapsing of the two rules does not seem possible, at least with

the present notational conventions of generative phonology. Intuitively

it would seem that the generative model should be revised to allow for

the formalization of this single process.

4.6. Dissimilation: There are two kinds of dissimilation in the

Tabriz dialect of Azerbaijani: voicing dissimilation and strident

dissimilation.

4.6.1. Voicing dissimilation: In Tabriz speech contiguous medial

obstruents differ in voice, the first being voiceless, the second voiced.

The reason could be that whereas the first obstruent is followed by

another obstruent, the second obstruent is followed by a vowel. Hence,

whether both are underlyingly voiceless (e.g., /axtar/ 'search') or

voiced (e.g., /dogguz/ 'nine') the medial contiguous obstruents dis-

simulate in voice by the following rule of voicing dissimilation

( Vce-Diss)

:
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(Vce-Diss) [+syl] +cns

-son
+cns

-son
-cnt

-stri

d

[+syl] * [-vce] [+vce]

1 2 3 4 1 2 3

This rule accounts for the following deri vati ons

:

' druggist' ' notebook

'

' search

'

'eight' 'nine'

/aetta r/ /daeftazr/ /axtar/ /saekkiz/ /dogguz/

(RVS) (3.2.11) kk

(TCFR) (3.2.12) H
( \fce- Diss) (4.6. 1 ) d d d £ k

[aetdar] [daefdaer] [axdar] [sac&Siz] [dokguz]

The words for 'druggist' and 'notebook' come from the Arabic

V attar and Persian daftar .

4.6.2. Strident dissimilation: /s z i/ become [t d] before /t j/

by the following rule of strident dissimilation (Strid Diss):

(Strid Diss)

r

-son -cnt f+hi

+cor -* -stri

d

/— ! -cnt
o/ant +ant

'

1 +strid
-xhi -hi

L_ J

(i nformal

)

This rule is responsible for the following derivations in Tabriz

speech (the /di/ is the profession suffix; /j a/ is (a) quantity marker,

(b) adjective suffix):

'worker 1'

'a little' 'In Russian

/i£+£i/ /az+ja/ /rus+ja/

(TCFR) (3. 2. 12) c J 5

(Strid Diss)(4.6.2) t d t

[i tcij [ad^a] [rutja]

These more informal than normal pronunciations alternate with

normal and formal [i£ci], [azja]

,

[rus^a]. We find these words
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pronounced [itji], [afcja], [rudja] in several Azerbaijani dialects in-

cluding the Baku dialect (Shiraliyey, 1967:116).

4.7. Other rules: The following are a variety of rules which

operate in the derivation of the Tabriz pronunciation. While not

exhaustive, they seem to constitute the basic rules of Azerbaijani

phonology.

4.7.1. Mid vowel change: since in many Azerbaijani dialects

including the Tabriz dialect, mid vowels (except the ones phonetically

derived (see 2. 3. 5. 2-5)) do not occur in noninitial syllables of morphemes,

the unexpected mid vowels are changed by the following rule of mid vowel

change (MVC):

(MVC)

+svl d hi

-hi —

>

-lo -^lo
<*bk

# cvc

According to this rule the mid vowels /e o/ change to [aa uj. In

the following derivations the rule of mid vowel change is reflected. The

words for 'tulip 1

and 'slave' come from the Persian 1 a 1

e

and bande , and

the word for 'lemonade' comes from the Russian limonad:

'tulip' 'slave' ' lemonade

'

/ 1 a 1 e/ /bac nde/ /l imonad/

(MVC) (4. 7. 1

)

dK dH u

(Devoicing) (4.4.2) t

[lalae] [baendee] [limunat]

Note that although [lalae] and [limunat] in normal Tabriz speech

are not fully nativized, in informal style, by undergoing more rules,

these words have thoroughly nativized pronunciations, as shown in the

following derivations. These examples, too, support our view expressed
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in (1.17) and Chapter 5 concerning the relationship between the degree of

nativization and the number of the rules involved in derivations.

'tulip 1

' lemonade

'

/ 1 a 1 e/ /I i monad/

(MVC) (4.7.1) as u

(Devoicing)(4.4.2) t

(NFVS) (3.11.3.3) a

(NRVH) (4.1.2) a u

[ 1 a 1 a] [lumunat]

4.7.2. Vowel deletion: The final vowel of a morpheme is deleted

by the following rule of vowel deletion (V-Del):

(V-Del) [+syl] -*• 0 / - # [+syl]

The rule of vowel deletion is reflected in the following derivatii

'dry wood' 'yellow apple'

/guru # odun/ /sar4 # alma/

(V-Del

)

0 0

[gurodun] [saralma]

4.7.3. There is a tendency, in Azerbaijani, to delete the un-

stressed word-medial vowel by the following rule of syncope (Sync):

(Sync) +syl

-stress
0 / [+syl][-syl] - [-syl ][+syl

]

The rule of syncope is exemplified in the following derivations

(in these derivations /da/ is the location marker; /im/ is the first

person singular genitive marker; and / i / is the third person genitive

marker)

:
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'where?

'

1 there 1

'my neck' 'his mouth'

/hara+da/ /ora+da/ /bojun+im/ /agiz+i/

(HVSS) (3.6.4.1

)

§

( Sync) (4 .7.3) 0 0 0 0

(SVH) (4.1.1) u 4

(HU) (3. 1 1 . 2. 2) i

[harda] [orda] [bojnum] [a§zi]

The rule of syncope is also involved in nativization, as we find

in the following derivations. The pronunciations [hae?lmaa], [xa^d^ac].

[fatma], [sa?lgae], [aerzae] come from the Arabic proper names Halima,

Khadija, Fatima, and the nouns saliqa and sariza.

/has 1 imae/ /xaedija / /fatimae/ /sa^liga^/ /a*?riza^/

(NFVS) (3.11.3.3) a

( Sync) (4.3.7) 0 0 0 0 0

(TCFR) (3.2.12) 5

[hae lmae] [xeed^ae*] [fatmae

]

[saelga ] [a^rzae]

The proper names [xa^djae] and [fatmae], in informal style have

the thoroughly nativized forms [xaet^ae] and [fatma]. The following

derivations of these forms. too, show the relationship between the degree

of nativization and the number of the rules involved in the derivations.

(proper name) (proper name)

/xaedi jaef / /fatimae/

(NFVS) (3.11 .3.3) a

(Sync) (4.7.3) 0 0

(TCFR) (3.2.12) 5

(NRVH) (4.1.2) a

( Vce-Di ss) (4. 6. 1

)

t

[xaetjae] [fatma]
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Since the effect of (Sync) is the creation of medial clusters one

cannot help noticing a similar effect as in the output of (i-addition)

e.g., in [isport] </sport/ 'sport', [isdi/an] </stakan/ 'tumbler', etc.

4.7.4. Glottal weakening: In Azerbaijani, the glottal segments

/ ? h/ tend to weaken on a scale from the stop to the fricative and from

the fricative to the zero, by the following rule. The context free rule

of glottal weakening (Git Wk) is (except for [faehlae] Arabic faTla

'laboror 1 which is used in all three styles of pronunciation, the output

of (Git Wk) represents the informal pronunciation. For a scale of

consonant strength see Hooper, 1973, esp. p. 125):

(Glk Wk) +cns] [-1 degree of constriction]
_+loJ

Condition: (A) in /-c this rule applies only once.

(B) This rule applies to the preconsonantal /h/ optionally

to give informal pronunciation.

The argument for the context free status of this rule is based on

the following derivations. All the words are Arabic loans. Mashad is

the capital of Khorasan (the northeastern province of Persia).

/maeshaftd//t3? l?aet//sa?av t//savm?//saehaer//fae?laz/

(NFVS) (3.11 .3.3) a

(Git Wk) ( 1 ) 0 h h h 0 h

( 2 ) 000
(Devoicing) (4.4.2) t

(NRVH) (4 . 1.2) a

[mac^ae t] [tael as t] [saat] [2aem] [saea^r] [fashlar]

As these derivations indicate, (Git Wk) can weaken the glottal stop

to the glottal fricative, and the glottal fricative to zero in all
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positions except before a consonant. In this position, a second applica-

tion of tire (Git Wk) will result in pronunciations li ke*[fae lae] which

does not seem to be a word in Azerbaijani. In addition to [fa^hla^?] which

belongs to all three styles of speech, there are informal pronunciations

with a weakened glottal stop as the following derivations show (The loans

are from the Arabic: ?i5timad 'trust', ?Ktina 'concern', qistiqad

muftadil 'temperate '•):

' trust' ' concern '

'opinion' ' temperate

'

/e?timad/ / e ? t i na/ /eptigad/ /ni6?taedil/

(Git Wk) (4.7.4) h h h h

(FVS) (3. 11.3.4) a a a

(Vce-Diss) (4. 6. 1

)

d d d d

(Devoicing)(4.4.2) t t

[ehdimat] [ehdi na] [ehdi gat] [mohdaedi 1 ]

4.7.5. Glide insertion in nativization: Following the rule of

(Git Wk) (4.7.4), which creates a vowel sequence in the intermediate

stage, the already discussed rule of (G1 i de-i ns ) (3 . 11 .2.2.5) inserts a

glide agreeing in roundness with the first vowel of the sequence.

The following derivations illustrate the role of the rule of glide

insertion in nativization. All the loans come from Arabic:
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1 pretence

'

1 prayer' 'rule
1

/ri?a/ /du?a/ /ga? i dae /

(FVS) (4.7.11) a a

(NFVS) (3.11.3.3) a

(Git Wk) (4.7.4) (1

)

h h h

(2) 0 0 0

(Glide-ins) (3. 11 .2.2.5) y w y

(Sync) (4.7.3) 0

(NRVH) (4. 1.2) a

[riya] [duwa] [gayda]

(proper name) ' questi on ' representati ve

/sav? id/ /su?al/ / n a ? i b /

(FVS) (4.7.11) i a

(NFVS ) (3.11.3.3) a

(Git Wk) (4.7.4. ) (1

)

h h h

(2) 0 0 0

(Glide-ins) (3.11 .2.2.5) y W y

(Sync) (4.7.3)

(Devoicing)(4.4.2) t p

(NRVH) (4.1.2) 4

[saeyit] [suwal

]

[nayfp]

4.7.6. i-epenthesis : This is a taati vi zati on rule which inserts

an [i] into the initial and final consonant clusters to prevent their

occurrence at the phonetic level. The rule of i-epenthesis (i-ep) is:
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The rule of i-epenthesis is reflected in the following derivations,

where the word for 'thought ' is an Arabic loan and the words for 'club
'

,

'motion picture' and 'meter 1

are apparently from French

:

' thought

'

'club' 'motion picture' 'meter

/ f i kr/ /glub/ /fi 1m/ /metr/

(RVS ) (3.2.11)

/

k
/\

(TCFR) (3 . 2.12) £

(i-ep) (4.7.6) i i i i

(Devoicing) (4.4.2) P

(NRVH) (4.1.2) u

[fi/ir] [gulup] [fi 1 im] [meti r]

In urban Tabirz pronunciation final clustersin some words are

tolerated, as in [metr] 'meter', [fi/^r]^[fixr] 'thought', [film] 'film',

etc.. These pronunciations in contrast with the more nativized pro-

nunciations [metir], [fi/si r] , and [filim], prove a point concerning the

relationship between the degree of nativization and the number of the

rules involved in the derivation. See (1.17) and Chapter 5 for further

discussion.

4.7.7. i -addition: Loans with initial clusters beginning with a

strident fricative are nativized in Azerbaijani dialects by the addition

of an [i] by the following rule of i -addition (i-ad):

( i -ad) 0

+syl
/

+cnt
+hi /#-
-bk

/
+strid

-rnd

[-syl]

This rule accounts for the nativized loans such as the following.

The word for 'wardrobe' comes from the Russian S ka f

:
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'sport

'

'wardrobe

/sport/ /Sgaf/

(i-ad) i i

[i sport] [iSgaf]

In many Azerbaijani dialects [i] is added also by theibllowing

rule of i -addition before [r] (i-ad [r]):

+syl
/

-syl
+hi

/
~ +son

_-bk _

/

-nas

_
- 1 a t

This rule is reflected in the following derivations where the loans

come from Arabic, and are current in Baku, Mughan, Julfa and other

dialects.

(a herb) (proper name) 'satisfied'
(proper
name)

/rejhan/ /riza/ /razi/
[-NFVS]

/ras him/

(FVS) a a i i

(i-ad) i i i i

(Sync) 0

[i rajhan] [i rza] [irazi] [ira?him]

The pronunciation [i^aembaz] < /$aenbe/< Persian saenbe 'Saturday'

in many Azerbaijani dialects including Tabriz speech reflects a similar

i-addition process which does not seem to be synchronically productive.

However, the pronunciations [iradijol]^[iradi jo] 'radio' in the Norashen

dialect and [irezin] in the Mughan, Norashen, Nakhch4van dialects seem to

indicate that (i-ad [r]) is a productive rule in some dialects of

Azerbaijani. (See Shiraliyev, 1967:67-9).

4.7.8. j-rounding: [j] derived from [g] is rounded and converted

into a glide after front round vowels if it is in syllable-final or a
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word-final position. This rule can be formulated:

(j-rnd)

+cns

+hi -cns
/ r
+$yr

-bk —f
/j

-bk

+cnt
+vce
-strid

_+rnd +rnd
i- J

r *

The rule of j-rounding is reflected in the following derivation:'

'sky, blue'

/gog/

pigeon

/gogaerdi n/

(RVS) (3.2.11)

( Spi r) (4.4. 1

)

(TCFR) (3.2.12)

(j-rnd) (4.7.8)

/ /

g g

/ /

g g

9

[j^dw]

'-y

[/owae rci n]

4.7.9. n-epenthesis and voicing by [n]: in informal style, in a

number of loan morphemes ending in the voiceless dental or palatal stop

or affricate, between this segment and the preceding vowel an [n] is

inserted as a result of which the final voiceless stop or affricate is

voiced. This process of [n] insertion and the subsequent segment

voicing (n-ep & v), may thus be formulated:

[+syl] -cnt

-vce
<*ant

j

«<cor i

-**hi I

(#) [+syl ]
=> +nas

+cor
[+vce]

The application of this rule is reflected in the following

derivations. (The words for 'limestone', 'smart', 'carnation' and

'screw' come from the Persian ahak , z i ra

k

, mixak , and pid ; the word for

comfortable comes from the Arabic rah at ; the word for 'stove' comes

from the Russian ped . )

:
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' Buy

1 imestone!
'Be

smart!

1

1 am 1

smel 1 of 'to the
comfortable' carnation' stove'

k

ng

(RVS) (3.2.11)
(n-ep & v) (4. 7. 9)
(HVSS) (3.6.4. 1

)

(TCFR) (3 . 2.12) $
(NFVS ) (3. 11 .3.3) a

(NRVH) (4.1.2) a

/ahaek#al/ /zi raek#ol//raha? t+am/ /mixae k#i g+i//pic+a/

nd

k

ng

k g

ng nj

5
$ /

i a

a a?

[ahan^al] [ziraen/ol] [rahandam] [mfxazn^iji] [pinjae]

4.7.10. j-deletion: in informal and normal styles, in a number of

loanwords the segment /j/ is deleted by the following rule:

( j- Del

)

+cns
+hi

-bk

+cnt
+vce
-strid

[-syl]

This rule accounts for the deletion of the /j/ in the following

derivations (all the examples were borrowed from Arabic):

' rel igious (proper
leader' name) ' flood

'

/Sejx/ /husejn/ / sej 1 /

( j- Del

)

0 0 t

[Sex] [husen] [sel]

As it can be seen, this is a rule of cluster simp! if ication wi th

a function similar to that of (Son Del )

.

But final clusters consisting

of a /j/ and a consonant are also simplified by (i-ep), e.g., [hejif]<

/hej f/ 'what a pity' < Arabic hayf ; [meji 1 ] < /mejl / ' tendency '< Arabic

may 1 , etc..

However, considering that the segment deleted by both (Son Del)

and (
j - Del ) is a voiced nonstrident nonback consonant, we may collapse

the two rules into the rule of the voiced consonant deletion (VcnsDel).
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(VcnsDel

)

+cns +cns
+vce -bk
-strid 1r -lo
-bk

+bk

+cnt
-vce

r

[-syl]

#

L

This rule can account for the deletion of both the preconsonantal

sonorants and the /j /

.

4.7.11. Final /s/ voicing: In Tabriz speech, there seems to be a

rule by which the final / s/ of some polysyllabic loanwords is voiced.

(See also the last paragraph of note 19, Chapter 2.) The rule of final

/s/ voicing can be formulated as:

(FSV)

+ant
+cor
+cnt
+strid

[+vce] / vcv

As the rule shows, it applies only to polysyllabic words. This

is deducible from the fact that monosyllabic loans like [fars]^[fas]<

/fars/< Persian fars 'Persian', [tas] < /tas/< Arabic tas 'basin', [£ans]

</3ans/ < French chance 'luck', [dae rs]^[daes]</dae rs/< Arabic dars

'lesson', [aexs] 'photograph' < /asks/ < Arabic Saks 'reflex', etc. do

not undergo this rule. Interestingly, the word for 'photograph' has

the bi syllabic alternant [ae^iz] with voiced final /s/ in Rizaiyya speech.

The following derivations reflect the (FSV) (the words for Aras ,

'rooster' and 'rug' are apparently Persian loans, and the words for

'silk satin', 'photograph' and 'diamond' are Arabic loans):
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'The Aras River' ' rooster

'

'silk satin

/aras/ /xorus/ /a? tlaes/

(FVS) (4.7.11) z z z

[araz] [xoruz] [ae tlaez]

' rug

'

'photo' 'diamond'

(RVS) (3.2.11)

(TCFR) (3.2.12)

(
i -ep) (4.7.6)

/pae las/ /ae ks/

k

;

i

/aelmas/

(FVS) (3.11.3.4) a a

(NRVH) (4.1.2) a a

(FSV) (4. 7.11) z z z

[pal az] [>7iz] [almaz]

(Rizaiyya) (literary)

The (FSV), however, is not an exceptionless rule, as it can be

gathered from the pronunciations [in^ilis] England
, [tiflis] (capital of

Soviet Georgia), [aelmas] </a^lmas/ < Arabic almas 'diamond
1

, etc..

4.7.12. Voicing of the /f/ : Azerbaijani seems to have a rule of

nativization by which an / f/ followed by a voiceless fricative is voiced.

The rule of ( /f/ voicing) is:

(/f/-voicing)
+ant -son
-cor 1l

1
CDO>+

I

It +cor
+cnt +cnt
+stri

d

-vce
L J
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This rule is reflected in the following derivations of the nativized

forms of the Persian words for 'charm' and 'violet':

'charm' 'violet'

/aefsun/ /baenai'fSe/

(MVC) (4.7.1) a?

(FVS) (3.11 .3.4) u

(/f/ voicing) (4. 7. 12) v v

(Diph) (2.6. 5.2) ow ow

(NRVH) (4.1.2) ow

[owsun] [baenow^ae]

This rule of nativization does not apply to some words like [aefsa^r]

</aefsaer/< Persian afsar 'army officer', [aefsanae] </aefsane/< Persian

afsane 'myth', [naefs] < /nae fs/<Arabic nafs 'self', etc..

4.7.13. Suppletion: A number of function morphemes such as the

bound morphemes /i 1 a/ 'with', /k imi / 'like', /Ja/ 'as much as', in

normal and informal styles, have underlying representations like /inan/,

/kimin/, / jan/ by suppletion.

4.8. Order: The answer to the question whether the phonological

rules in this study are sequentially or simultaneously ordered^ may have

become clear by now. Rules apply to the underlying forms when they pro-

vide the required structural description. If the underlying representa-

tion provides the necessary structural description for more than one

rule, they apply simultaneously. When, however, a rule can apply only

to the output of another rule the application of these rules will be

sequential. E.g., in the derivation of [/sae rowuz] , the underlying

representation /ka?ra?fs/ ' cel ery '< Persian karafs , has the required

structural description for the simultaneous application of the rules
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of the realization of the velar stops (RVS) (3.2. 1 1 ) and (/f/-voicing) (4.

7.2), but the rule of diphthongization (Di ph) (2. 6. 5. 2) , that in the case

n ....

of [js'ae r'owiiz] derives the diphthong [ow] from the segment sequence [ae v]

,

must follow the (/f/-voicing) . Similarly, whereas the Tabriz context

free rule (TCFR) (3.2. 12) that applies to the output of (RVS) (3. 2. 1 1 )

,

i-epenthesis (i-ep) (4.7.6) , and final /s/ voicing (FSV) (4. 7. 1 1 ) can

apply simultaneously, the rounding of the epenthetic [i] by the nativiza-

tion rule of root vowel harmony (NRVH) (4. 1 . 2) must follow (i-ep) (4.7.11 )

,

thus

:

/k

(RVS)

/

k

ae r a2 f

(/f/-voicing)

V

s/

(TCFR) (Di ph ) (i-ep) (FSV)

6 w i

(NRVH)

u

z

?
Another example: [or^aeri^ac-x] c/ograenjae k/ 'experiment 1

/o g r ae n j ae k/

(RVS) (metathesis) (TCFR) (RVS)

/

g

r g

(TCFR)

5
/

k

(HVSS

)

/

X

0
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Finally, ^owaercin] </gogaerdin/ 'pigeon'

:

/g 6 g a?
V

r c

(RVS) (RVS) (TCFR)

/ /

g g c

(TCFR) (HVSS)

4 j

( j-rnd)

w

It must be added, however, that some rules need to be extri nsically

ordered. E.g., in the derivation of the word for 'factory' the rules

(RVS) (3. 2. 11), (P-Ass) (4.1.3), (TCFR) (3. 2. 12) must have this order, and

the rules (MVC) and (NRVH) must be in this order. The fact that (RVS)

precedes (TCFR) is clear as it has already been mentioned (see 4.8). But

if after (RVS), instead of (P-Ass), the rule (TCFR) applies, the resultant

\fs~\ will not be the segment which according to (P-Ass) should motivate

vowel fronting. In the case of the order of (MVC) (4. 7. 1 ) ,
(NRVH) (4. 1 . 2)

as such, too, it can be observed that (NRVH) cannot apply before (MVC)

because /e/ does not have a back counterpart in Azerbaijani vowel system.

Hence, first (MVC) lowers it to [at? ] and then (NRVH) backs it to [a].

/k a r # X a n e/

1) (RVS) (NFVS) (NFVS) (MVC)

/

k a a ae

2) (P-Ass) (NRVH)

a? a

3) (TCFR)

—

l

f
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Notes

^As already mentioned (Chapter 3, note 8), we have not employed
the theory of markedness. This, however, does not oblige us to disregard
the support markedness can lend to our description.

p
The label 'presumptive past 1

is adopted from Kazmao^lu (1974:40-1).

^The rule of Devoicing in its general form, i.e., as:

c -* [-vce]/cvcv -j^j seems to be applicable with respect to [g] in

Goychay dialect, and to /g/ in the affected literary pronunciation, as in

the following derivations:

'pretty 1

/gaeSae ng/

[-RVS]
(RVS) (3.2.11) g

(Son Del ) (4.3.1 ) 0

/

(General Devoicing) k

,

/

[gae £a? k]

'while counting 1

'no'

/saj+ar+ag/ /jog/

k k

[sajarak] [jok]

The pronunciation [gae£a>?k] is taken from Shiraliyev (1967:377),
and [sajarak] and [jok] from the declamation of a recent sonnet called
'Behjat abad Khatirasi' by the Poet of Heydar Baba.ya Sal am .

4
E.g., the word for 'milk' is sud in Kitab-i Dadam Gorgud. . . p. 29

Dresden copy in Ergin 1963. In an earlier record (Kashghari, I, 157-7)
this word is sut which Emre (1949:61 ) interprets as [silt] (for the
significance of this interpretation see Chapter 3, note 16). To see the
point we need to consider the following:

1)

In Tabriz and the literary dialect we have monosyllabic words
with final voiced stops, e.g., [ad] 'name', [gab] 'dish'. These words
contrast against [at] 'horse' and [gap] 'snatch'.

2) On the other hand, the words for 'milk' and 'fire' differ with
respect to the final stop in Tabriz from the literary dialect. In Tabriz
we have [sut] 'milk' and [ot] 'fire' whereas in the literary dialect we
have [slid] and [od].

3) We have not found any reason for positing /sut/ and /ot/ for
Tabriz and /s Lid/ and /od/ for the literary dialect.

4) In pre-llth century documents these words are sut and crt.

5) Hence, the Tabriz [siit], [ot] and the literary [su’d], [od]

have a common underlying form.
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6) Even the orthography of the later works such as the Book of

Dada Gorgud seems to indicate that the underlying forms for the words
'milk' and 'fire' in earlier times must have been / sud/ and /od/.

7) With regard to all these points it is puzzling that Tabriz has
[slit] and [ot] whereas the literary dialect has [sud] and [od].

8) Hence, this is a case of unpredictable devoicing in Tabriz.

9) Since the early (e.g., 11th century) forms were sut and ot ,

we might think that Tabriz has shortened the long vowel and inherited
the voiceless stops in these words. But this is not plausible. Could
it be that the following operations which give [ad], [gab] in Tabriz
and the literary dialect, and [sud]

,
[od] in the literary dialect has

been avoided by Tabriz?

5
This is the same process as the process of vowel nasalization in

Portugese discussed by Saciuk (1970:198).

®For a discussion of the sequential and simultaneous ordering of
phonological rules see Koutsoudas et al . 1974, and King 1973.



CHAPTER V

NATIVIZATION IN AZERBAIJANI

5.1. We conceive of nativization^ as the linguistically significant

change which allows a morpheme or word from one language to be incon-

spicuously used in a speech style of another language. The key point

is the inconspicuous occurrence of the loanword in a speech style of the

borrowing language. Since styles of pronunciation differ according to

their distance from the underlying representations (the formal style

with a minimum and the informal style, almost always, with a maximum

distance from the underlying representation (see 1.17-18)), and since,

as we see it, nativization is the inconspicuous occurrence of a form

from one language in a speech style of another language, in other words,

since loanwords can inconspicuously appear in different speech styles of

the borrowing language, the change which causes nativization may range

between a minimum (the substitution of a foreign segment with its

closest approximation available in the native inventory of the under-

lying segments) and a maximum (with several rules applicable in its

derivation).

Thus, when a loanword is inconspicuously used in a speech style

of another language it is nativized (regardless of the style in which

it appears). Note that at this point only the general concept of

nativization is at issue. Once a word is nativized (by being incon-

spicuously employed in a speech style of a borrowing language), then

155
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its degree of nativization can be considered, because in harmony with the

speech style in which it occurs, the nativized loanword may be minimally

or maximally distant from its underlying representation in the borrowing

language.

To illustrate the above points we may consider the word for

<\

'orchestra' which is [or^estr] in the formal style of Tabriz speech. In

the derivation of this pronunciation the native /k/>[k]> [/*] apart,

the only significant change is the substitution of the rolled French [R]

with the positional variants of the Azerbaijani underlying /r/. Note

that in this pronunciation the normally unpermitted noninitial-syllable

mid vowel and the three-consonant final cluster remain intact.

In contrast to the formal pronunciation [or/estr], consider the

informal pronunciation [or^aez] whose derivation from the French word

orchestre 'orchestra' reflects the application of not only the rules

employed in the derivation of the formal [or^estr], but also the applica-

tion of the rules of mid vowel change (4.7.1), nativization root vowel

harmony (4.1.2), final cluster simplification (which going far beyond

our rule of stop deletion (4. 3. 2.1) has deleted two consonants (i.e.,

/tr/) at one stroke), and the voicing of final /s/ (4.7.11). Note that

the rules of mid vowel change and final [s] voicing belong to the category

of the rules of nativization. These rules differ from the common rules

of Azerbaijani phonology in that whereas the former apply only to loans,

the latter apply to all the morphemes with a structural description for

them. In the derivations of the pronunciations for the word for 'orchestra',

below, all the three kinds of the rules in Azerbaijani phonology (i.e.,

the rules of substitution, the specific rules of nativization and the

general rules) are represented:
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/orkestr/ /orkestr/

(RVS) (3.2.11)
/

k

/

k

(TCFR) (3.2.12)
P l

(NRVH) (4.1.2) o

(MVC) (4.7.1) as

final cluster simplification bb

(FSV)(4.7.11) z

[orkestr] [or/saez]

(formal

)

(informal

)

For some speakers the normal pronunciation of the word for 'orchestra
1

is identical with the formal [orkestr]. For other speakers it may be

[or/'es] ~ [dries] or [or/esti r]~ [or^esti r] , by the following derivations.

There must be finer stylistic or idiolectal reasons for the nonapplica-

tion of some of the rules.

(RVS ) (3.2.11)

(TCFR) (3.2.12)

(NRVH) (4.1.2)

/orkestr/ /orkestr/ /orkestr/ /orkestr/

k k k k

# f $ ?

6 6

final cluster simplification bb bb

(i-ep) (4.7.6) i i

[orAes] [orAesti r][or/es] [or/estir]

5.2. The rules of substitution in comparison with the general

rules of Azerbaijani phonology and the nativization rules have a note-

worthy characteristic. Whereas the other two kinds of rules apply to

specific segments present in their underlying representation in Azerbai-

jani, the rules of substitution apply to foreign segments to make them

acceptable in the underlying representation. Thus, these rules 'interpret'

or 'transphonate ' the foreign segment into the nearest segment in the
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inventory of underlying segments in Azerbaijani. An example of the rules

of substitution is the already mentioned (5.1) rule that substitutes the

French uvular trill [R] with the phonetic variants of Azerbaijani /r/.

Some of the rules of substitution have already been introduced (see

3.4.3, 3. 4. 7-2, 3.4.8), and the following are the remaining most important

ones known to us at this time:

5.3. The Arabic short / i / and /u/ are similar to the Azerbaijani

/ i/ and /u/, but the Arabic short /a/ is realized as the Azerbaijani /ee/,

e.g., [ism]< /ism/ < Arabic ?ism 'name', [xums]< /xums/< Arabic khums 'one-

fifth', but [gae laem] < /gae laem/< Arabic qalam 'pen'. The correspondence

between the Arabic and Azerbaijani /i u/ can also be seen in that, when

shortened by the relevant rules (see 3.11.3.3 - 3.11.3.4), the long

Arabic [i u] correspond to the Azerbaijani /i u/,- but the shortened

Arabic [a] rather than corresponding to the Azerbaijani /ae/ (as the short

Arabic /a/ does), corresponds to Azerbaijani /a/, e.g., [musa]< /musa/<

Arabic musa 'Moses', [isa]</isa/ Arabic isa 'Jesus', [haemal ]</kaemal/

< Arabic kamal 'perfection'. The existence of the prelexical rules that

convert the Arabic /a/ and [a] to Azerbaijani /ae/ and /a/ does not mean

that the underlying vowels in words like /musa/, /isa/ are shortened

prelexically. Rather, it means that the Azerbaijani underlying /musa/,

— — - 4i - a
/isa/ etc. are derived from the Arabic musa , ^isa etc. We have vowel

shortening rules to shorten the vowels in the Azerbaijani /musa/, /isa/

etc.

.

The difference between the Arabic /a/ and the Azerbaijani /a/ arises

from the fact that whereas the Arabic vowel system has two degrees of

aperture (Cantineau, 1960:90), the Azerbaijani vowel system has three

degrees of aperture. Consequently, whereas the /i u / of the Arabic and
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Azerbaijani systems correspond in height, the Arabic /a/ does not correspond

to the Azerbaijani /a/.

5.4. The French nasal vowels are substituted with their correspond!
-

ng

vowel and' nasal sequences, e.g., [kuran] French [kura] courant 'current,

draught'

.

5.5. The French uvular trill /R/ is substituted by the Azerbaijani

/r/.

5.6. The unstressed final [a] of Russian loans is prelexically

deleted, e.g., [gazet]< /gazet/< Russian gazeta 'newspaper'.

5.7. In addition to /g/< Arabic voiceless uvular stop /q/ (i.e., (3 )

(see 3.4.7) and /?/< Arabic voiced pharyngeal fricative A/ (i.e.,£j

(see 3.4.8), we find the following rules of consonant substitution

changing the Arabic consonants to their Azerbaijani corresponding seg-

ments:

5.8. The Arabic emphatic (i.e., velarized) voiceless dental stop

and alveolar fricative segments /t s/ (i.e.^c/3 ) become the Azerbaijani

voiceless dental stop and alveolar fricative /t s/.

5.9. The Arabic emphatic (i.e., velarized) voiced dental stop and

fricative segments /d dh/ and the voiced interdental fricative

/£/ (i.e.,>) becomes the Azerbaijani /z/.

5.10. The Arabic voiceless interdental /e/ (i.e.,o) becomes the

Azerbaijani /s/.

5.11. The Arabic voiceless pharyngeal fricative /h/ (i.e.,£)

becomes the Azerbaijani voiceless glottal fricative /h/.

5.12. The Arabic round glide /w/ (i.e. ,,9 ) becomes the Azerbaijani

/v/.

5.13. The voiceless velar stop in earlier loans, mostly from
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Russian, is realized as the voiced velar stop, e.g. [guruSga] < /grusga/<

Russian kru£ka 'mug', [gaenow] < /ganav/< Russian kanava 'ditch, gutter'.

Since in such words the [g] apparently does not alternate with [k], i.e.

,

since in all styles the words for 'mug' and 'ditch' are pronounced

[guru£ga] and [gaenow] ([ganov] in Northern literary dialect), it can be

assumed that the voiceless velar stop of the Russian krugka and kanava

has been restructured into the Azerbaijani voiced velar stop. This means

that regardless of the voiceless velar stop in such words in the source

language, their underlying representations in Azerbaijani will have the

voiced velar stop. While this is true for many words, for a smaller

number of loans like the informal [g(4)las] and normal and formal [k(4)las]

< French classe 'classroom', depending on the speaker there will be two

underlying forms /glas/ and /klas/. The latter, more properly will be

/k 1 as/

.

[-RVS]

The list of the rules of substitution is, apparently, an accumulating

one because upon borrowing a morpheme with a segment for which Azerbaijani

may not have a counterpart in the inventory of the underlying segments

there will be rules to substitute the unfamiliar segment with an approxi-

mation available in the inventory of the underlying segments.

5.14. To return to the styles of pronunciation, although we have

spoken of three styles (formal, normal, informal), within the scope of

the three styles known to us, there must be substyles with finer dis-

tinctions which careful study can specify.

It is noteworthy that the degree of the nativization of a loanword

and its assignment to a speech style is in almost direct relationship

with the number of the rules involved in its derivation. This is evident

from the derivation of the different pronunciations of the word for
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'orchestra'. The pronunciation belonging to the formal style has been

derived by three rules (i.e., the prelexical substitution rule that

replaces the French uvular trill [R] with the phonetic variants of the

Azerbaijani /r/, the rule of the realization of the velar stop (3.2.11)

which specifies the backness of the underlying / k/ , and the Tabriz context

free rule (3.2.12) which changes the voiceless palatal stop resulting

from the (RVS) to the voiceless alveopalatal retroflex affricate; the

normal style has been derived by four or five rules (i.e., in addition

to the rules involved in the derivation of the formal style, the rule of

vowel harmony has fronted the back mid round /o/ to [6], and a rule of

cluster simplification has simplified the final consonant cluster either

by deletion or by i-epenthesis ) ; the informal style has been derived by

seven rules (i.e., in addition to the three rules involved in the deriva-

tion of the formal style, and the rules of vowel harmony and cluster

simplification involved in the derivation of the normal style, also the

rule of mid vowel change has lowered the /e/ to [a£], and the rule of

final /s/ voicing has voiced to [z] the final /s/ resulting from the

cluster simplification).

5.15. Another example which shows an almost direct relationship

between the degree of nativization and the number of the rules involved

in the derivation can be seen in the three different pronunciations of

the word for 'hour, timepiece' in the following derivations:

(NFVS)(3.11. 3. 3)

/sa?aet/ /sa'Jae t/

a

/sa?ae t/

a

(NRVH) (4.1.2) — a a

(Git wk) (4. 7. 4) ( 1

)

— h h

(2) — 0 —
[sa?ae t]

(formal

)

[saat]

(normal

)

[sahat]

( i nformal

)
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As it can be seen in the above derivations of the Azerbaijani pro-

nunciations of the word for 'hour, timepiece' < Arabic saTat , there is

almost a direct relationship between the degree of nativization and the

number of the rules involved. From among the three nativized pronunciations

of this word the formal has been derived only by three rules belonging to

the category of the prelexical substitution rules that substitute the

Azerbaijani /a ? ae/ for the Arabic /a S' a/; the normal pronunciation

has been derived by seven rules (i.e., in addition to the three substitu-

tion rules involved in the derivation of the formal pronunciation, the

rule of vowel shortening has shortened the /a/ to [a], the rule of root

vowel harmony has changed the low front /ae/ to the low back [a], and

the rule of glottal weakening in second application has deleted the

weakened glottal segment); and the informal pronunciation has been derived

by six rules (i.e., by the three prelexical substitution rules, the rule

of vowel shortening, the rule of root vowel harmony, and one application

of the rule of glottal weakening).

5.16. The final example illustrating the relationship between the

degree of nativization (reflected in the style of pronunciation) and the

number of the rules involved in the derivations, from among many interesting

examples can be the derivation of the word for ‘comfortable
1 from the

Arabic rahat:

/rahae t/ /rahae t/ /rahae t/ /rahae t/

(NFVS) (3.11 .3.3) — a a a

(NRVH) (4.1.2) — a a a

(Git wk) (4. 7. 4)
— — 0 —

(n-ep & V) (4.7.9)

[raha t]

( formal

)

[rahat]

(normal

)

— nd

[raat] [rahand]

(i nformal

)
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In these derivations, the formal pronunciation [rahaet] has under-

gone a block of three rules which has substituted the Arabic /a h a/ with

the Azerbaijani /a h ae/; the normal pronunciation has undergone five

rules (i.e., the substitution rules employed in the derivation of the

formal pronunciation, the rule of vowel shortening which has shortened

/a/ to [a], and the rule of root vowel harmony which has changed the /ae/

to the [a]); and the two informal pronunciations have undergone six rules

(i.e., in addition to the three substitution rules, the vowel shortening

and the vowel harmony employed in the derivation of the normal pronunciation

also either the rule of glottal weakening or n-epenthesis and final voicing)

5.17. Revealing examples of the nativization of loanwords in

Azerbaijani seem almost inexhaustible. This can be inferred from the

variety of the rules (presented in Chapter 4) that apply specifically to

loanwords. Nevertheless, despite the great variety in the form of the

nativized words, nativization seems to be sketchable in terms of the

varieties of the rules involved.

5.18. As the examples presented in the preceding paragraphs suggest,

nativization in Azerbaijani is achieved by three kinds of rules: (1)

the prelexical rules of substitution (when the loan has segments signifi-

cantly different from the corresponding segments in the Azerbaijani

inventory of underlying segments), (2) the specific nativization rules,

and (3) the general rules of Azerbaijani phonology. The nativization

rules and the general rules apply to the underlying forms.

5.19. At the conclusion of this chapter it seems proper to say a

word about another aspect of nativization -- the conformity of the

borrowing language to a source language. Although nativization is

largely the conformity of the loanwords to the sound system of the
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borrowing language, it seems that in the process of historical development,

at the same time that a language nativizes many loans, it itself is

affected by loans. In phonology, among examples illustrating the con-

formity of the borrowing language to a source language, one is the adop-

tion of underlying segments that fill holes in the inventory of the

underlying segments of the borrowing language. Azerbaijani has gained

some segments in this way, the most recent ones being the initial HI

and the voiceless velar stop /k/, as in [2urnal ]< /zurnal /< French

journal 'journal' and [k(i)las]</klas/< French classe 'classroom'.

Notes

We have examined only two works on nativization: (1) Saciuk (1969),

(2) Nessly (1971).

1) Saciuk (1969) shows that the formatives of a language, on the

basis of their underlying forms and the phonological rules applicable

to them may belong to the native ([+Native]) or nonnative ([-Native])

categories. [+Native] and [-Native] formatives differ in that the

[+Native] formatives are derived from the underlying forms by rules

which apply to the great majority of the formatives of a language,

whereas the [-Native] do not undergo all the applicable [+Native] rules,

and undergo other ([-Native]) rules. The [+Native] and [-Native] for-

matives, however, share similarities, e.g., in underlying segment or

segment sequences, and thus are opposed to yet another category of

formatives which usually have different underlying segments and strings,

and obey no [+Native] or [-Native] rules. These formatives belong to

the [-Homogeneous] category, whereas the [+Native] and [-Native] forma-

tives belong to the [+Homogeneous] category. Further, in addition to

the primary strata! features, i.e., [Native] and [Homogeneous], there

are secondary features which further specify the members of the [-Native]

category. Finally, the primary strata! features differ from the

secondary strata! features in that the former are interpreted by universal

strata! marking conventions whereas the secondary strata! features are

not.

The comprehensiveness of Professor Saciuk' s theory of nativization

with respect to its capacity to account for all possible shades of

nativization is missing in our simpler account of nativization. We

were constrained with the lack of resources such as access to speakers

of different styles of Azerbaijani, relevant literature, etymological

dictionaries, and previous studies on nativization in Azerbaijani (if

there are any).
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2) Nessly (1971) employs a theory of nativization similar to Saciuk

(1969). Acknowledging Saciuk's precedence in the treatment of different

surface realizations of a word, he focuses on the classification of the

vowels used in English in accordance with their distance from the native

English vowel qualities.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

The preceding chapters constitute an attempt to present a generative

phonology of the Tabriz dialect of Azerbaijani.

The first chapter introduces Azerbaijani as a Turkic language. It

places Azerbaijani in a rough sketch among Turkic languages, and after

a brief reference to the literary dialect of Northern Azerbaijan, and a

short discussion of the styles of speech, the chapter suggests that the

Tabriz dialect is not the literary dialect of Southern Azerbaijan.

The second chapter is a critical examination of six previous works

on Azerbaijani phonology. Out of the six works, except for one work

sampling different Azerbaijani dialects, five describe a particular dia-

lect --the literary dialect of the Northern Azerbaijani or the Tabriz

dialect. The examination of these works results in the formulation of

some of the rules of Azerbaijani phonology such as the rules of the

creation of the long vowels, diphthongization, and vowel sequences.

Questions arising about the status of some segments, i.e., the [+high]

stops and affricates leads to a somewhat different analysis of these

segments in Chapter 3.

The third chapter posits the Azerbaijani underlying segments which

do not greatly differ from the traditional phonemic inventory of

Azerbaijani. The difference is in that here only two velar underlying

stops, rather than two palatal and two velar stop phonemes, are posited.

It is argued that the pair of the velar stops /k g/ suffice for the

166
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derivation also of the palatal stops in Azerbaijani. It is also shown

that the dental affricates [c 3] in some Azerbaijani dialects including

the Tabriz dialect and the alveopalatal affricates [d j] in some other

dialects of Azerbaijani, including the Baku dialect, come from the same

underlying segments /t j/. Furthermore, it is shown that, despite the

/

view expressed in some of the examined works to the effect that [x] is

/

not related to [k], the voiceless palatal fricative is a realization

/

of the voiceless palatal stop [ k] . Concerning vowels, it is pointed out

that in addition to the nine ordinary vowels /i u 4 u e 6 0 ae a/, their

long counterparts, too, need to be posited as underlying segments.

Finally, in this chapter, too, occasions arise for the formulation of a

few other rules of Azerbaijani phonology, e.g., the Tabriz context free

rule which accounts for the realization of the high stops and affricates

in Tabriz speech, the stop spi ranti zation
,
glide insertion, glide

formation and vowel shortening, unrounding, fronting.

The fourth chapter presents perhaps the majority (but not all) of

the important phonological rules accounting for the pronunciation of the

Tabriz speech. Some of these rules, e.g., the rule of vowel harmony

which accounts for both the backness and roundness in suffixes, the rule

of vowel harmony accounting for backness and roundness harmony in loan

roots, the rules of voicing dissimilation, mid vowel change, vowel

raising, [j]-rounding , [n]-epenthesis , etc., are apparently presented

for the first time. Other rules which are also described in the works

on Azerbaijani phonology, in this chapter, are formulated on the basis

of their motivation rather than the convenience of the pattern of exposi-

tion. E.g., instead of treating spi rantization for each of the segments

/d j g/ separately and under separate entries for their word-medial and



word-final occurrences (as it is in the traditional descriptions), here

there is a general rule of high consonant spi rantization which accounts

/ '

for the spirantization of not only /l j g/, but also the palatal [k g]

,

in the relevant environments. In the light of further investigations, th

chapter can be extended to include other rules which we had to disregard

at this time because of insufficient examples to support them. The

rules presented in chapters two and three added to those in this chapter

seem to include the basic rules of Azerbaijani phonology.

The fifth chapter sketches nativization in Azerbaijani. It views

nativization as the inconspicuous occurrence of a loanword in a speech

style of a borrowing language. It is suggested that in nativization

in addition to the general rules of Azerbaijani' phonol ogy and the

nativization rules already discussed mostly in chapter 4, there are

involved also rules that replace the difficult foreign segments with

native approximations. Most of these rules of substitution appear in

this chapter. Here, it is also argued that there is almost always a

direct relationship between the degree of nativization and the number

of the rules involved in the derivation of a nativized loan. Finally,

it is suggested that nativization affects also the borrowing language.
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